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Over the past decade, fluid models have been widely used, and shown to be efficient
and accurate in the modeling, analysis, and design of the Internet. In literature, much
of this work has focused on the design of end-host controllers and control algorithms at
routers (marking functions) for the stable end-to-end operation over the Internet. However,
there is a significant fraction of uncontrolled flows such as real-time video and audio flows
in the Internet, and the effect of those uncontrolled flows on the design and simulation of
the Internet cannot be ignored in the use of fluid models.
In this thesis, we first explore the use of time-scale decomposition of the end-systems
and queueing dynamics at the intermediate routers. Based on this time-scale decompo-
sition study, for a queue-based router model we develop an equivalent fluid model that
depends only on the instantaneous traffic rate. The main intuition for such a rate based
model is that there exists a sufficient randomness in the Internet due to uncontrolled flows.
We next study how the rate based model can be practically used for a Internet simula-
tion/emulation with a mixture of controlled and uncontrolled flows. We address this by
vii
developing a hybrid network simulator – FluNet – which combines actual network hard-
ware (routers and switches) at the network edge, and rate based fluid models within the
network core.
Second, we study the effects of these uncontrolled flows on the design choices for
the end controllers and marking function. Current research has focused on the design of
controllers and network algorithms with the objective of stability and convergence of the
transmission rates. However, an important criterion that has not received much attention
is the design of the controllers with the objective of providing QoS guarantees to real-time
flows that share the links with the controlled flows. In this thesis, we study the design
rules for network congestion controllers with the objective of providing QoS support for
such real-time flows.
Third, while much of the research based on fluid models has focused on wireline
networks, a growing area of research is that of wireless multi-hop networks. The main issue
in using fluid models in this context is that the MAC (media access control) is a “discrete”
entity, as a result of which fluid models have not been commonly used. In this work,
we first investigate fluid models for MAC and appropriate models for congestion control
over multi-hop wireless networks. Based on an optimization framework with constraints
that arise from the multi-hop wireless network, we propose hop-by-hop congestion control
algorithms, and study their properties on the stability and peak buffer requirement.
Fourth, we study a realistic MAC protocol, which leads to the appropriate fluid models
used for analysis and design of networking algorithms (i.e., congestion control) over wire-
less multi-hop networks. In this work, we study a distributed randomized MAC protocol
that converges an optimal schedule with a simple one-hop synchronized contention sig-
naling mechanism. Furthermore, by simulation and analysis, we show that the proposed
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Over the past decade, the Internet has experienced tremendous growth in scale, speed, and
heterogeneity, and the control and management of the Internet is becoming an ever more
important issue. With this trend, understanding the behavior of large-scale networks is
crucial for the future success of the Internet. Analyzing and predicting the performance of
large-scale network systems requires: (i) good analytical models to capture the dynamics of
the systems correctly, and/or (ii) large-scale simulation setup or a network test-bed where
the systems can be studied in a controlled environment.
However, simulation of large-scale network systems with thousands of users and flows
passing over large numbers of routers with complex routing patterns is very difficult due
to computational complexity. Further, having a large hardware test-bed over which we
can actually deploy algorithms can be extremely expensive to implement. On the other
hand, exact mathematical modeling of complex and large-scale networks seems analytically
intractable.
To address these issues, fluid model based approximations, which consider traffic
behavior in terms of packet rates rather than packet instances, have been widely used in
literature and have been shown to be efficient and accurate in the modeling, analysis [1–11],
and simulation [12–20] of the Internet. From a modeling and analysis perspective, much
of the research has focused on the design of end host controllers and control algorithms at
routers (marking functions) for the stable end-to-end operation of controlled flows over the
1
Internet. These studies mostly ignore the effect of and the effect on the uncontrolled flows1,
which constitute a significant fraction of the Internet traffic. Similarly, research on fluid
models based simulation also ignores the effect of uncontrolled flows. Thus, in the first part
of this thesis, we study new fluid models which explicitly consider uncontrolled flows, and
their relevance in modeling, analysis, and simulation/emulation of the Internet. Further,
we also study the effects of uncontrolled flows on the design choices for the end-host
controllers and the queue management algorithm at the intermediate routers.
While much of the research based on fluid models has focused on wire-line end-to-
end controllers, a growing area of research is that over wireless networks. The second part
of this thesis focuses on wireless multi-hop networks. A wireless multi-hop network is
a system of network hosts (nodes) connected by wireless links. An example of a multi-
hop wireless network is a community based roof-top network, where a collection of Base
Stations (BS) mounted on roof-tops collaborate to relay data packets. In other words, if two
hosts are not within radio range, all communication messages between them must pass
through one or more intermediate hosts that act as routers.
The communication patterns and resource sharing mechanisms over such a network
are significantly different from those of a wired network, mainly due to “coupling” of si-
multaneous transmissions imposed by the nature of the wireless channel (e.g., interference
constraints and packet collisions among the nearby transmissions), thus leading to different
approaches to analysis and design of network algorithms. This “transmission coupling” in
a wireless network leads to a tightly coupled resource allocation problem, not only across
nodes, but also across multiples layers (e.g., transport layer congestion control and the
Media Access Control (MAC) layer scheduling). The primary issue in using fluid models
is that the MAC is a “discrete” entity, and is not easily amenable to a fluid model. In this
thesis, we first study fluid models for MAC and the corresponding models for congestion
control over multi-hop wireless networks. Next, we study optimal MAC designs that lead
to these fluid models over a longer time-scale.
1We use the terminology “controlled flows” to refer to flows of data traffic which react and adapt their
transmission rates in real-time to feedback from the network. An example of such a flow is a TCP (Transmission
Control Protocol) flow. “Uncontrolled flows” refer to data flows that do not react to network feedback.
Examples of such flows include real time video/audio as well as web mice – short bursts of packet generated
by web requests. Uncontrolled flows are also called unresponsive flows in the literature.
2
1.1 Main Contributions and Organization
In Chapter 2, we show that the randomness due to uncontrolled flows in the Internet is
sufficient to decouple the dynamics of the router queues from those of the end controllers.
This implies that a time-scale decomposition naturally occurs such that the dynamics of
the router manifest only through their statistical steady-state behavior. We show that this
time-scale decomposition implies that a queue-length based marking function (e.g., RED-
like and REM-like algorithms) has an equivalent form which depends only on the data
arrival rate from the end-systems and does not depend on the queue dynamics.
In Chapter 3, using the ideas and the equivalent rate-based fluid model in Chapter 2,
we propose a hybrid simulator – FluNet – where queueing dynamics are not tracked. The
FluNet simulator is predicated on a fast-queueing regime at bottleneck routers, where
the queue length fluctuates on a time-scale that is much faster than the time-scale of end
systems. FluNet does not track queue lengths at routers, but instead, uses an equivalent
rate based model at router queues, and queue-based AQM schemes are replaced by such
an equivalent rate-based model. This allows us to simulate large-scale systems, where the
simulation “time step-size” is governed only by the time-scale of the end-systems, and
not by that of the intermediate routers; whereas a fluid model based simulator that tracks
queue-length would require decreasingly smaller step-sizes as the system scale size (such
as the number of flows and link capacity) increases.
In Chapter 4, we study the effects of marking elasticity (which characterizes how
aggressively the marking function responds to congestion) on the QoS for uncontrolled
real-time flows, at a router accessed by both uncontrolled and controlled flows. First, we
derive lower and upper bounds on the queue overflow probability at a router of a single
bottleneck system. Using this, we quantify the trade-off between stability for controlled
flows and QoS guarantee for uncontrolled real-time flows as a function of marking elasticity.
The results indicate that some marking functions may be “uniformly” better than others.
In particular, among the marking functions that we have compared, our bounds indicate
that a rate based version of REM seems to provide the largest local-stability region for
any given QoS requirement. Next, we compare the capacity required at a router with
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only FIFO scheduling versus a router with priority scheduling (priority given to the real-
time flows) for supporting a given QoS requirement (queue overflow probability). We
quantify the “scheduling-gain” (in terms of supporting QoS for the real-time flows) of
priority scheduling over FIFO scheduling, as a function of marking elasticity. We show
that this scheduling gain decreases with more elastic marking functions. In other words,
the difference in the required capacities with FIFO and priority scheduling for a fixed
QoS (queue overflow probability) can be significantly reduced by increasing the marking
elasticity.
In Chapter 5, we develop a fair hop-by-hop congestion control algorithm with the
MAC constraint being imposed in the form of a channel access time constraint, using an
optimization based framework. In the absence of delay, we show that this algorithm is
globally stable using a Lyapunov function based approach. Next, in the presence of delay,
we show that the hop-by-hop control algorithm has the property of spatial spreading. In
other words, focused loads at a particular spatial location in the network get “smoothed”
over space. We derive bounds on the “peak load” at a node both with hop-by-hop control
and with end-to-end control, and show that significant gains are to be had with the hop-
by-hop scheme.
In Chapter 6, we note that aggregate traffic loads and topology in multi-hop wireless
networks may vary slowly, permitting MAC protocols to ‘learn’ how to spatially coordinate
and adapt contention patterns. Such an approach could reduce contention, leading to
better throughput and energy consumption. To that end we propose a new family of
distributed TDMA MAC scheduling algorithms combining synchronous two-level priority
RTS/CTS handshaking with randomized time slot selection. We prove that for any fixed
admissible load such algorithms converge to a feasible schedule exponentially fast, and so
are throughput-optimal. Furthermore, by adaptively biasing time-slot selection probabilities
based on past history, one can develop variations that are also provably throughput-
optimal and exhibit better convergence rates. Additionally under moderate loads local
changes in load would lead to only local changes in contention patterns leading once again
to fast convergence. This makes the case for adopting such protocols in wireless multi-hop
networks, where aggregate loads and network topology are slowly varying.
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Equivalent Rate Based Marking
2.1 Overview
Differential equation models for Internet congestion control algorithms have been widely
used to understand network dynamics and the design of router algorithms. These models
use a fluid approximation for user data traffic, and describe the dynamics of the router
queue and user adaptation through coupled differential equations. The interaction be-
tween the routers and flows occurs through marking, where routers indicate congestion
by appropriately marking packets during congestion.
In this chapter, we show that the randomness due to short and unresponsive flows
in the Internet is sufficient to decouple the dynamics of the router queues from those of
the end controllers. This implies that a time-scale decomposition naturally occurs such
that the dynamics of the router manifest only through their statistical steady-state behavior.
We show that this time-scale decomposition implies that a queue-length based marking
function (e.g., RED-like and REM-like algorithms, which have no queue averaging, but
depend only on the instantaneous queue length) has an equivalent form which depends
only on the data arrival rate from the end-systems and does not depend on the queue dynamics. This
leads to much simpler dynamics of the differential equation models (there is no queueing
dynamics to consider), which enables easier analysis and could be potentially used for low
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complexity fast simulation.
Using packet based simulations, we study queue based marking schemes and their
equivalent rate based marking schemes for different types of controlled sources (propor-
tional fair and TCP) and queue based marking schemes. Our results indicate a good match
in the rates observed at the intermediate router with the queue based marking function and
the corresponding rate based approximation. Further, the window size distributions of a
typical TCP flow with a queue based marking function as well as the equivalent rate based
marking function match closely, indicating that replacing a queue based marking function
by its equivalent rate based function does not statistically affect the end host’s behavior.
2.2 Introduction
We consider the problem of Internet congestion control when the network is accessed
by a mixture of long-lived controlled flows, as well as short-flows which do not react to
congestion. The short flows model a mixture of real-time based traffic (such as real-time
multimedia) as well as web traffic (so called web-mice), where the sessions are too short
for the end systems to react to network congestion.
The transmission rate of the long-lived flows are controlled by the intermediate routers
in the network. The task of these routers is to simply notify the end systems whenever they
detect congestion in the network. Associated with each router is a marking function, which
marks a fraction of the flow, and the fraction that is marked is a function of the arrival rate
(rate based marking) or the queue length (queue based marking). In the Internet, marking
is implemented via the Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) mechanism [21], where
packets have a bit in the header that can be set to ’1’ to indicate congestion. The end-
host reacts to this information by suitably adapting its transmission rate, thus adapting to
network congestion.
There has been extensive research on differential equation based congestion control
[12,22–26], where fluid models of a large number of flows were used to model the dynamics
of the system based on a rate based marking scheme. The source controllers are modeled
by differential equations (i.e., a fluid model model for data flow). These controllers adapt
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their transmission rate based on network feedback in the form of a fraction of fluid that is
marked by the routers. In other words, with n flows in the network, the dynamics of the












, i = 1, · · · ,n, (2.1)
where w, κ are parameters of the controller that determine the equilibrium rate as well as
the transient dynamics. xin(t) is the transmission rate of the controlled flow i at time t, and
∑
i ain(t) represents the short-lived uncontrolled flows. Ui(x) is an concave utility function
of the user i, when the transmission rate of the user i is x. Examples of such utility functions
include log x (proportional fair controller) and −1/x (TCP controller) [2]. The function
pr(·) is a rate based marking function whose argument is the average arrival rate to the router
(additional discussion is available later in this section). The marking function indicates the
level of congestion at the router. Thus, pr(·) is a monotone, increasing function with range
[0, 1]. The larger the marking level is, the higher is the perceived congestion at the router.
As seen in (2.1), the controller reacts to a congestion level by decreasing the transmission
rate.
Alternately, instead of adapting based on the average arrival rate, the marking function
at the router can adapt based on the queue length at the router. In other words, the router
is associated with a queue based marking function pq(·). This is assumed to be a monotone
increasing function over [0, 1], and Lipschitz continuous with parameter Lq. The associated































if Qn(t) = 0.
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Qn(t) is the queue length at the router, and nc is the capacity of the link. Examples of
queue based marking include Random Early Discard (RED) [21], Adaptive Virtual Queue
(AVQ) [27], and Random Exponential Marking (REM) [28].
It has been shown in [26] that the differential equation based models described in (2.1)
and (2.2) are valid models of in the Internet when there are large enough number of flows
and the network capacity is large (scaled with the number of flows). In such a regime, the
arguments of the marking functions are interpreted as the average arrival rate (averaging by
the number of flows) or the scaled queue length (scaled by the number of flows) respectively.
Physically, this scaling of the arguments correspond to the fact that the arrival rates and
capacity are large, see [26] for details.
In other words, for a network model with n flows and the capacity at the router being
nc, the marking function at the router adapts either based on the average arrival rate
x(t) = 1n X
n(t), where Xn(t) is the total arrival rate to the router, or based on the average
queue length q(t) = 1n Q
n(t), where Qn(t) is the queue length at the router. In particular, this
implies that as the system size becomes larger, so does the associated queue length at the router.
In other words, a finite non-zero queue length in the fluid differential equation model (2.2)
indicates that the actual queue length in the router is large (of order n). Related work with
a similar scaling (large buffer and capacity) for window based control is available in [29].
However, as link speeds in modern and future communication networks is becoming
higher, high-speed memory buffer with high cost is required in the design of such networks.
Therefore, it is questionable if the queue buffers at intermediate routers need to scale linearly
with the number of flows [30]. In [30,31], the authors have in fact shown that buffers need
not scale with the link speed in order to achieve significant multiplexing gains.
In this chapter, we focus on this regime where the queue length does not scale with the
number of flows. Such a behavior occurs, for instance, if the queue based marking function
pq(·) is invariant with the number of flows and is a function of the actual queue length, not
the average queue length. Under such a regime, the queue dynamics occur on a much faster
time-scale than that of the end system controller [4]. In this context, it is reasonable to
expect that queueing dynamics are not visible to the end system controller. Instead, the
queueing behavior at the router affects the end system controller only through the statistical
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behavior of the queue.
Recent related work includes [32], where the authors consider a discrete time frame-
work for congestion control. They have shown that depending on the scaling, the limiting
system could be a combination of queue and rate based marking, even if the unscaled
system consists of only queue based marking. In our paper, we consider a continuous time
framework, where we are primarily interested in a pure rate based approximation to a
queue based marking function. Our focus is on deriving the equivalent rate based marking
function over a continuous-time framework, and studying network dynamics by replacing
a queue based marking function (such as RED or REM) with an equivalent rate based one.
Further, the proof techniques employed are very different in the two approaches.
2.2.1 Main Contributions and Organization
The main contributions of this chapter are the following:
(i) This chapter quantifies the heuristics based on time-scale separation by showing that
under suitable assumptions, queue based marking (based on instantaneous queue length)







is the stationary queue-length distribution of an M/D/1 queue with Poisson arrival
rate λ and capacity µ. The parameter x and λ is simply the average arrival rate from the
controlled and the uncontrolled flows (averaging over flows, not time) to the router
queue, respectively.
(ii) Using packet simulations by suitably modifying the ns-2 [33] simulator, we compare
queue based marking schemes and their equivalent rate based marking schemes for
different types of controlled sources (proportional fair and TCP) and queue based
marking schemes (RED-like and REM-like algorithms without queue averaging). In
addition, we show that the equivalent rate based marking scheme behaves well even
when drastic changes occur in the number of network connections. The simulation
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results indicate a good match between the queue based marking and the equivalent
rate based marking in the steady-states as well as the transient behaviors of end-
sources.
The results of this chapter potentially could enable low complexity simulation and
easier analysis for the following reasons. In the context of network simulation, several
widely-used discrete event-driven simulators are available [33–36]. However, with a large
number of flows the number of events at an intermediate router scales with the number of
flows due to packet arrivals/departures and marking computation events. The equivalent
rate based model proposed in this chapter uses a marking averaged by rates, along with
the absence of queuing dynamics to enable a simulation complexity at intermediate routers
that does not scale with the number of flows, leading to significant reduction of simulation
complexity (see Section 2.4.3 for additional discussion).
Also, much of the work on stability analysis of congestion control algorithm has been
done based on the rate based marking model at the intermediate routers. Thus, with our
approximate rate based model, it seems easier to study queue based marking systems using
analytical tools developed for rate based marking in literature [7, 24, 26].
In the rest of this chapter, we begin with a description of the system model in Section 2.3.
Next, in Section 2.4, we show that there exists an equivalent rate based marking function
for a given queue based marking scheme (under suitable conditions). Using these results,
we derive expressions for the equivalent marking function with the RED-like and the REM-
like controllers1 in section 2.4.4. We finally present simulation results for RED and REM
with proportional fair and TCP sources.
2.3 System Model
Consider the system shown in Figure 2.1. We consider a single queue with the FIFO (First In
First Out) scheduling discipline accessed by two types of flows: (i) controlled flows and (ii)
uncontrolled flows. We consider a sequence of systems indexed by n, the scaling parameter.
In the n-th system, the queue is fed by n independent, identically distributed uncontrolled
1Henceforth, for notional convenience we use the terms RED and REM to refer to queue based RED and























Controlled Flows Unontrolled Flows
Marking Function
Figure 2.1: System model
flows and by n controlled flows determined by a congestion control algorithm2. The output
capacity of the router queue scaled with n as nc pkts/sec.
For the n-th system, we model each uncontrolled flow by means of a point process
Ain(t), that represents the cumulative number of packets from flow i that arrive until time
t.We assume that each Ain(t) has the same distribution as a simple stationary point process
A that satisfies the following assumptions [30, 37].
Assumption 2.3.1. A is a simple stationary point process satisfying the following three properties.
(i) There exists λ > 0 such that E[A(t)] = λt for t ∈ [0,∞).




where 1E = 1 if the predicate E is true, and 0 otherwise.
(iii) lim inft→∞
tΛ(x,t)
log t > 0, where Λ(x, t) = supθ∈R[θx − 1t log E[eθA(t)]].
2For notational simplicity, we have assumed an equal number of controlled and uncontrolled sources. The
results in this paper hold even if they are not the same, as long as the ratio of the number of controlled flows
and the number of uncontrolled flows is finite.
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Assumption 2.3.1 states that each uncontrolled arrival process satisfies the properties
that (i) multiple packets from a single uncontrolled source do not arrive at the same time,
(ii) all arriving packets are of the same size and (iii) the uncontrolled arrival process has a
finite intensity (see [30] for further details).
From the controlled flows point of view, the system we have described above can
be thought of as a closed loop system with delay, and feedback control applied at the
routers based on queue based marking function denoted by pq(·). A popular modeling and
analysis methodology for such closed-loop systems in the Internet context has been through
functional differential equations based fluid models.
The generic model of such a system consists of a collection of user flows, a router
modeled by marking functions which signal congestion by marking flows, and receivers
which detect the marks and informs the respective flows to increase or decrease their trans-
mission rate. We model flows by fluid processes. We denote the fluid rates of individual
flows in the n-th system by {xin(t), i = 1, . . . ,n},where xin(t) denotes the transmission rate of a
controlled flow i at time t. The dynamics of the transmission rate for each user are governed
by a differential equation based controller as discussed in Section 2.2. We comment that the
controller in (2.2) is called a proportional-fair controller if U(x) = log(x) [4], as controllers
of this form lead to a proportionally-fair allocation of bandwidth across users. The results
in this chapter, however, apply to any differential equation based congestion controller as
long as ẋin(·) is bounded (i.e., the transmission rate is Lipschitz). In particular, suppose that
the transmission rate xin(·) is bounded by some constant L. This in-turn implies that xin(·)
is Lipschitz continuous with some parameter M < ∞ [9]. In the rest of this chapter, we
assume that the transmission rate is Lipschitz continuous with parameter M.
Let An(t) =
∑
i Ain(t) be the cumulative number of arrivals until time t due to uncontrolled
flows, and Xn(t) =
∑
i xin(t) be the total arrival rate at time t due to controlled flows. From
Assumption 2.3.1, E(An(t)) = nλt.





















n→∞−−−−→ Q(0) < ∞
x(0) + λ < c (2.3)
Heuristically, these conditions correspond to the assumption that the initial condition is
well defined, and is a stable system.
2.4 Limiting Rate Based Marking Function
In this section, we will derive the equivalent rate based marking function for a given queue
based marking function. In this chapter, we focus on the instantaneous queue length
process. Note that popular AQM algorithms such as RED and REM use (exponentially
moving) average queue length to mark the incoming packets. We left the study on AQM
algorithms with queue averaging as future work.
For a fixed T > 0, we are interested in studying the queue length process (which
measures the volume of data at the router), denoted by Qn(t), over the time-interval [0, Tn ].
Thus, we are interested in the queueing behavior at the router over a short interval of time.
Even over this small time interval, we will show that the queue reaches “steady-state”
behavior. This occurs due to the fact that the capacity is very large (nc), and causes the
queue to “regenerate” an arbitrarily large number of times over the interval [0, Tn ].
However, from a single end-system (the user) point of view, this corresponds to a
very short interval of time. Thus, one can expect that the end-user will only perceive the
statistical “steady-state” queueing behavior. The results in this section quantify the above
14
heuristic.









An(s) − An(r) + n
∫ s
r
xn(z) dz − nc(s − r) + Qn(r)
]
Now, let us study the processes (Xn,Yn,An,Qn) over a slowed-down time-scale. In other














































[an(t) − an(r) + yn(t) − yn(r) − c(t − r) + qn(r)] (2.4)
By assumption, each individual data rate (xin(t)) is Lipschitz continuous with some
parameter M < ∞.This also implies that the average data rate (xn(r)) is Lipschitz continuous
with parameter M. Let us now define
q̃n(t) , sup
r∈[0,t]
[an(t) − an(r) + (t − r)x(0) − c(t − r) + q̃n(r)] (2.5)
2.4.1 Convergence of the Queue length Trajectory
We now show that the queue length process over the slowed-down time-scale converges
weakly to the queue length process of a M/D/1 queue with service rate c − x(0). In [30],
the authors showed a similar result for the stationary distribution of the queue. In this
paper, we are interested in the path properties of the queue because the marks received by the
end-user depends on the integral of the marking function over the (unscaled) time interval
[0,T/n]. Thus, it is not sufficient for us to consider only the stationary distribution. We
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show that the slowed-down queue length process converges to the corresponding M/D/1
queueing process “uniformly” (to be precise, with respect to the Skorohod metric) over the
time interval [0,T].
Prior to presenting the main theorems, we first provide the following two lemmas.
Lemma 2.4.1. Given ε > 0, we can find N such that ∀n > N,
||qn(t) − q̃n(t)|| < ε, (2.6)
where || · || is the Skorohod metric [38] in the spaceD([0,T] : R+).
Proof. The proof is presented in the Appendix. 
Lemma 2.4.2. Suppose that an(t)→ a(t) in the spaceD([0,T] : R+). Then, given any ε > 0, there
exists N such that ∀n > N we have
||q(t) − q̃n(t)|| < ε, (2.7)
where q(t) is defined by
q(t) , sup
r∈[0,t]
[a(t) − a(r) + (t − r)x(0) − c(t − r) + q(r)], (2.8)
and a(t) is a Poisson process with arrival rate λ.
Proof. The proof is presented in the Appendix. 
Theorem 2.4.1. As n→∞, we have
qn(t)
w→ q(t), t ∈ [0,T] over D([0,T] : R+)
where w→ represents weak convergence, and q(t) is the queue-length process of a single server M/D/1
queue, with deterministic service rate c − x(0), and arrival process a(t), which is a Poisson process
of rate λ.
Proof. From the superposition theorem for point processes [37], we know that an converges
weakly to a Poisson process with rateλdenoted by a(t) inD([0,T] : R+). From the Skorohod
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where dist= means “equivalence in distribution” and
||a′n(t) − a′(t)||
n→∞−−−−→ 0 in D([0,T] : R+) (2.9)
Corresponding to the arrival processes a′(t) and a′n(t), let us define q(t), q′n(t), and q̃′n(t) by
Equations (2.4), (2.5), and (2.8) respectively.
Then, it suffices to prove that ∀ε > 0,we can find N such that ∀n > N, ||q′n(t)− q′(t)|| < ε
in the spaceD([0,T] : R+). By the triangle inequality of Skorohod norm, we have
||q′n(t) − q′(t)|| ≤ ||q′n(t) − q̃′n(t)|| + ||q̃′n(t) − q′(t)||
By applying Lemma 2.4.1 to the first term of RHS and Lemma 2.4.2 to the second term of
RHS, the result follows. 
Using this result, we now show that the total volume of marks received over the
(slowed-down) time-interval [0,T] converges that given by an M/D/1 queue.
Theorem 2.4.2. Suppose that
qn(t)
w→ q(t), t ∈ [0,T] over D([0,T] : R+),



















Proof. From Theorem 2.4.1 and Skorohod representation theorem, we can find q′n and q′
in D([0,T] : R+) such that q′n converges to q′ in the Skorohod topology. By the definition
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of convergence in the Skorohod topology, we can find a strictly increasing, continuous
function λn of [0,T] onto itself and N1 > 0 such that for a given ε > 0, and ∀n > N1,
sup
t∈[0,T]
|q′n(λn(t)) − q′(t)| < ε
sup
t∈[0,T]
|λn(t) − t| < ε (2.12)






































Lq|q′n(λn(y)) − q′(y)| < LqTε, (2.13)
where 0 < Lq < ∞ is the Lipschitz constant of pq(·).
Next, for the first term of RHS, We know that q′(s) ∈ D([0,T] : R+) has a finite number
of jumps denoted by J(q′) < ∞, since the arrival process is a Poisson process with a finite
rate over the finite interval of time [0,T]. From the condition (2.12), we can find N2 > 0 such
that ∀n > N2, J , J(q′n) = J(q′). Let us denote the jump times of q′n(s) by {t jn, j = 1, . . . , J}.
Now, we divide the entire interval [0,T] into two sets of intervals A1 and A2,where A1 =
{I j , [t jn−ε, t jn +ε], j = 1, . . . , J} and A2 = [0,T]\A1. By taking ε < 0.5 min{t1n, t2n−t1n, . . . ,T−tJn},
this ensures that there is only one jump of the processes, q′n(λn(s)) and q′n(s) in the interval
I j. From Lipschitz continuity of pq, ∀s ∈ [0,T],
∣∣∣pq(q′n(λn(s))) − pq(q′n(s))
∣∣∣ ≤ Lq|q′n(λn(s)) − q′n(s)|
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Let Nmax = max(N1,N2). Then, ∀n > Nmax,
|q′n(λn(s)) − q′n(s)| ≤

1 if s ∈ A1,
































































≤ 2LqJε + Lq(c − x(0))ε(T − 2Jε)
= ε
(
2LqJ + Lq(c − x(0))(T − 2Jε)
)
(2.14)
Since ε is arbitrary in (2.13) and (2.14), this completes the proof. The proof of (2.11) is
analogous. 
2.4.2 An Equivalent Rate Based Marking Function
This section defines an equivalent rate based marking function based on Theorem 2.4.2 and
Theorem 2.4.1. Let us consider the marks received over the time-interval [0, Tn ] by some






































where q(y) is the queue-length process of an M/D/1 queue with Poisson arrival rate λ and







For n large enough, we see from (2.16) that the interaction between the router queuing
process and the congestion controller at a fixed user occurs only through this function pT(·).
Further, we observe that q(y) is a regenerative process when λc−x < 1 and x < c. Thus,
from the ergodic theorem for a regenerative process [39] and Smith’s theorem [40], for a






pq(q(y)) dy − Eπc−x
λ
[pq(Q)]
∣∣∣∣∣∣ < ε (2.18)
where πµ
λ
is the stationary distribution of an M/D/1 queue with arrival rate λ and capacity
µ.





[pq(Q)] if λc−x < 1 and x < c,
1 if x ≥ c or λc−x ≥ 1.
(2.19)
we see from (2.17) and (2.18) that the congestion controller dynamics with a queue based
marking function pq(·) can be well approximated by an equivalent system with only a rate
based controller p(x) at the router, where x is simply the average arrival rate from the
controlled flows (averaging over flows, not time) to the router queue.
Remark 2.4.1. We comment that for each fixed T, as n → ∞, the limiting approximate model
(2.19) holds. Thus, for T large enough (but finite), we can be within an ε bound of the time-averaged
limit ((2.18)). Physically, this corresponds to the time-scale separation issue. In reality, we are
interested in using this approximation for a finite n (number of flows). Thus, the time-scale T should
be chosen such that the following two properties hold: (i) The time interval T is large enough such
that the randomness due to uncontrolled flows enables the “law of large numbers” to hold (i.e, the










(small number of flows)
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Figure 2.2: System scale size and time step size
small enough such that the arrival rate from a user (controlled flow) does not significantly change.
Thus, for any fixed ε > 0, we choose T large enough such that the expected value of the (queue
based) marking function with an M/D/1 queue is “close” to the time-average. For this fixed T, we
can apply the limit theorem (in n) to justify the rate based approximation.
If there is insufficient randomness in the network, the value of T could be very large, thus
requiring a large value of n (i.e., large number of flows and large capacity) for our analysis to hold.
However, our simulations (see Section 2.5) indicate that even with randomness generated due to
short ON-OFF flows which occupy about 20%-30% of the link capacity, the value of n = 100 seems
to be sufficient, and leads to a match within 5% between a queue based marking function and its
equivalent rate based model.
2.4.3 Application to Simulation Study
Over any fixed interval of time, the simulation complexity at intermediate routers of a
queue based simulation depends on the number of events to process. As the number
of flows increases, the number of events (packet arrivals/departures, marking probability
computation) increases, thus leading to increased simulation complexity. Also, the number
of events scales linearly with the number of intermediate routers.
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On the other hand, the equivalent rate based model permits the following implemen-
tation. Fix a small time-step δ > 0 such that the arrival rate from a controlled flow does
not vary significantly over this time-step (i.e., δ is inversely proportional to the end-system
congestion controller gain, see Figure 2.2). For this fixed δ, suppose that the number of
flows, n, is large enough such that there is a sufficient amount of randomness due to uncon-
trolled flows over this interval [0, δ] (i.e., the Poisson approximation holds for the chosen
value of δ). Now at each equivalent rate based router, a computation to determine the
marking probability is performed only once in each time-step size δ. Such a marking value
is computed at each intermediate router, and the packets from end-systems are marked
appropriately depending on the marking values. Thus, marking computation required
scales as 1δ ×ni (ni is the number of intermediate routers), and is invariant with the number
of flows n. Further, such a rate based approximation will become increasingly accurate as
the system scale (n) increases.
2.4.4 Examples: REM and RED
In this section, we derive the closed form of equivalent rate based marking functions for
the simplified REM and RED controllers, which have no queue averaging, but depend only
on the instantaneous queue length.
REM
The simplified version used in this chapter has the following form of the queue based
marking function from [28].
premq (Q) = 1 − e−αQ, (2.20)
where α is a suitable constant pre-defined in the system, and Q is the queue length in the
system.
First, from the P-K formula for stationary workload V of an M/D/1 queue [41], we have
E[e−sV] =
1 − ρ
1 − λs (1 − e−s/µ)
, (2.21)
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where µ is the service rate, λ is the arrival rate, and ρ = λ/µ.
Further, for the fluid queueing system we consider, it follows from the definition of







= 1 − 1 − ρ
1 − λαc
(
1 − e−αc/(c−x)) , (2.22)
where ρ = λc−x . In the next section, we compare simulation results with queue based
marking with REM and compare that to numerical results using its equivalent rate based
marking function given by (2.22).
RED
The simplified queue based marking function of RED controller is defined as



























fQ(q) dq + Pr(Q > a + b), (2.24)
In order to evaluate (2.24), it suffices to determine the distribution of the random variable
Q. We know that












Figure 2.3: Simulation topology
From [42,43], the unfinished work U for a Poisson process with arrival rate λ in the system
with service rate µ has a steady state distribution of the form
Pr(U > x) = 1 − (1 − ρ)eρxQbxc(x − bxc), (2.25)
where {Qn(x), n = 0, 1, · · · } are polynomial functions (which can be calculated recursively
as shown in [42, 43]), and ρ = λ/µ. From the definition of U and V, we have U = µV. Thus,










From (2.25) and (2.26), we can evaluate (2.24).
2.5 Simulation
In the previous section, we showed that the queue based marking and the associated
queueing dynamics can be approximated by a rate based marking function under the fluid
model. In this section, we use the ns-2 [33] simulator to validate our results. The simulation
results in this section show that both the steady-state behavior as well as the transients of




The network topology used in the simulation is shown in Figure 2.3. In Figure 2.3, the
bottle-neck link is accessed by 100 controlled and 100 uncontrolled flows and its bandwidth
is set to be 100 × 100 pkts/sec. We set the packet size to be 1000 bytes for controlled and
uncontrolled sources in all simulations. The bandwidth and the propagation delay of each
access link are set to be 10×100 pkts/sec and 5 ms, respectively. We use 90 msec and 40 msec
as the propagation delay of the bottle-neck link (200 msec and 100 msec round-trip delay
for the end sources). We assume that the bottle-neck router has only marking functionality,
i.e., there is no dropping of the packets due to the buffer overflow (see Section 2.5.2 for
additional discussion).
We use the equivalent marking functions for (simplified) RED and REM described in
section 2.4.4 as the AQM schemes, and we use two kinds of controlled sources, namely,
(i) proportional fair controller [4] (ii) TCP Sack ( [44] suggests the use of TCP Sack or TCP
NewReno for network simulation and measurement). Proportional fair controlled source
i is described by the following difference equation:
xi[k + 1] = xin[k] + uκ
(
w − xi[k − d]pq (Q[k − d])
)
,
where u is the update interval, and d is the round-tip propagation delay. In our simulation,
the update of the source rate is implemented by replacing xin[k − d]pq (Qn[k − d]) with Nk,
the actual number of marks received over the update interval u. In our simulations, w
and κ are set to be 5.5 and 1, respectively. In addition, we use a value of 200 msec as the
update interval. All sources are started with small time differences in order to eliminate
synchronization effects between the end-user systems. For notational convenience, we call
the queue based RED (REM) as QRED (QREM) and the equivalent rate based marking
scheme as RRED (RREM), respectively. In the simulations, we have used the following
parameters for RED and REM: α = 0.02 and a = 10, b = 30.
The uncontrolled flows are modeled by ON-OFF processes [45], where the ON and
OFF periods are exponentially distributed with parameter 100 msec or 200 msec (denoted
by ON-OFF(0.1) and ON-OFF(0.2)) and the packet transmission rate in the ON period is
25





































































(a) λ = 50, ON-OFF(0.1), rtt = 200
msec
(b) λ = 35, ON-OFF(0.2), rtt = 200
msec
(c) λ = 35, ON-OFF(0.2), rtt = 100
msec
Figure 2.4: Throughput of proportional fair source with REM





































































(a) λ = 50, ON-OFF(0.1), rtt = 200
msec
(b) λ = 35, ON-OFF(0.2), rtt = 200
msec
(c) λ = 35, ON-OFF(0.2), rtt = 100
msec
Figure 2.5: Throughput of proportional fair source with RED
suitably set to be constant so that the total load due to the uncontrolled flows is a fixed
fraction of the link capacity. We denote the average load due to a uncontrolled flow by λ
pkts/sec in the simulation results.
We have two kinds of figures (throughput for both sources and additionally congestion
window size for TCP sources) to validate the equivalent rate based marking function
proposed in this chapter. In the figures titled “throughput” (see Figures 2.4, 2.6, 2.5, 2.7,
and 2.11), we measure and plot the aggregate instantaneous throughput (over all controlled
sources) every 0.5 sec, average them over the number of controlled sources, and plot the
samples at one second intervals. In addition, we also plot the average rate over (horizontal
line in the figures). In the figures for the congestion window size, we trace the instantaneous
cwnd (congestion window size) value of all TCP sources, average them across the sources,
(sampled every 1 second) and plot this as a time series (see Figures 2.8 and 2.9). Finally,
we also present the complementary distribution function of the congestion window size
(cwnd) for a typical flow under different network conditions (see Figure 2.10).
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(a) λ = 50, ON-OFF(0.1), rtt = 200
msec
(b) λ = 35, ON-OFF(0.2), rtt = 200
msec
(c) λ = 35, ON-OFF(0.2), rtt = 100
msec
Figure 2.6: Throughput of TCP with REM





































































(a) λ = 50, ON-OFF(0.1), rtt = 200
msec
(b) λ = 35, ON-OFF(0.2), rtt = 200
msec
(c) λ = 35, ON-OFF(0.2), rtt = 100
msec
Figure 2.7: Throughput of TCP with RED































































(a) λ = 50, ON-OFF(0.1), rtt = 200
msec
(b) λ = 35, ON-OFF(0.2), rtt = 200
msec
(c) λ = 35, ON-OFF(0.2), rtt = 100
msec
Figure 2.8: Congestion window size of TCP with REM































































(a) λ = 50, ON-OFF(0.1), rtt = 200
msec
(b) λ = 35, ON-OFF(0.2), rtt = 200
msec
(c) λ = 35, ON-OFF(0.2), rtt = 100
msec
Figure 2.9: Congestion window size of TCP with RED
2.5.2 Implementation Issues
Prior to presenting the simulation results, we describe a few implementation issues. In
the simulations in this section, we use a sliding window of time-step size to estimate the
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arrival rate from controlled and uncontrolled sources at the router. Time-step size is set to
be 5 msec and the time-interval of the sliding window is chosen to be the round-trip time of
the sources [46], i.e., the number of sliding window slots is equal to rtt/0.005. We estimate
the arrival rate by computing the instantaneous arrival rate over the time-step size and
averaging the sliding window length of current and previous instantaneous arrival rates.
Further, the actual number of flows is not needed at the router to compute the marking
probability based on the equivalent rate based marking function. Computing the total
controlled and uncontrolled rates (as opposed to the average arrival rate) is sufficient as
the equivalent marking function is automatically “normalized.”
In the simulations, the buffer size (also called queue limit) is set to be sufficiently large
such that only marking functionality affects the transmission rate of controlled flows, i.e.,
physical dropping of the arriving packets does not occur due to queue overflow.
In practice, however, packet drops could occur due to finite buffers at routers. The
equivalent rate based model in this chapter can be extended to such a finite queue length
system by adding an equivalent rate based dropping function (thus the intermediate router
has a pair of probability (pm, pd), where pm and pd are marking and dropping probability
computed based on the equivalent rate based model), since the dropping function for a
finite size of queue in a queue based system is a step function. Further, this model can
be extended to more complicated queue based dropping function (e.g., RED) than a step
function. However, in this chapter, we restrict to an intermediate router with only marking
functionality.
2.5.3 Experiment 1: Proportional Fair Controller
Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the average (over flows) instantaneous throughput as well as the
long-term average over the entire simulation time (straight horizontal line in the figures)
for the REM and RED controllers. As probabilistic marking is employed at the router (with
both queue based and equivalent rate based marking), the starting times of flows and
transmission pattern of uncontrolled flows are randomized, the instantaneous rates will
not be identical in a path-wise sense. However, a good match between the two schemes
implies that the statistical behavior should be close to each other.
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Both figures include the results for different network parameters such as the round-trip
time, the load of uncontrolled flows, and the burstiness of uncontrolled flows. Through
these results, we can compare the long-term behavior of a queue based and a rate based
scheme. The results show that there is about less then 5% difference between the rate based
and the queue based scheme. Further, the instantaneous rate show similar statistical path
behavior.
In this simulation, the arrival rate could exceed the service capacity. In this situation,
while the equivalent rate based marking marks all the packet, not all packets are marked
in the practical packet systems. In addition to the Poisson approximation, we posit that
one of the reasons for performance difference between the rate based model and the queue
based model is due to such a fact.
However, if the system scale is large enough, this effect becomes small for the following
reason: when the arrival rate exceeds the capacity, the queue-length increases, leading to
an unstable queue. Thus, as the system scale increases (indexed by n), the queue length is
of order n, and thus an increasingly large fraction of the incoming packets will be marked
(as the marking function is unscaled). This is supported by the simulation results that even
100 controlled and uncontrolled flows are enough to decrease the performance error to less
than 5%.
2.5.4 Experiment 2: TCP Controller
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 plot the throughput with the REM and RED controllers respectively,
and Figures 2.8 and 2.9 plot the congestion windows (averaged over flows) as a time series.
Further, Figure 2.10 shows that complementary distribution function of the congestion
window for a typical TCP flow, for two different loads and with the RED controller at the
router. The plots indicate that the window sizes are statistically very similar for the queue
based marking and the equivalent rate based marking. Thus, this indicates that replacing
a queue based marking function by its equivalent rate based function does not statistically
affect the end host’s behavior.
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2.5.5 Experiment 3: Sensitivity to Change of Network Connections
In this simulation, we study the sensitivity of the equivalent rate based marking function
to the change of network connections. The simulation starts with 100 uncontrolled and
200 controlled sources. After 100 seconds, the number of controlled sources is reduced to
100. Then from 200 seconds, the number of uncontrolled sources increases to 150. The
bottle-neck bandwidth maintained at 100×100 pkts/sec and the mean transmission rate of
an uncontrolled source is sustained, which means that the uncontrolled load after 200 sec is
changed to 75%. In Figure 2.11, we can see the robust behavior of the proposed rate based
marking function even with the change of network connections.
Appendix
2.5.6 Proof of Lemma 2.4.1
Proof. Let J , J(an) be the number of jumps (number of arrivals) of the trajectory an(t), t ∈
[0,T]. It can be shown that for n large enough, J < ∞ almost surely, since an(·) converges to
a(·), a finite rate Poisson process, in the Skorohod topology (thus, for n large enough, and
over a compact time interval, the number of arrivals in an(·) is the same as the number of
arrivals in a(·); see also the proof of Lemma 2.4.2). Let {t jn, , t jn ≤ T, j = 1, 2, . . . , J} be the
jump times, respectively.
Next, let ξn(r) = yn(r) − x(0)r. Then, we have
























(t2 − r2) (2.27)
Then, from the definition of qn(t) and q̃n(t),
qn(t) = sup
r∈[0,t]
[an(t) − an(r) + x(0)(t − r) + ξn(t) − ξn(r) − c(t − r) + qn(r)]
q̃n(t) = sup
r∈[0,t]
[an(t) − an(r) + (t − r)x(0) − c(t − r) + q̃n(r)]
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(b) λ = 50
Figure 2.10: Congestion window size distribution of a typical TCP source with RED: ON-
OFF(0.1) and rtt = 200 msec
Let ∆q̃n(s) = |qn(s) − q̃n(s)|, s ∈ [0,T]. Then, it suffices to show that for given ε > 0, there




since convergence with respect to uniform topology implies convergence with respect to
Skorohod topology.
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(a) Proportional Fair, REM (b) TCP, RED
Figure 2.11: Sensitivity to Change of Network Connections
Consider any two jump times t jn and t
j+1
n . Then, we have
∆q̃n(t
j+1
n ) ≤ ∆q̃n(t jn) + |ξn(t j+1n ) − ξn(t jn)|
≤ ∆q̃n(t jn) +
M
n




n − t jn)
≤ ∆q̃n(t jn) +
M
n
(2T)(t j+1n − t jn)
Further, for any z jn ∈ [t jn, t j+1n ],
∆q̃n(z
j
n) ≤ ∆q̃n(t jn) +
M
n
(2T)(z jn − t jn)
≤ q̃n(t jn) +
M
n
(2T)(t j+1n − t jn) (2.28)
Thus, it is enough to check ∆q̃n(s) when s ∈ {t jn, , t jn ≤ T, j = 1, 2, . . . , J}.Noting that ∆q̃n(0) = 0




























From (2.28) and (2.29), the result follows. 
2.5.7 Proof of Lemma 2.4.2
Proof. By definition of convergence in Skorohod topology, for a given 0 < δ < 1 and




|an(λn(s)) − a(s)| < δ
sup
s∈[0,T]
|λn(s) − s| < δ, (2.30)
and for n large enough, we have
J , J(a) = J(an), (2.31)
whereJ(·) is the number of jumps over the spaceD([0,T] : R+). The fact that a(s), s ∈ [0,T]
is a Poisson process with a finite rate ensures that we have a finite number of jumps almost
surely over the finite interval of time. In addition, as any “extra jump” would lead to a
distance of 1 which contradicts condition (2.30), Equation (2.31) follows. Let us denote the
arrival times of a and an by {t j, j = 1, . . . , J} and {t jn, j = 1, . . . , J}, respectively. We know that




|tin − ti| < δ,
for sufficient large n from (2.30). For a function λn(s) satisfying (2.30), we choose a piece-
wise linear function such that λn(ti) = tin, i = 1, . . . , J. This construction implies that λn(s) is
a continuous and strictly increasing function over the interval [0,T]. To complete the proof,
it suffices to show that sups∈[0,T] |qn(λn(s)) − q(s)| is arbitrarily small. Let
∆qn(s) = |qn(λn(s)) − q(s)|
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Then, we have the following recurrence relation
∆qn(t j+1) ≤ ∆qn(t j) + δ(c − x(0)),
since qn(λn(s)) and q(s) has only one jump at time t j+1 in the interval (t j, t j+1]. Thus, the
queue size difference is only that due to the amount of service with rate c − x(0) over the
time difference |λn(s) − s|. Further, for any r ∈ [t j, t j+1], we have
∆qn(r) = max[∆qn(t j),∆qn(t j+1)],
as the qn(·) and q(·) are piece-wise linear between jumps. Thus, it is enough to check only
the jump times of the process q(s), s ∈ [0,T]. Thus, defining t0 = 0, and choosing n large
enough such that |qn(0) − q(0)| < δ, we have
sup
s∈[0,T]
|qn(λn(s)) − q(s)| ≤ max
0≤ j≤J
∆qn(t j)
≤ δmax{1, J(c − x(0))}
Choosing δ small enough, the result follows. 
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Chapter 3
FluNet: A Hybrid Internet
Simulation/Emulation Environment
for Fast Queue Regimes
3.1 Overview
Motivated by the scale and complexity of simulating large-scale networks, recent research
has focused hybrid fluid/packet simulators, where fluid models are combined with packet
models in order to reduce simulation complexity as well as to track dynamics of end-
sources accurately. However, these simulators still need to track the queuing dynamics of
network routers, which generate considerable simulation time-complexity in a large-scale
network model.
In this chapter, we propose a hybrid simulator – FluNet – where queueing dynamics
are not tracked. The FluNet simulator is predicated on a fast-queueing regime at bottleneck
routers, where the queue length fluctuates on a time-scale that is much faster than the time-
scale of end systems. FluNet does not track queue lengths at routers, but instead, uses
an equivalent rate based model at router queues, and queue-based AQM schemes (such
as RED) are replaced by such an equivalent rate-based model. This allows us to simulate











Figure 3.1: Hybrid Simulation Framework
scale of the end-systems, and not by that of the intermediate routers; whereas a fluid model
based simulator that tracks queue-length would require decreasingly smaller step-sizes as
the system scale size (such as the number of flows and link capacity) increases. We validate
our model using both an ns-2 and Linux based implementation. Our results indicate a
good match between packet systems and the associated FluNet system.
3.2 Introduction
The Internet has experienced tremendous growth in both scale and speed, and the control
and management of the Internet is becoming an ever more important issue. To model
and understand the behavior of such networks, several widely-used discrete event-driven
simulators are available (such as ns-2, GlomoSim, QualNet, PDNS, and SSFNet, see their
references in [47]) in the area of simulation. However, event-driven simulation of large
scale network systems with a significant number of users and flows is difficult due to
simulation time complexity.
Recently, there have been significant efforts on developing (approximate) fluid model
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based simulators to address the time complexity of discrete event simulators. These simu-
lators can be classified into pure fluid model based approach, and hybrid model based approach.
Pure fluid model based approach includes [12–15], where the authors are primarily inter-
ested in rate based fluid modeling of TCP sources, AQM algorithms, and their interactions.
On the other hand, hybrid model based approach [16–20] integrate packet models along
with fluid models to enable hybrid simulation. Hybrid simulators have both advantages
of (a) accurately tracking source dynamics (as the sources in the simulator are typically
modeled using packet networks), and (b) reducing simulation time complexity by fluid
approximation in the core network (the system scale permits a fluid approximation to be
accurate [9]) and by “dimensional collapse” due to traffic aggregations inside the core
network (see Figure 3.1).
Existing hybrid simulators, such as in [16], integrate fluid models with packet systems
by measuring data rate from packet flows over short time-intervals, and use these rate
measurements to drive a fluid simulator. Thus, the fluid simulator is approximated by a
discrete-time simulator, where the time-step corresponds to the time interval used for rate
measurement in the packet system. In other words, the continuous time fluid process is
approximated by a discrete time sampled system, with the sampling frequency chosen to be
large enough to accurately represent the fluid model queue length dynamics. The resulting
discrete time fluid simulator consists of a collection of fluid queues (which evolve in discrete
time), whose dynamics in-turn, are used to evolve the packet system (for example, fluid
queue lengths are used to determine packet marking probabilities).
An important consideration in such a hybrid simulator is the selection of the discrete
time-step. This time-step interval should be chosen small enough such that (fluid) queue
lengths can be accurately tracked. However, an overly small time-step will lead to a
large simulation time-complexity, as this complexity linearly increases with the sampling
frequency.
A potential problem with this approach is that the rate of queue length variations
increases as the system scale size (i.e., the number of flows and the link capacity) increases.
Thus, increasingly large sampling frequencies are required as the system scale size in-
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Figure 3.2: Queue length trajectories with different system scales
where each flow is modeled by a Poisson arrival process with parameter λ, and the system
capacity is nc. Then, from standard queueing theory, the (mean) busy period (i.e., the time
interval over which an empty router buffer fills up and empties again) is expressed by
1
n(c−λ) .Note that this time step is inversely proportional to n, the system scale size. This implies
that we need progressively smaller step-sizes (increasingly higher sampling frequency) to capture the
fluid queue dynamics accurately as the system scale (i.e., n) increases. (To see this, observe that at
least one sample is needed per busy period of the queue in order to track the queue length
process). Thus, due to increasingly larger sampling frequencies with system scale, such a
“queue-tracking based approach” is not scalable in terms of simulation time complexity.
This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 3.2, where the queue length is sampled over
a step size δ1 in the left figure, but the step size needs to decrease to δ2 in the right figure as
the number of flows and the capacity of the router increases, in order to accurately capture
the queueing dynamics.
To address this, we develop a hybrid network simulator – FluNet – which uses the
statistical behavior of the intermediate routers, and results in a system, where the step-size
is independent of the system scale size, but only depends on the time-scale of end-system source
dynamics. The FluNet simulator is predicated on a “fast queue regime” at bottleneck routers,
and does not track queue lengths at the core-routers, but instead, uses an equivalent rate
based marking/dropping model (for a given queue based AQM model) that depends on the
(stochastic) stationary behavior of the router queue.
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The main assumptions of the fluid model in FluNet are that (i) there is sufficient ran-
domness generated by both end systems as well as intermediate routers (e.g., unresponsive
flows such as multimedia and short-lived web-mice flows, probabilistic behavior of AQM
algorithm, and TCP variability due to its window-based flow control), and (ii) the system
scale size is large. In this situation, the queue dynamics at the intermediate routers occur
on a much faster time-scale than that of the end system controller. Thus, it is reasonable to
expect that queueing dynamics are not visible to the end system controller. Instead, the queueing
behavior at the router affects the end system controller only through the “statistical behavior of the
queue.” This allows us to simulate large-scale systems, where the simulation “step size”
is governed only by the time-scale of the end-systems, and not the time-scale of queue
dynamics at the intermediate routers. Note that the time-scale of the end-systems is gov-
erned by the window dynamics of the congestion controller (e.g., TCP), which is, in turn,
determined by the round-trip time. This is fixed for each flow and does not significantly
change with the system scale (n), resulting in a fixed step-size that does not scale with n.
Whereas a fluid simulator that tracks the queue length would require decreasingly smaller
step sizes (and hence, increasing time-complexity) as the system scale size increases for an
accurate simulation.
Another advantage of FluNet is that it facilitates the implementation of hybrid simula-
tor of large scale systems with real-time end-to-end flows (i.e., real-time emulation), where
the actual (real-time) data flows are injected to the core network, which is implemented by
a simulation hardware. Clearly, in real-time emulation, time complexity is not a key issue,
but our main concern is implementation complexity. Due to the limited processing power
of the simulation hardware to handle clock timer, implementing very small step-sizes in a
queue tracking based fluid simulator may not be possible (or at least difficult and costly).
However, since the step-size is not scaled with the system scale in FluNet, it would be easier
to implement FluNet with the same setup of the simulation hardware. This motivates us
to implement and test FluNet in a real operating system (e.g., Linux) (see Section 3.7).
Our main contributions are the following:
(i) We develop a fluid model using the equivalent rate based approach for a queue based
algorithm, and study the practical issues in using the developed model for simulation.
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Our model is predicated on the fast queue regime, which is reasonable to study for
large-scale systems with sufficient network randomness. The main advantage of our
model over conventional queue based fluid models is that it is governed only by
the time-scale of the end-systems, and not the intermediate routers, resulting in the
simulation step size that does not need to decrease with increasing system scale. In
other words, for a fixed step-size and parameters, our model becomes progressively
better as the scale of the system increases.
(ii) By implementing FluNet in a popular discrete event simulation (ns-FluNet) and in
a real Linux operating system (real-FluNet), we validate our model and its feasibil-
ity for both simulation as well as real-time emulation with real traffic. The simu-
lation/measurement results show a good match between a packet system and the
associated FluNet system under various network topologies and traffic conditions.
In this chapter, we assume that the entire simulated/emulated system including TCP
and intermediate routers is ECN (Explicit Congestion Notification) [48]-enabled, such that
TCP sources respond to the ECN congestion signal from receivers, and AQM algorithm in
the intermediate routers functions with the “marking mode” in order to notify sources of
the incipient congestion by setting ECN bit of traversing packets. However, our study is
not limited to ECN-enabled systems, and FluNet can be easily extended to systems with
non-ECN mode as well as simple DropTail queues (see Section 3.4.5).
We comment that another interesting approach is presented in [49], where the authors
describe a procedure where a sampled version of the traffic is fed to scaled-down version
of the network model, and then linearly extrapolate the results from the scaled-down
system to the original large-scale system. Essentially, the authors argue that in several
ways, a slowed down system mimics the larger system. However, the authors in [49]
point out that correlated events (e.g., burst of packet losses, for instance) breaks the linear-
scaling hypothesis, and causes the scaled simulation to deviate from the real system.
Recent work in [46] applies network calculus based on the mathematical theory of Min-
Plus (or Max-Plus) algebra to fluid modeling of network dynamics. We also remark that
results in [46] suggest that fluid queue based simulation could perform poorly when the
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(a) 20 Mbps bottleneck bw, 20 TCP, and 20 unrespon-
sive flows (total 6 Mbps)


















(b) 100 Mbps bottleneck bw, 100 TCP and 100 unre-
sponsive flows (total 30 Mbps)
Figure 3.3: Rate of queue variations for
different system scale sizes


















(a) 100 Mbps bottleneck bw, 100 TCP, 100 unrespon-
sive flows (total 30 Mbps), and [30,100]
























(b) 100 Mbps bottleneck bw, 100 TCP, 100 unrespon-
sive flows (total 30 Mbps), and [300,1000]
Figure 3.4: Rate of queue variations
for different queue threshold parameters:
[a,b] = [min th , max th ] of RED
bottleneck buffers are not saturated. This can be understood from the fact that unsaturated
buffers correspond to a system with fast queueing dynamics, where tracking queue length
trajectories (i.e, a fluid queue based approach) may not be feasible. More related work on
the alternate models for fast queue regimes are discussed in Section 3.4.3.
3.3 Fast and Slow Queue Regime
In this section, we present the ns-2 based simulation results to show that the rate of queue
variations indeed become faster for larger system scales. Recall that FluNet is designed
to operate at a fast queue regime, and thus these simulation results provide a practical
motivation for the FluNet. The simulations are performed in a single bottleneck network
(see Figure 3.7(a)) with RED algorithm [21], accessed by TCP and unresponsive ON-OFF
sources. The end-to-end source-destination round trip time is set to be 200 msec. In the
simulation results, shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, we plot the queue length trajectory at the
bottleneck link over a time interval of 50 msec.
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First, in Figure 3.3, we plot the queue length trajectories for different system scale sizes,
where the system size in Figure 3.3(b) is scaled by a factor of 5. We observe that increasing
system scale size generates faster queue dynamics, as previously discussed in Section 3.2.
Second, we note that fast queue variations can also occur if the mean queue length
is kept small, and thus resulting in many “busy cycles” over a short interval of time. For
example, with the RED algorithm, the parameters, min th and max th, determine the queue
length thresholds at which packet marking/dropping occurs (see Figure 3.4.5 for details). In
a Drop-Tail queue, the physical queue size limit corresponds to this threshold parameter. By
choosing these parameters to be small, we can ensure that packets are marked or dropped
aggressively, resulting in “small queues.” This in turn leads to fast queue length variations
as illustrated in Figure 3.4(a). On th other hand, setting these parameters to be large results
in slow queue length variations as shown in Figure 3.4(b).
Experimental motivation and justification for fast queue regimes is also based on
[50,51], where a fast queueing regime corresponds to a small queue regime in a large-scale
system. Note that the term ‘small queue’ corresponds to the queue length when normalized
with the system capacity. Such a regime seems reasonable for large-scale systems based on
arguments presented in [50, 51]. It has been argued that the required buffer size does not
have to scale linearly with the system scale size [50], and in fact can be fixed, independent
of the system scale size [51]. This implies that in large systems, the buffer fluctuations will
be fast, because the buffer size normalized to the link capacity shrinks. Thus, the queue
length normalized with the capacity will be small, leading to fast queue dynamics. More
discussions on buffer size scaling will be provided in Section 3.4.3.
3.4 Fluid Model of FluNet
3.4.1 Basic Model and Intuition
As discussed in Section 3.2, the key idea of FluNet is to find an equivalent rate based model
for a given queue based AQM algorithm (e.g., RED [21]), and the main assumptions of
finding the equivalent rate based model are sufficient randomness and large scale size in the
Internet. Indeed, there is a sufficient amount of randomness in the Internet mainly due to
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unresponsive flows, flow initiation and terminations, and probabilistic marking/dropping
mechanism implemented in the routers. Recent studies [45, 52] show that unresponsive
sources contribute to about 70% - 80% of the Internet flow counts1. Typical examples
of such unresponsive flows include multimedia (video and audio) flows and web mice
(short-lived HTTP flows). Further, the scale of the current Internet is very large, e.g., in
the Sprint backbone, OC-192 links have been installed in several POPs (Points-of-Presence)
with a total of approximately 11 M TCP connections being captured during one hour in
those back-bone routers [53].
Under such a regime, we will have a considerable number of “cycles” in the queue
dynamics of the intermediate routers even over a small interval of time, where one “cycle”
corresponds to the time interval over which an empty router buffer fills up and empties
again (technically, the regeneration time). In particular, the queue dynamics occur on a
much faster time-scale than that of the end system controller [4,32]. In order to understand
this intuitively, consider a router of capacity n× c accessed by n TCP flows and n unrespon-
sive flows. Then, the time scale of a TCP source rate update is the order of 1/c (since its
rate update is clocked by the ACK packets from the receiver), whereas the time scale of a
router queue “cycle” is in the order of 1/(nc). Thus, it is reasonable to expect that queueing
dynamics are not visible to the end system controller. Instead, the queueing behavior at
the router affects the end system controller only through the statistical behavior of the queue.
In the previous chapter (as well as the authors in the related work [32, 55]), we have
formalized the above heuristic, and derived a formal limit relating a queue based marking
function and an equivalent rate based marking function as the number of flows n goes to
infinity under different simple assumptions. However, these results do not discuss practical
issues (e.g., queue averaging of AQM algorithms, TCP burstiness, and drop functionality
at routers) in applying such limiting models to simulation/emulation. In this chapter, we
extend the equivalent rate based model developed in the previous chapter to account for
such practical issues. Further, along with the insight described earlier in this chapter that
the step-size does not need to shrink if appropriate statistical behavior is used, we develop
two implementations (one in ns-2, and another in Linux) of FluNet, and present simulation
1However, the volume of data in unresponsive flows contribute to about 10% - 20% of the total traffic
volume of the Internet.
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and measurement results.
3.4.2 Equivalent Rate Based Model Considering Queue Averaging
For a given queue based AQM model, we develop an equivalent rate based model con-
sidering queue averaging. The model of the n-th system consists of a single bottleneck
router (with its capacity nc) fed by n TCP flows and n unresponsive flows. For notational
simplicity, we have assumed an equal number of TCP and unresponsive sources. The
results in this chapter hold even if they are not the same, as long as the ratio of the number
of TCP flows and the number of unresponsive flows is finite.
We denote the fluid rates of individual TCP flows in the n-th system by {xin(t), i =
1, . . . ,n}, where xin(t) denotes the arrival rate of a TCP flow i at time t. Let xn(t) be the




n(t). For the well-defined initial
conditions, we assume that xin(0)→ xi(0), and xn(0)→ x(0), as n→∞.We assume that ẋin(·)
is bounded (i.e., the transmission rate is Lipschitz), and xin(·) is bounded by some constant
L. This in-turn implies that xin(·) is Lipschitz continuous with some parameter M < ∞ [9].
Further, we assume that pqm(·) is also Lipschitz continuous.
We model each unresponsive flow by means of a point process Ain(t), that represents
the cumulative number of arriving packets from flow i until time t in the n-th system. We
assume that each Ain(t) has the same distribution as a simple stationary point process A
that satisfies the following assumptions [30, 37]:
Assumption 3.4.1.
(i) There exists λ > 0 such that E[A(t)] = λt for t ∈ [0,∞).




where 1B = 1 if the event B is true, and 0 otherwise.
(iii) lim inft→∞
tΛ(x,t)
log t > 0, where Λ(x, t) = supθ∈R[θx − 1t log E[eθA(t)]].
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Assumption 3.4.1 states that each unresponsive arrival process satisfies the properties
that (i) multiple packets from a single unresponsive source do not arrive at the same time,
(ii) all arriving packets are of the same size and (iii) the unresponsive arrival process has a





n(t) be the total cumulative number of arrivals until time t due to




n(t) be the total arrival rate at time t due to TCP flows.
We define the total volume of arrivals (due to the TCP flows) until time t by Yn(t), i.e.,
Yn(t) =
∫ t
0 Xn(z)dz = n
∫ t
0 xn(z)dz.
Associated with the router is a queue based marking function (AQM algorithm),
denoted by pqm(Q̄n(t)),where Q̄n(t) is the weight-averaged queue length (i.e., an exponential
weighted moving average is implemented where the queue length is averaged over an
appropriate time-scale in order to absorb a certain level of burstiness of incoming traffic).
Note that our marking function is based on the actual queue lengths, not the scaled queue length. For
simplicity, we assume that the employed AQM algorithm has only marking functionality
and the infinite physical queue limit. A similar argument holds for a practical AQM
algorithm with a finite queue limit and dropping functionality, or a simple Drop-Tail
algorithm (see Section 3.4.5).
For a fixed T > 0, and for large n, we are interested in studying the queue length
process (which measures the volume of data at the router) over the time-interval [0, Tn ].
Even over this small time interval, we will show that the queue reaches “steady-state”
behavior. This occurs due to the fact that the capacity is very large (nc), and causes the
queue to “regenerate” an arbitrarily large number of times over the interval [0, Tn ].However,
from a single end-system (the user) point of view, this corresponds to a very short interval of
time. Thus, one can expect that the end-user will only perceive the statistical “steady-state”
queueing behavior. The results in this section quantify the above heuristic.
Let us denote the instantaneous queue-length process at the router by Qn(t) (the sub-
script n indicates that the system scale size is n), and the weight-averaged process by
Q̄n(t), which is given by Q̄n(t) = wnQ̄n(t − δn) + (1 − wn)Qn(t), where 0 < wn < 1 is the
queue-averaging parameter for n-th system and δn = 1/(nc), where δn corresponds to the
time-scale of the queue variation at the router (see also [12]).
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In [21], the authors provide a guideline on the choice of the parameter wn. Essentially,
the authors in [21] argue that wn is chosen such that a fixed burst of packets (i.e., L back-
to-back packets from a single flow) should be allowed into the router without this burst
being marked. This burst tolerance is chosen to account for TCP window behavior and
cumulative ACKs, which lead to a burst of packets being transmitted from a single TCP
source, instead of the packets being spaced apart. However, observe that as the number of
flows and capacity increases, the normalized packet burst size decreases (normalization with
respect to link capacity).
In particular, consider a bottle-neck router with capacity nc, and fed by n independent
arrivals each of which has a packet-burst of size L packets (i.e., L back-to-back packets
from a single flow). Then, if the flows are independent, it is unlikely that the packet bursts
from various flows will synchronize and form a single large burst of nL. This heuristic
is supported by [56], where the authors show that when multiple flows are aggregated,
and the individual flows have different burstiness but equal rates, the burstiness of the
aggregate flow is determined by the burstiness of the individual constituent flow which
has the maximum burstiness. In other words, as the number of flows and the bottle-neck
link capacity increases, the burstiness of aggregate incoming flows remains constant. This
implies that the queue averaging parameter wn needs to become smaller as the system
scale increases (because the normalized packet burst size decreases). Motivated by this
argument, we make the following assumption:
Assumption 3.4.2. wn
n→∞−→ 0.
For any s ∈ [0, Tn ], the instantaneous queue length process is given by:
Qn(s) = sup
r∈[0,s]




An(s) − An(r) + n
∫ s
r
xn(z) dz − nc(s − r) + Qn(r)
]
Recall that the weighted averaged queue length process is given by Q̄n(t) = wnQ̄n(t − δn) +
(1 − wn)Qn(t), where 0 < wn < 1 and δn = 1/nc.
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Next, we define a queue length process q(t) as follows:
q(t) = sup
r∈[0,t]
[a(t) − a(r) − (c − x(0))(t − r) + q(r)], (3.1)
where a(t) is a Poisson process with parameterλ. Intuitively, q(t) is the queue length process
of M/D/1 queue with Poisson arrival rateλ and capacity c−x(0).Then, we have the following
result on the marked volume of data experienced by a typical i-th TCP flow.
Now, let us study the processes (Xn,Yn,An,Qn, Q̄n) over a slowed-down time-scale, i.e.,





















from the definition of Qn(t) and Q̄n(t), we have for any t ∈ [0,T],
qn(t) = sup
r∈[0,t]
[an(t) − an(r) + yn(t) − yn(r) − c(t − r) + qn(r)]















Theorem 3.4.1 states that in the large n regime, the time-average volume of marks
experienced by i-th TCP flow over the interval [0,T/n] (LHS) can be well approximated by
the marked volume at the M/D/1 queue with Poisson arrival rate λ and capacity c − x(0)
(RHS). Note that the original unresponsive arrival process is not necessarily a Poisson process. In
other words, for n large enough, and fixed T, the interaction between the router queueing





(the marking probability in the limiting system).
Proof. We will show that
q̄n(t)
w→ q(t), t ∈ [0,T] over D([0,T] : R+), (3.4)
where D([0,T] : R+) is the space of RCLL (Right Continuous with Left Limit) trajectories
over the interval [0,T]. Then, from Theorem 3.2 in [54], and using the Lipschitz continuity
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of pqm(·) and xin(t), the result follows. Thus, we focus on the proof of (3.4) in the rest of this
section.
First, we will prove that for any fixed ε > 0, we can find N1 such that ∀n > N1,
||q̄n(t) − qn(t)|| < ε over D([0,T] : R+), (3.5)
where || · || is the Skorohod metric.
From (3.2), we have
||q̄n(t) − qn(t)|| = ||wnq̄n(t − 1c ) + (1 − wn)qn(t) − qn(t)||
= wn||q̄n(t − 1c ) − qn(t)|| ≤ wn supt∈[0,T]
|qn(t)|.
Then, (3.5) follows from that fact that supt∈[0,T] |qn(t)| is almost surely finite, and from
Assumption 3.4.2.
Next, from Theorem 3.2 in [54], we have
qn(t)
w→ q(t) over D([0,T] : R+).
Then, from the Skorohod representation theorem [38], we can find processes q′n(t) and q′(t)
in D([0,T] : R+) such that qn(t) dist= q′n(t), and q(t)
dist
= q′(t), where dist= means “equivalence in
distribution.” Then, for the same ε in (3.5), we can find N2 such that ∀n > N2,
||q′n(t) − q′(t)|| < ε over D([0,T] : R+). (3.6)
Let q̄′n be the weighted averaged process of q′n. By the triangle inequality of Skorohod norm,
for the same ε in (3.5) and (3.6), ∀n > N = max(N1,N2), we have
||q̄′n − q′(t)|| < ||q̄′n − q′n(t)|| + ||q′n(t) − q′(t)|| < ε + ε = 2ε.
Since ε is arbitrary, this completes the proof. 
Thus, the system with aggregate (over flows) unresponsive rate of nλ, and with aggre-
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gate (over flows) TCP rate of nx can be represented by M/D/1 system of fixed service rate of
c−x, and an arrival process that is Poisson with parameter λ (even if the actual system does
not have Poisson arrivals). Further, we observe that q(t) is a regenerative process when λc−x ,
and x < c, and from the ergodic theorem for a regenerative process, for large enough T, the
following definition is a good approximation of the marked volume of data at the router.







c−x < 1 and x < c,
1 if x ≥ c or λc−x ≥ 1,
(3.7)
where Q is the stationary queue length random variable and πc−xλ is the stationary distri-
bution of an M/D/1 queue with capacity c − x and arrival rate λ.
3.4.3 On the Alternate Models and Discussion
In this section, we compare the model that we use in the FluNet with other alternate models.
These alternate models are derived based on the different assumptions on (i) buffer size
scaling and (ii) randomness in the network.
The buffer size scaling has been classified into three regimes [55]: (a) small buffer
regime (B = Θ(1), i.e., independent of the system scale size n), (b) intermediate buffer regime
(B = Θ(nα), 0 < α < 1), and (c) large buffer regime (B = Θ(n)), where n is the system scale size
(i.e., the number of flows and the system capacity), and B is the buffer size at the bottleneck
router.
Traditionally, network design (at the back-bone routers) has been predicated on the
large buffer regime, i.e., the buffer is provisioned in linearly proportional to the system
scale size [57]. However, recent experimental studies on the buffer size scaling show that
we can achieve sufficient statistical multiplexing gain and high network utilization in small
buffer regime [51] as well as intermediate buffer regime [50]. Further, analytical results
[30,31] show that arbitrary small loss probability and high throughput are guaranteed even
with small buffer regime. The small buffer regime is based on the intuition that a large
number of flows multiplexed at the large capacity router and randomness (which leads to
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de-synchronization among flows) in the network enables sufficient statistical multiplexing
without large buffer size.
The major sources of randomness in the network are generated by (i) unresponsive
flows (ii) TCP flows. The randomness in unresponsive flows is due to real-time multimedia
flows, short-lived web-mice, and random connection arrival and departure to the network.
On the other hand, the randomness in TCP flows is due to inability to precisely model
a window-based flow control, initial slow-start phase, and probabilistic AQM algorithms
in the intermediate routers. Different models can be derived, depending on the different
assumptions on the randomness by these two types of flows, their relative magnitude and
time-scale of variability.
The authors in [32, 55] assume that the time-scales of randomness by both TCP and
unresponsive flows are in the same order, thus aggregate TCP and unresponsive flows
form a Poisson process with parameter (λ+ x), where λ and x are the mean arrival rates of
unresponsive and TCP flows, respectively. Thus, the limiting system is approximated by an
M/D/1 system with capacity c and Poisson input with parameter λ + x. On the other hand,
our preliminary work [54] assumes that the randomness of TCP flows happens at much
slower time-scale than that of unresponsive flows, i.e., over a small interval of time, the
mean arrival rate of TCP flows looks constant. This assumption leads to a M/D/1 system,
but with capacity c − x and Poisson input with parameter λ.
The assumptions and analytical models in [32, 55] can be viewed as a “conservative”
interpretation of the Internet, i.e., even controlled TCP flows has the same magnitude of
randomness as random unresponsive flows. However, the models in [54] analyze the
Internet on a “optimistic” assumption, i.e., the randomness TCP flows over a short time-
interval is ignored ( i.e., the inter-packet jitter by TCP flows are negligible in the large
system scale size), and assume that the randomness by unresponsive flows dominant in
the network. Intuitively, in the system with the randomness of both TCP and unresponsive
flows, more marking/dropping of packets occurs than the system with randomness only
with unresponsive flows, at the intermediate routers. This intuitive interpretation can be
justified by the standard queueing theory. Let ρ1 = λc−x , and ρ2 =
λ+x
c . Then, for all values
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of λ > 0 and x > 0, such that λ+ x < c,we have ρ1 < ρ22. Thus, from P-K formula of M/D/1,
the system with ρ2 marks/drops (on an average) more packets at the routers than that with
ρ1, leading to TCP throughput difference in both systems.
FluNet can be implemented either the model in [32,55] or that in this paper. Both mod-
els in the FluNet framework are easily implementable, by looking up the marking/dropping
probability in the table (see 3.4.6 for details). However, for space limitation, we have pro-
vided simulation results using the model in this chapter, as the result due to both models
are very close with 100 flows.
3.4.4 Choice of Measurement Interval and Simulation Step Size
Implementing a simulator based on (3.7) requires measurement of x (TCP arrival rate) and
λ (unresponsive arrival rate). In our implementation, this is done by choosing a small
measurement interval M̄, which satisfies (i) that the arrival rate from TCP flows does not vary
significantly over M̄, and (ii) that there exists a sufficient number of regenerative cycles in the
router queue over M̄, enabling us to see the statistical stationary behavior (i.e., the Poisson
approximation holds for the chosen value of M̄). In our experiments, we have chosen
one (minimum over end-to-end flows) round-trip time for M̄, which is independent of the
system scale size, n. This choice seems to be reasonable, since the transmission rate of a TCP
flow is clocked by the received ACK feedbacks, and we can also see a significant queue
variations over one round-trip time (a large number of regenerative cycles) in large scale
systems (e.g., in the plots of Figures 3.3 and 3.4, even over 14 of a round-trip time in the
router with 100 flows, we can see more than 20 cycles of queue regeneration). Note that
since we focus on the flows passing through a WAN, the minimum round trip-time over
flows will be large enough to see the stationary behaviors at the core-routers.
Additionally, we evolve the dynamics of the end-systems multiple times (say, W times)
per a measurement interval M̄. If this “splitting” of a measurement interval is not done,
ACKs will aggregate over a measurement interval at a source, and lead to spurious bursts
of packets, resulting in incorrect end-system behaviors. Thus, we evolve the simulator
with a time step-size of δ = M̄W .Note that M̄ and W do not depend on the system scale size,





















Figure 3.5: Marking and dropping in RED with marking mode
n.W depends only on the number of packets per flow in a round-trip time (i.e., congestion
window size), so that the packets can be “clocked out” without spurious bursts3. Thus, as
W and M̄ are independent of n, δ is also independent of n. This is the key observation that
leads to the reduced simulation time complexity for large scale systems.
3.4.5 Marking and Dropping in AQM
A realistic fluid model of a AQM algorithm should incorporate packet dropping as well.
This is due to the fact that (i) a queue has a finite queue limit size, and (ii) some AQM
algorithms drop the incoming packet when the current (averaged) queue length is larger
than a threshold. For instance, the RED [21] algorithm marks packets below a queue
threshold, but drops packets if the current (average) queue length exceeds this threshold
(see unforced and forced drop region in Figure 3.5). Packets are also dropped if the packet
buffer overflows.
This dropping functionality can be incorporated into the equivalent rate based fluid
model simply by decomposing the queue based marking-dropping function into a pure
drop and marking function (pqm(·) and pqd(·)), as shown in Figure 3.5. Each of these two
functions are then used in (3.7) to compute the equivalent rate based marking and dropping
probability, denoted by prm(·) and prd(·), respectively. We comment that a simple Drop-Tail
queue without marking functionality can also be implemented by setting its marking
3Note that this does not mean that “valid” bursts are not allowed. If a burst of ACKs arrive at a TCP source,
the TCP source will in fact send a burst of packets by ACK-clocking.
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function to be always zero and its drop function to be a step function (1 if qsize ≥ qlimit,
and 0 otherwise).
3.4.6 Implementation of Rate based AQM
As discussed in Section 3.4.2 and 3.4.5, we have to compute E[pqm(Q)] and E[p
q
d(Q)] to deter-
mine the marking/dropping probability for a given fluid input rate. However, we may not
always find a closed form expression to compute E[ f (Q)], where Q is the stationary queue
length in an M/D/1 queue. Thus, our implementation uses numerically pre-computed
values of the marking probability for each arrival rate (discretized suitably). This compu-
tation is performed using results in [42], where the authors have shown that the unfinished
work U for a Poisson process with arrival rate λ, and with service rate µ has a steady state
distribution of the form
Pr(U > x) = 1 − (1 − ρ)eρxHbxc(x − bxc), (3.8)
where Hn(x) are polynomial functions (which can be computed recursively as shown in
[42]), and ρ = λ/µ. Then, by denoting the stationary workload of an M/D/1 queue with
capacity c by V, we have V = Q/c, and U = µV = (c − x)V. Thus,







This is used to off-line pre-compute a table of marking/dropping probabilities for a large




FluNet consists of a hardware/software fluid-based core network (implemented in a Linux
PC or within ns-2), and end systems that can either be implemented in hardware (real-
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Figure 3.6: FluNet Architecture
components: (i) ingress fluid interface, (ii) fluid routers, (iii) egress fluid interface, and (iv)
packet queue pool, as shown in Figure 3.6. Ingress and egress fluid interfaces reside at edge
of the FluNet-core (a pair of ingress and egress fluid interfaces forms an interface node), and
there are multiple fluid routers (depending on the topology of simulated network) inside
the FluNet-core, where a fluid router corresponds to a packet router in the Internet-core.
To illustrate, let us consider the two packet streams between the end-systems of (ES-
1↔ES-2) and (ES-1↔ES-3). The packets from ES-1 (destined to a node in ES-2 or ES-3) are
first transmitted to the ingress fluid interface, IFI-1, which classifies them into two classes
depending on the destination end-systems, ES-2 and ES-3. IFI-1 records per-class packet
transmission rate information over successive time steps (i.e., δ), stores the received real
packets at a queue (identified by a tuple (ingress fluid interface, egress fluid interface))
belonging to the packet queue pool, and forwards the rate information into the FluNet-
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core. The forwarded rate information is processed by the FluNet-core, and the associated
marked/dropped rate is computed at each fluid router using the equivalent rate based
marking/dropping model in Section 3.4. The updated marked/dropped rate information
is finally transferred to the egress fluid interfaces, EFI-2 and EFI-3, which marks/drops
the real packets (fetched from the packet queue pool) physically based on the rate in-
formation computed at the fluid routers in the routing path, and forwards them to the
destination networks in ES-2 and ES-3. We will describe the detailed procedure and issues
in section 3.5.2.
The important thing that we note is that the real packets do not traverse the FluNet-core.
The real packets are stored at the associated queue (corresponding to the ingress-egress
pair) in the packet queue pool. Since only aggregate flow information between end-systems
is transfered inside the FluNet-core, the maximum number of (aggregate) flows present
within the FluNet-core is just nI(nI − 1), where nI is the number of the edge-routers of
FluNet-core (e.g., nI = 3 in Figure 3.6).
In this chapter, we focus on the data traffic injected only by end-packet systems, and
the queue regimes at the intermediate routers at the FluNet-core. We can easily extend
our analysis and implementation to more general scenario, where there exists data flows
originated from and destined to the FluNet-core. The fluid representation of such flows
inside the FluNet-core can be easily made by the techniques in [12,14], and apply the fluid
rates to the input of our rate based marking/dropping models.
3.5.2 Description of Components
A network inside the FluNet-core is modeled as a directed graph G = (V,L), where V is a
set of nodes (routers) and L is a set of links. Each link l ∈ L has the propagation delay of
γl and the capacity cl. Let us denote I ⊂ V to be a set of (ingress/egress) interface nodes,
and I = {i1, i2, . . . , iM}, where M is the number of interface nodes inside the FluNet. Then,
we define a class4 k (which experiences the same route inside the FluNet-core), where
k ∈ I × I \ {(i, i) | i ∈ I}. Denote a set of links of the path of class k by Lk = {lk,1, lk,2, . . . , lk,nk},
4A class within the FluNet-core is a single fluid-flow that corresponds to multiple packet flows over the
same path.
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where lk,ni ∈ L, i = 1, . . . ,nk, and nk is the number of links in the path of class k.
Ingress Fluid Interface
At each ingress fluid interface, a step size δ is chosen (based on the criterion discussed in
Section 3.4.4), and the total number of bytes that arrive from the end-system edge routers
over this interval for each class is recorded over successive time step intervals, and this
recorded rate information is transferred to the first link inside the FluNet-core in the routing
path of the corresponding traffic class. The incoming real packets are stored in a packet
queue (indexed by its class) of the packet queue pool.
At the end of each time step s = 1, 2, . . . (with each interval ofδ), a vector (t̂k[s], m̂k[s], d̂k[s], ĉk[s], ûk[s])
(which represent total, marked, dropped, TCP, and unresponsive received data volume,
respectively) is generated corresponding to the aggregate data volume over the s-th time
step for class k. Note that at the ingress fluid interface, the variable d̂k[s] is initialized to be
0. Whether a packet is TCP/unresponsive or marked/unmarked is determined by checking
the IP packet header CE and ECT field. At the end of each time step, the rate vector is
transferred into the FluNet-core.
Fluid Router
The main task of a fluid router is to update the marked/dropped volume of data in the rate
vector transferred from an ingress fluid interface or the previous fluid router in the routing
path (by applying the rate based fluid model in Section 3.4), and to finally transfer those
vectors to the associated egress fluid interface.
To understand the traffic interactions inside the FluNet, let us denote TCP, unrespon-
sive, total, marked, and dropped received volume of arrival data corresponding to class k at
link l ∈ L over the s-th time step by clk[s], ulk[s], tlk[s],mlk[s], and dlk[s], respectively. Associated
with every link l ∈ L are (rate based) marking and dropping probability plm[s] and pld[s],
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which are computed by (3.7) and its similar rate based dropping function5. Then, we have
clk,ik [s] =

ĉk[s], i = 1,
(
1 − plk,i−1d [s̃]
)










plk,i−1m [s̃] + m
lk,i−1
k [s̃], i = 2, . . . ,nk,
(3.11)
where s̃ = s − γ̃lk,i−1 , and γ̃l corresponds to the link l propagation delay computed in time-
steps, i.e., γ̃l = dγl/δe.Note that mean queueing delays can be easily incorporated by adding
it to the link propagation delays. However, in sufficiently large scale systems, queueing
delay is negligible, compared to link propagation delay. This is also justified by [50], where
the authors show that buffers need to scale only as
√
n, whereas the capacity scales with
n, which implies that the queueing delay is O( 1√
n
), while the propagation delay is Θ(1).
Analogous equations to (3.10) and (3.11) hold for the unresponsive arrival rate (ulk,ik [s]) and
the drop rate (dlk,ik [s]), respectively (except that d̂k[s] = 0, as discussed above). Finally, the
total arrival rate of each class k is computed by the sum of TCP and unresponsive arrival
rate, i.e.,
tlk,ik [s] = c
lk,i
k [s] + u
lk,i
k [s] (3.12)
Notice that update of clk[s] and u
l
k[s] due to the dropping probability is needed, since it
affects the TCP and unresponsive arrival rate at the next link (and thus, affects the compu-
tation of marking/dropping probability of next link).
As discussed in Section 3.4.4, in computing plm[s] and pld[s], we need the TCP and
unresponsive rate information over M̄ interval as their input. In our implementation, we
use the TCP/unresponsive volume of data averaged over past W time steps, i.e., c̄lk,ik [s] =∑W
j=1
ck[s− j+1]
W , and similarly, ū
lk,i
k [s].
5We eliminate the superscript ‘r’ in (3.7) for notational simplicity.
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Egress Fluid Interface
At the egress of the FluNet-core is the egress fluid interface connected to the destination
end-system. When a rate vector, corresponding to a particular class k leaves the last fluid
router (in the routing path of class k), this vector enters the egress fluid interface of the
corresponding destination end-system after the propagation delay of link lk,nk . At each
time-step s, the egress fluid interface i ∈ I maintains a collection of vectors of byte-counters
(not necessarily integers) for every class k ∈ {i} × I \ {i}, where byte-counters consist of: (i)
total counter (Tk[s]), (ii) mark counter (Mk[s]), and (iii) drop counter (Dk[s]). These byte
counters, Tk, Mk, and Dk keep track of the amount of total data, the amount of marks, and
the amount of drops received for the class k at each time step. Note that the egress fluid
interface does not need the information of TCP or unresponsive data rate, since they are
used only in computing marking/dropping probability inside the FluNet-core. At the end




k) is transferred to the egress fluid interface), the
interface increments three counters by the incoming quantities.
At each time-step s, if Tk[s] is larger than or equal to the size of a packet in the packet
queue (of, say, a class k) in the packet queue pool, the head-of-line (HOL) packet from the
packet queue is transferred to the corresponding destination egress fluid interface by means
of an overlay network (see Figure 3.6). Then, the egress fluid interface determines how to
handle this real packet: drop, forward with marking, or forward without marking. First,
the fetched real packet is dropped with probability Dk[s]/Tk[s]. Next, if the packet is not
dropped, the value of the mark counter is now checked, and the ECN bit of the real packet
is set to the value ‘1’ with a probability Mk[s]/Tk[s]. This is simply an implementation
of probabilistic marking corresponding to the fluid mark/drop rate. This packet is now
forwarded to the edge-router of the destination end-system, which will suitably forward
the packet to its final destination.
Once the packet has been forwarded or dropped, the byte counters are updated by
the following: Mk[s] = Mk[s](1− sz/Tk[s]), Dk[s] = Dk[s](1− sz/Tk[s]), and Tk[s] = Tk[s]− sz,
where sz is the size of the packet that is fetched and processed. The same procedure is
repeated unless Tk[s] is smaller than the HOL packet in the associated per-class packet
queue.
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3.6 NS-2 Simulation Results
In order to validate FluNet, we have implemented FluNet in ns-2 (ns-FluNet). Since [16] has
a good reference framework for hybrid fluid/packet simulation, we adopted and modified
the ns-2 implementation in [16] by replacing its core fluid model implementation with our
rate based model, while slightly modifying their interface between the fluid network and
the packet network.
Our objective here is to compare a fluid queue based hybrid simulation (QFM) in [16]
with FluNet, and determine the regimes for which each is suitable. Our base-line for
comparison is a “packet” system, where no fluid approximation/models are used. We do
not intend to validate the simulation time speed-up of FluNet over the associated packet
system, since it has been already addressed in [16].
3.6.1 Simulation Environment
In this section, we have considered three different topologies, corresponding to a simple
network with a single bottleneck link, and a large network with a single and two bottleneck
links (denoted by S1, L1, and L2, respectively), as shown in Figure 3.7. The round-trip time
of end-to-end flows in all topologies are set to be 200 msec, except for Experiment 3. The
RED [21] is used as the AQM algorithm at the routers, where the parameters in RED are set
to: w q = 0.002, gentle = false, max p = 0.02, mark p = 1.0, and adaptive = false. With our
parameter settings, min th and max th corresponds to the (average) queue length when
the RED algorithm initiates marking and marking switches to dropping, respectively. As
suggested in [58], in our simulations, we use TCP Sack as the end-system elastic data flows,
and ON-OFF process as the unresponsive flows, respectively. In the ON-OFF process, the
burst size of ON and OFF periods are exponentially distributed with mean 50 msec. The
packet size for both TCP and the unresponsive flows are set to be 1000 bytes.
According to the selection rule of measurement interval and step size, we use M̄ = 200
msec, and W = 40, resulting in the step-size being set to 5 msec (i.e., δ = 20040 ). The value
of W = 40 is sufficient to avoid spurious bursts of transmitted TCP packets, since the
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(c) L2: large network with two bottlenecks
Figure 3.7: Simulation Network Topology
In the simulation results, we present three statistics to investigate both steady-state
and transient behavior, compared with the associated pure packet system: (i) normalized
average throughput with respect to the packet system, (ii) congestion window sizes av-
eraged over flows, and (iii) CWCR (Congestion Window Cut Ratio). CWCR represents
60
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(a) 200 Mbps bottleneck bw, 100 TCP and 100 unresponsive
(total 30 Mbps)
(b) 500 Mbps bottleneck bw, 250 TCP and 250 unresponsive
(total 75 Mbps)
Figure 3.8: Normalized throughput of QFM and FluNet with different system scales as the
queue threshold in RED changes. max th =3×min th .
the number of window cut events divided by the number of total transmitted packets,
where window cut events include triple duplicate ACKs, retransmission timeouts, and
ECN responses.
3.6.2 Experiment 1: FluNet and QFM under fast and slow queue regimes
In Figure 3.8, we plot the normalized average throughput of FluNet and QFM, where S1
network topology is used in the experiment. As discussed in Section 3.3, a fast queue regime
results when the RED queue threshold parameters are small. We observe from Figure 3.8(a)
that when the queue parameters are small, the throughput measured from FluNet is close to
that of a packet simulation; whereas when the RED parameters are large, QFM outperforms
FluNet, and the throughput measured with QFM is close to that measured with a packet
simulation (see the dotted circular region in Figure 3.8(a)). This agrees with our intuition
that FluNet will have better performance in a fast queue regime, but QFM outperforms
FluNet in a slow queue regime.
However, for the same step-size and RED parameters, by scaling the number of flows
and the bottleneck capacity, FluNet will again provide good results even with large RED
parameters. This is because the RED parameters when normalized by the capacity again leads
to a fast queue regime. In other words, for a fixed step-size and parameters, our model will become
progressively better as the scale of the system increases. This is illustrated in Figure 3.8(b),
where the system size (i.e., number of flows and capacity) is scaled by a factor of 2.5. Thus,
we believe that both QFM and FluNet are complementary, and hybrid simulators should
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Table 3.1: Average CWCR values over flows for large network topologies. (a,b,c,d) =
(min th , max th , num of unresp flows, vol of unresp flows).
Name Parameters L1 (×10−3) L2 (×10−3)
Pkt FlN QFM Pkt FlN QFM
P1 (10,100,30,30Mb) 4.83 4.69 8.18 4.94 4.93 18.7
P2 (30,100,30,30Mb) 4.84 4.67 9.22 4.81 5.11 25.9
P3 (10,50, 30,30Mb) 5.06 4.95 9.05 5.32 4.95 17.9
P4 (10,150,30,30Mb) 4.67 4.54 7.72 4.69 4.45 7.22
P5 (30,100,10,30Mb) 4.91 4.66 9.34 5.28 4.74 28.1
P6 (30,100,90,30Mb) 5.15 4.90 9.76 5.22 4.93 26.6
P7 (30,100,30,10Mb) 2.45 2.29 6.36 2.72 2.62 4.63
P8 (30,100,30,50Mb) 14.4 14.4 15.2 12.7 11.3 17.8
incorporate both these approaches, depending on the system scale.
3.6.3 Experiment 2: Larger network topologies
In this experiment, we present simulation results with four varying parameters: min th
, max th , number of unresponsive flows, and total volume of unresponsive flows in the
L1 and L2 network topologies, where there are three (TCP, unresponsive) traffic classes
depending on the source-destination access network pair. Each choice of these parameters
are denoted as P1-P8 (see Table 3.1), and the number of unresponsive flows and total
volume of unresponsive flows in Table 3.1 correspond to the parameters in each class (not
total network traffic flows). Further, for each traffic class, we run 50 TCP sources. We show
only the performance results of class 1 TCP sources due to space limitation. We comment
that similar results are obtained for different classes due to symmetry of three traffic classes.
Figure 3.9 and Table 3.1 summarize the simulation results of normalized throughput
and CWCR Further, Figure 3.10 shows the associated CWND traces (averaged over flows)
for selected experiments. As the experiments in Section 3.3 indicates, the parameter choices
of queue thresholds and step-size in Figure 3.9 and Table 3.1 induce fast queue regimes.
The results of FluNet match those of a pure packet network within an error of 5% for all
cases considered. On the other hand, QFM has up to 45% throughput error, compared to
the packet simulation.
However, as shown in Figure 3.9(c), by decreasing the step-size to 1 msec and increasing
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(a) L1 topology: step size = 5 msec



























(b) L2 topology: step size = 5 msec























(c) L1 topology with 10 × queue thresholds as those in (a): step size = 1 msec
Figure 3.9: Normalized average throughput of QFM and FluNet

















































(a) # of UFs (10/90) (b) vol of UFs (10/50) Mb
Figure 3.10: Average CWND traces in L1 network topology: min th = 30, max th = 100.
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the queue thresholds (ten times as those in (a)), the results of QFM have a good match with
those of packet systems. This is because with a step-size of 1 msec and with the large mean
queue size, queue fluctuations are not severe, enabling QFM to accurately track queue
dynamics.
FluNet is based on asymptotic models for router queues, where the number of flows
are large. Indeed, FluNet simulation results match packet simulations closely when there
are a large number of flows. For example, in a system with 4,200 flows, and the L1 network
topology, the difference in average throughput between the packet system and FluNet is
less than 4%. Importantly, in this section, we have shown that FluNet performs well even
in a moderately scaled system, with only a few hundred flows. We skip the details for the





























































Figure 3.11: On the left: Avg throughput of TCPs with different round-trip times. On the
right: Avg CWND traces with dynamic flow configuration
3.6.4 Experiment 3: Connections with different round-trip times, and dynamic
scenarios
In this experiment, we first compare the performance results of FluNet with the associated
packet network consisting of TCP sources with different round-trip times in the S1 net-
work topology. TCP sources are divided into three classes (50 TCP session in each class)
having different access propagation delays, such that there are three classes of TCP sources
with round-trip propagation delays of 50 msec, 100 msec, and 200 msec, respectively. Fig-
ure 3.11(a) shows average instantaneous throughput (measured every 1 sec) for these three
classes in both the packet and FluNet system. Again, we can observe that the packet system
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and FluNet match closely.
Next, we measure the response of FluNet when flow configuration in the simulation
changes dynamically. In the same configuration as above, all TCP sources of class 1 stop
transmission at 60 sec, and then all TCP sources of class 3 stop transmission at 110 sec.
Figure 3.11(b) shows the average congestion window traces of class 2. We observe that
FluNet reacts to these changes in a similar manner to that in the packet network.
3.7 Linux Implementation and Experimental Results
3.7.1 Linux Implementation
First, we briefly describe the implementation of FluNet in a Linux operating system (real-
FluNet). Though our implementation platform is Linux, we believe that it could be easily
extended to other operating systems. We have implemented the FluNet-core using multiple
processes in the user-level space at one computer, as shown in Figure 3.12. Network
interface cards (Fast Ethernet cards) have been used to connect external end-systems with
the FluNet-core. Associated with each network interface card are an ingress and an egress
interface process (e.g., four ingress/egress processes in Figure 3.12). There is one FluNet-
core process, which is responsible for simulating the fluid network. We have installed
the packet queue pool in a distributed manner. In other words, individual packet queues
(identified by a tuple (ingress,egress)) are maintained at the associated egress fluid interface
process. Thus, for our example where we have four network interface cards, an egress
interface process is responsible for maintaining four real packet queues (indexed by the
corresponding ingress interface process). An ingress interface process is connected to
every other egress interface using interprocess communication based on UDP sockets.
In addition, a FluNet core process is fully connected to all the ingress/egress interface
processes. The standard packet capture library (libpcap) is used for capturing packets
at each ingress fluid interface process. To forward the real packet at an egress interface
process, we use “raw socket” functionality.
By implementing FluNet-core at the user-level space (i.e., application level packet
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Figure 3.13: Network configuration with real-FluNet
their parameters. However, there is a trade-off between flexibility and the maximum speed
of handling packets at the ingress/egress interface processes due to the cost of context
switching between user and kernel space. From our test measurements, the maximum
capture rate of standard libpcap is about 40-50 Mbps, which is not enough to test a Fast
Ethernet interface. In our implementation, we use a modified version of standard libpcap
(libpcap-mmap [59]), which increases the speed of capturing ability by using the mmap
system call (i.e., memory-mapped I/O).
3.7.2 Experimental Results
In this section, we present measurement results of real-FluNet implementation in Linux.
The network topology for measurement is shown in Figure 3.13. We consider a simple
topology in this section so that we can implement an actual packet network with the
identical topology and provide base-line measurements for comparison. Our real-FluNet
implementation can be configured for other topologies are well, including those in L1 and
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(a) # of UFs (30/70) (b) vol of UFs (10/40) Mb
Figure 3.14: Average CWND traces in real-FluNet, with RED parameters: min th=30,
max th=100
L2 network topologies.
Two hosts are responsible for generating 50 TCP sources and a variable number of
unresponsive ON-OFF sources. Two routers reside between source and destination pool,
and all links are connected by Fast Ethernet 100 Mbps links (thus, the intermediate link
between two routers is the bottleneck). In real-FluNet, both the bottleneck link as well as
two routers are encapsulated into one real-FluNet computer. We use a 5 msec step size
in real-FluNet. Both the TCP traffic as well as the ON-OFF traffic are generated using the
iperf [60] traffic generator tool. Figure 3.14 and Table 3.2 provide the measurement results
of real-FluNet in comparison with measurements with an identically configured packet
network. The results show a good match between the two systems.
Table 3.2: Average throughput of real-FluNet







On the Elasticity of Marking
Functions: Scheduling, Stability, and
Quality-of-Service in the Internet
4.1 Overview
Much of the research on Internet modeling and analysis has focused on the design of end
controllers and network algorithms with the objective of stability and convergence of the
transmission rate. However, the Internet is composed of a mixture of both (controlled)
elastic flows and (uncontrolled) real-time flows. Uncontrolled real-time flows do not react
to network congestion as well as they require a certain level of QoS guarantees. In this
chapter, we study the effects of marking elasticity (which characterizes how aggressively
the marking function responds to congestion) on the QoS for uncontrolled real-time flows,
at a router accessed by both uncontrolled and controlled flows.
First, we derive lower and upper bounds on the queue overflow probability at a
router of a single bottleneck system. Using this, we quantify the trade-off between stability
for controlled flows and QoS guarantee for uncontrolled real-time flows as a function of
marking elasticity. The results indicate that some marking functions may be “uniformly”
better than others. In particular, among the marking functions that we have compared, our
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bounds indicate that a rate based version of REM seems to provide the largest local-stability
region for any given QoS requirement.
Next, we compare the capacity required at a router with only FIFO scheduling versus
a router with priority scheduling (priority given to the real-time flows) for supporting
a given QoS requirement (queue overflow probability). We quantify the “scheduling-
gain” (in terms of supporting QoS for the real-time flows) of priority scheduling over
FIFO scheduling, as a function of marking elasticity. We show that this scheduling gain
decreases with more elastic marking functions. In other words, the difference in the
required capacities with FIFO and priority scheduling for a fixed QoS (queue overflow
probability) can be significantly reduced by increasing the marking elasticity.
4.2 Introduction
There has been extensive research on the modeling and analysis of the controlled elastic
flows in the Internet by adopting differential equation based models of source controllers
and AQM (Active Queue Management) algorithms. Much of this work has focused on the
design of end host controllers and control algorithms (marking functions) at the interme-
diate routers for (global and local) stable end-to-end operation over the Internet by using
control theoretic tools [1, 3, 6, 7, 10, 24, 27, 61, 62].
However, the Internet carries a mixture of traffic ranging from controlled non-real-
time elastic data traffic to uncontrolled real-time traffic (e.g., voice and multimedia traffic).
Uncontrolled real-time flows do not react to network feedback and requires tight QoS
(Quality of Service) guarantees. From the perspective of network control and management,
real-time flows are admitted into the network only if there are “sufficient” resources to
satisfy their QoS requirements. On the other hand, non-real-time sources are always
admitted into the network on a best-effort basis, i.e., real-time sources are given higher
priority, and the remaining network resources unused by the real-time sources are allocated
to the non-real-time sources.
One of the proposed architectures for providing differentiated QoS in the Internet is












(a) Priority Scheduler (b) FIFO Scheduler
Figure 4.1: Priority and FIFO Scheduling Disciplines
number of classes, and QoS (such as delay, loss ratio, and throughput) for a user’s data
flow will be class-dependent. To implement such a service, routers in the Internet treat
(schedule) packets from various classes in a differentiated manner depending on the class
QoS specifications by adopting “priority” based scheduling algorithms (see Figure 4.1-(a)
for a two class example).
In this chapter, we consider a network where resources are shared by uncontrolled real-
time and controlled elastic flows, and packets in the router are scheduled in a first-come-
first-serve manner (i.e., no differentiation) (see Figure 4.1-(b)). Over such a network, the
behavior of uncontrolled real-time and controlled flows are coupled together, and the QoS
experienced by uncontrolled real-time flows will be affected by the behavior of controlled
flows (due to the flows sharing a common link). With this setup, it seems reasonable
to believe that by appropriately designing an AQM mechanism (marking function) at
intermediate routers, we can potentially provide the required QoS to the uncontrolled real-
time flows without any differentiation between real-time and non-real-time flows at the routers.
The intuition is the following: an “aggressive” marking function will mark a larger
number of controlled flow packets (for instance, those controlled by TCP) when a burst of
packets (which causes congestion) arrive. This will cause the controlled flows to back-off,
thus potentially decreasing the delay or packet loss probability experienced by real-time
flows. In this chapter, we study the trade-off between packet marking [21] for controlled
flows and the effect of this marking on the QoS of uncontrolled real-time flows.
We first characterize the “aggressiveness” of a marking function by its elasticity.








Figure 4.2: Elasticity of Marking Functions
elastic than p1(z) if for any z ≥ z?, we have
p1(z?) = p2(z?), p2(z) ≥ p1(z),
where z? is the equilibrium data rate at the router. Thus, the elasticity of a marking function
corresponds to how aggressively the marking value changes as the arrival data rate exceeds the
equilibrium rate (see Figure 4.2). However, note that the marking values at the equilibrium rate are
equivalent with both marking functions, i.e., the link utilization at equilibrium is the same.
In this chapter, we study and quantify the following two trade-offs related with mark-
ing elasticity: stability-elasticity trade-off, and scheduling-elasticity trade-off.
Stability-elasticity trade-off: This refers to the trade-off between QoS-provisioning
for uncontrolled real-time flows and stability for controlled flows. The key trade-off we
quantitatively analyze is the following: the more elastic the marking function is, the better
is the QoS experienced by uncontrolled real-time flows. However, this also leads to the
negative property of less stability for controlled flows.
Scheduling-elasticity trade-off: This refers to the trade-off between the scheduling
algorithm at the router and the elasticity of the marking function, with the performance
metric being the QoS achieved for real-time flows, where the QoS requirement stipulates
that the probability of packet (from uncontrolled real-time flows) loss should not exceed
some threshold. This trade-off is quantified by means of the following: Given the require-
ment of (a) long-term throughput (equilibrium rate) of controlled flows and (b) QoS (queue
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overflow probability)1 for uncontrolled real-time flows, we compute the required link ca-
pacity at the router to support (a) and (b). To satisfy the long-term rate (for controlled flows)
constraint (a), it is sufficient that the link capacity exceeds the sum of the mean rates of
uncontrolled flows and the equilibrium rates of controlled flows (as long as the scheduling
algorithm is work-conserving). However, the magnitude of the excess capacity depends on
the given QoS constraint (b) for real-time flows, the marking function elasticity, as well as
the scheduling algorithm. In particular, by giving absolute priority to the real-time flows
(priority scheduling), this excess capacity can be minimized, as controlled flows do not
affect the queue overflow probability for the uncontrolled flows. On the other hand, FIFO
scheduling has the advantage of simple implementation (no per-class scheduling required),
but at a cost of larger required link capacity. In this study, we quantify the “scheduling-
gain” (i.e., the difference in the link capacity required with priority scheduling versus that
with FIFO scheduling) of priority scheduling over FIFO scheduling, as a function of the
marking elasticity.
The parameters that impact the source dynamics for a controlled flow are the round-
trip delay, the elasticity of the marking function, and the rate of adaptation at the controlled
source. In this chapter, we first model the dynamics of controlled flows by means of an
instant adaptation algorithm, where the sources react to network feedback with no delay
and adapt immediately to the equilibrium rate for a given network configuration. The
instant adaptation scheme enables us to separate the effect of other parameters and to focus
only on the elasticity of marking functions [7, 64]. In Section 4.5, we extend the discussion
to a weighted proportional fair controller [1] with more complex temporal dynamics.
4.2.1 Main Contributions and Organization
The main contributions of this chapter are the following:
(i) Using the instant adaptation model for source dynamics, we derive lower and upper
bounds of the queue overflow probability at a router, where a single buffer is shared
by controlled and uncontrolled real-time flows. Using these bounds, we quantify the
1Throughput this chapter, the QoS requirement we consider is the queue overflow probability for the queue
accessed by the uncontrolled real-time flows.
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trade-off between stability for controlled flows and QoS-guarantee for uncontrolled
real-time flows as a function of the elasticity of the marking function. The results
indicate that some marking functions may be “uniformly” better than others. In
particular, among the marking functions that we have compared, our bounds indicate
that a rate based version of REM [10] seems to provide the largest local-stability region
for any given QoS requirement, compared to other popular marking functions.
(ii) We next compare the capacity required at a router with only FIFO scheduling versus a
router with priority scheduling for supporting a given QoS requirement. We quantify
“scheduling-gain” of priority scheduling2 over FIFO scheduling, as a function mark-
ing elasticity. We show that this scheduling gain decreases with more elastic marking
functions. This indicates that by appropriately choosing the marking function and
by using only a FIFO queue at the router, we can satisfy the QoS requirements of
real-time flows without much over-provisioning.
(iii) We extend the results to the case with a weighted proportional fair controller at the
source, and study the trade-off between stability and marking elasticity. Finally, we
validate our analytical results using simulations.
The problem of determining the queue overflow probability has been studied exten-
sively for queues [65–69] in the context of “open-loop” flows (i.e., there are no controlled
flows). From a technical viewpoint, our research differs from the current literature in that
we use a sample path large deviations framework to analyze a system, where the flows
react to the link conditions via the congestion controller dynamics.
In the rest of this chapter, we begin with a description of the system model, parameter-
ization of marking elasticity and the problem statement in Section 4.3. Next, in Section 4.4,
we derive an upper and lower bound on the queue overflow probability, from which we
analytically show stability-elasticity trade-off and scheduling-elasticity trade-off with the
instant adaptation algorithm. In Section 4.5, we discuss the stability-elasticity trade-off
with weighted proportional fair controllers. In Section 4.6, we provide numerical results
2Any class based scheduling policy will result in poorer QoS to real-time flows than strict priority queueing.
Thus, a priority queueing system provides an upper bound on the QoS achieved by real-time flows with any
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Figure 4.3: System Model
and simulation to validate our analysis.
4.3 System Model and Problem Statement
4.3.1 System Model
Consider the system shown in Figure 4.3. We consider a single discrete time queue with two
types of flows: controlled flows and uncontrolled flows. We use the terminology controlled
flows to refer to flows of data traffic which react and adapt their transmission rates to
feedback from the network. An example of such a flow is a TCP (Transmission Control
Protocol) flow. Uncontrolled flows3 refer to data flows that do not react to network feedback.
Examples of such flows include real-time video/audio, which usually require guarantee of
real-time data transfer. The queue is fed by n independent identically distributed (over
flows) stationary, ergodic uncontrolled flows and by n controlled flows (determined by a
congestion control algorithm described later). The buffer size is scaled with n, and the link
capacity of the corresponding queue is suitably scaled with n so that the queue is stable.
Thus, the n-th system has a buffer of size nB, and a capacity of nC. For queue stability, we
assume that x? + y? < C,where x? is the equilibrium rate of a controlled flow, and y? is the
3Throughout this chapter, we use the term “uncontrolled flows” and “real-time flows” interchangeably.
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mean rate of an uncontrolled flow. Further, we assume that each flow experiences a round
trip delay d.
From the controlled flows’ point of view, the system we have described above can
be thought of as a closed loop system (with delay) and feedback control is applied at the
router based on aggregate arrivals. A popular modeling and analysis methodology for such
closed-loop systems in the Internet context has been through functional differential (or
difference) equations based fluid models [22, 27].
The router is modeled by a marking function (see Section 4.3.2) which signals congestion
by marking flows, and receivers detect the marks and inform the respective flow sources
to increase or decrease their transmission rate. We model flows by discrete time fluid
processes. We denote the fluid rates of individual flows by {xk[i], k = 1, . . . ,n}, where
xk[i] denotes the number of arrivals4 of controlled flow k at time i. In this chapter, we
consider two kinds of source rate adaptation algorithms: (i) instant adaptation and (ii)
weighted proportional fair controller. Then, we represent the individual flow dynamics of











In the instant adaptation algorithm, congestion controllers adapt to the fixed point of
the difference equation in (4.2) with no delay [7, 64]. In this scheme, as the rate of the
uncontrolled flow varies with time, the corresponding equilibrium rate varies appropriately
(as determined by the elasticity properties of p(·)), and the instant adaptation scheme tracks
this variation of the equilibrium rate. This allows us to focus purely on the properties of
the marking function and to ignore the effects of κ and d (described in the weighted
proportional fair controller below).
4We use the terms “number of arrivals” and “arrivals” interchangeably. Further, the term “arrival rate”
corresponds to the number of arrivals per time-slot.
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Weighted proportional fair controller:
xk[i + 1] − xk[i] = κ
(
w − xk[i − d]p
( n∑
j=1
x j[i − d] +
n∑
j=1
y j[i − d], nC
))
, (4.2)
where yk[i] denotes the number of arrivals of uncontrolled flow k at time i. κ and w are
positive constants which determine the rate at which each flow increases or decreases its
transmission rate, and the equilibrium point.
4.3.2 Marking Function
The marking function, p(z,C) represents the fraction of flow to be marked when the total




0 if 0 ≤ z ≤ m,
p̄(z,C) if m < z < m,
1 if z ≥ m,
(4.3)
where m ∈ [0,C),m ∈ (0,∞), and m < m. p̄(z,C) is assumed to satisfy the following condition.
Assumption 4.3.1. We assume that p̄(z,C) is a increasing, Lipschitz continuous, differentiable
function with range [0, 1], that satisfies p̄(z,C) = p̄(z/C, 1).
Assumption 4.3.1 states that the fraction of packets marked depends only on the ratio
of the total arrival rate and the link capacity, which is satisfied by typical marking functions
such as those in Table 4.1 (see [9, 24] for more details)5.
In Table 4.1, Type M has the interpretation of the queue length exceeding B in an
M/M/1 queue with arrival rate z [24]. Type R can be used as a rate based model for REM
(Random Exponential Marking [10]) for a suitable choice ofα [4]. Type L is a linear marking
function, and models a simplified form of RED (Random Early Detection [21]). Type E is
5For notational simplicity, we will omit the second parameter C throughout this chapter unless explicitly
needed.
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Table 4.1: Examples of Marking Functions
Type M R L E V











< m,m > < 0,C > < 0,C > < Cη,C(1/α + η) > < 0,∞ > < αC,∞ >
a rate based exponential marking. Finally, type V has the interpretation of the fraction of
fluid lost when the arrival rate exceeds a certain level, called the “virtual capacity” [2].






















By summing over the flow index k, we then have
w = x[i]p(x[i] + y[i]), (4.5)












Similarly, with weighted proportional fair controller, we have
x[i + 1] − x[i] = κ
(
w − x[i − d]p(x[i − d] + y[i − d])
)
. (4.6)
4.3.3 Elasticity of Marking Function: Warping
In this section, we describe how to parameterize the elasticity of marking functions by
adopting “warped” marking functions. A warped marking function has a parameter
(denoted byβ), which determines the elasticity of the marking functions. The family of warped
marking functions enables us to alter the elasticity of the marking function without altering the
steady-state utilization. Prior to describing warping, we first make the following additional
assumption on the marking function.
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Assumption 4.3.2. 1/p(z,C) is convex over (m,∞).
The typical marking functions in Table 4.1 satisfy Assumption 4.3.2.
Given any marking function p(z) satisfying Assumption 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, we construct
a family of marking functions {pβ(z), β ∈ (0,∞)}, which are parameterized by β and are
defined by




β(z − γ) if 0 < β < 1,
γzβ if β ≥ 1.
For a given system (with a mixture of controlled and uncontrolled arrivals), let the
equilibrium rate at the router be denoted by z?. For each value of β, the parameter γ (in
the definition of fβ(z)) is chosen such that at this equilibrium rate z?, fβ(z?) = z?. This
definition ensures that for each fixed nominal marking function, and the corresponding
family of warped marking functions, {pβ(z)}, β ∈ (0,∞), the steady-state utilization of the
system is independent of β. Then, for z > z?, we have pβ(z) > p(z), if β > 1, and pβ(z) < p(z) if
0 < β < 1.
In other words, {pβ(z)} corresponds to a family of marking functions whose elasticity
is varying with respect to the nominal marking function p(z)6 (see Figure 4.4 for examples).
If β > 1, pβ(z) is more elastic, and if β < 1, pβ(z) is less elastic from Definition 4.2.1. We can
easily check that for each β > 0, pβ(z) satisfies Assumption 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.
Table 4.2 provides the warped marking functions (expressed in terms of x? and z?)
for the example marking functions in Table 4.1 for different values of β. As an example,
consider the Type E marking function, p(z) = 1 − e−αz/C, and suppose that β > 1. Then, it is




following two conditions: (i) p(z?) = p( fβ(z?)), and (ii) w = x?p(z?),which follows from the
equilibrium analysis in (4.5) and (4.6). Figure 4.4 shows the warped marking functions of











































































































































































































































































































 β  = 10
 β  = 2
 β  = 1
 β  = 0.5
 β  = 0.001
Fixed Point
(a) Type L: p(z) = 0.1(z/C − η)


















 β  = 10
 β  = 2
 β  = 1
 β  = 0.5
 β  = 0.001
Fixed Point
(b) Type E: p(z) = 1 − e−αz/C


















 β  = 10
 β  = 2
 β  = 1
 β  = 0.5
 β  = 0.001
Fixed Point
(c) Type R: p(z) = αzC−(1−α)z
Figure 4.4: Examples of Warped Marking Functions: C = 10, w = 3, and z? = 9.
Type L, Type E, and Type R for different values of β.
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4.3.4 Problem Statement
Our objective is to study the effect of the marking elasticity (using the warped marking
functions) on the QoS of uncontrolled flows. A widely used QoS parameter (for the uncon-
trolled real-time flows) is the probability that the queue length exceeds a fixed threshold.
It is clear that the QoS performance for uncontrolled real-time flows will be the “best” if
such flows are always given strict priority access at the routers (i.e., priority scheduling
at the router with priority for uncontrolled real-time flows). We will later use priority
scheduling as a reference model to assess the performance of FIFO scheduling (used in
Section 4.3.3 to study scheduling-elasticity trade-off). With priority scheduling, we assume
that two separate queues are used to store data from the controlled and uncontrolled flows,
respectively.
We denote the sum of arrivals of n uncontrolled and n controlled flows over the time











let Zn[i, j) = Yn[i, j)+Xn[i, j), to denote the total sum of controlled and uncontrolled arrivals
over the same time interval [i, j) in the n-th system.
We consider a discrete time framework, where we suppose that the current time is 0,
and the arrival process starts at time −∞. Thus, at the current time, the system is in steady
state. We denote the queue length at time 0 with FIFO and priority schedulers by QP0 (for a
queue of uncontrolled real-time flows) and QF0 , respectively.
The steady-state behavior of the Internet congestion controllers (i.e., routers accessed
by a mixture of controlled and uncontrolled flows) has been studied under fluid models
[9, 12], and stability condition has been established [7, 9]. However, our focus here in the
transient behavior which leads to queue overflow, and the impacts on the QoS of real-time
flows. Thus, in this chapter, our objective is to compute the queue overflow probability as
a function of the time-scale of the transient phenomenon as well as the marking function
elasticity. We assume that for a fixed finite TI, the system is stable before −TI, i.e., x[i] = x?
and y[i] = y? for ∀i < −TI; and thus, the queue over flow probability is a function of
TI, the marking function, and scheduling policy. By the queue stability assumption (i.e.,
7Thus, Xk[s] denotes the random variable corresponding to the number of arrivals from the kth controlled
flow at time s, and a similar definition holds for Yk[s]. Finally, we use upper-case letters and lower-case letters
to denote random variables and deterministic quantities, respectively.
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x? + y? < C), the queue length at time i ∈ [−∞,−TI) is 0. Therefore, it suffices to consider
the arrival processes only at the time interval over [−TI, 0).
For a fixed TI, consider a following non-negative scaled (deterministic) arrival vector
over the interval [−TI, 0): ~v[−TI, 0) =
(
v[−TI], v[−TI + 1], . . . , v[−1]
)
. Then, from Loyne’s
formula on the queue length process, the queue length at time 0 corresponding to an














Thus, the queue overflows probabilities of priority and FIFO queueing are given by:




































In the large n regime, we derive asymptotic expressions for the queue overflow proba-
bilities using large deviation techniques, which requires the application of the contraction
principle [70]. Applicability of contraction principle depends on the continuity of the queue
length at time 0 with respect to the arrival process from the uncontrolled flows.
With the instant adaptation, we define the queue length at time 0 for the uncontrolled














where ~x[−TI, 0) is determined by (4.5). Similarly, we use the notation Q̂ to refer to the queue
length at time 0 with the weighted proportional fair controller, i.e, ~x[−TI, 0) is determined
by (4.6).
In Section 4.4, with the instant adaptation, we first prove that Q̃ : RTI 7→ R is continuous
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under a suitable topology (which allows the application of a LDP (large deviation principle)
and the contraction principle) in Theorem 4.4.1. Next, by computing QF0 as a function of
marking elasticity, we will investigate and quantify stability-elasticity and scheduling-
elasticity trade-off. In section 4.5, we extend the analysis to the weighted proportional fair
controller (using the queue length function Q̂ : RTI 7→ R).
4.4 Instant Adaptation Controller
In this section, with instant adaptation controller, we study the effect of elasticity of the
marking function on the QoS guarantees for uncontrolled flows by deriving (upper and
lower) bounds on the queue overflow probability. Through this study, we discuss stability-
elasticity and scheduling-elasticity trade-off.
4.4.1 Continuity of Queue Length and Queue Overflow Probability
We first prove the continuity of Q̃ (with respect to the uncontrolled arrival process) that
enables the application of the large deviation results and the contraction principle.
We present a useful lemma, which is used to derive the queue overflow probability
and to prove that the queue length at time 0 is continuous with respect to the uncontrolled
arrival process. With w and p(·) in (4.5), let us define a function h : [z,∞) 7→ R+ ∪ {0},where
h(z) , z − w
p(z)
, zp(z) = w.
Since p(z) > 0,we have z > m from (4.3) on p(z). Thus, h(z) is defined over [z,∞).Also, from
the definition of h(z), h(z) = 0 and h(z) > 0 when z > z. Intuitively, z is the total average
arrival rate over flows (i.e., the sum of average uncontrolled and controlled arrivals over
flows) at time i, and h(z) is the corresponding uncontrolled arrival rate at time i (see (4.5)).
Lemma 4.4.1. Suppose that we have a marking function of the form (4.3) satisfying Assump-











Proof. Observe that g(u) is the average total sum of uncontrolled and controlled arrivals
with respect to the uncontrolled arrival u. Note that since h(·) is continuous, g(·) is also
continuous. The formal proof is presented in the Appendix. 
Definition 4.4.1 (Uniform Norm). We define the uniform norm [71] for a vector ~v[−TI, 0) as
follows:







We now prove the following result:
Theorem 4.4.1. The queue length function (at time 0) Q̃ : RTI 7→ R is continuous with respect
































~θ·~y[−T, 0) − log Ee~θ·~Y[−T,0)
)
, (4.12)
where · is the inner product of two vectors.
Proof. The proof is presented in the Appendix. 
4.4.2 Computation of Bounds on the Rate Function
This section focuses on computation of lower and upper bound on IF(B), leading to up-
per and lower bound on asymptotic queue overflow probability, respectively (see (4.11)).
First, we add an additional assumption that an uncontrolled flows are independent and
identically distributed over time for computational simplicity. The computation of IF(B) for







where I(y) , supθ
(
yθ − log E(eθY1[−1])
)
, and Y1[−1] is the random variable denoting the
number of arrivals from flow ‘1’ at time slot ‘-1’.











~a[−T, 0) : Q̃(~a[−T, 0)) ≥ B
}
.
Then, we have the following result on the upper and lower bound on IF(B).


























We first describe three useful lemmas that will be used in the proof of Theorem 4.4.2.
All the proofs of these lemmas are presented in the Appendix.
First, we show that we do not need to optimize over the entire trajectories in the space






g(a[i]) ≥ B + CT, a[i] ≥ â, ∀i ∈ [−T,−1], g(â) = C
}
. (4.15)
Recall that g(u) is the average total sum of uncontrolled and controlled arrivals with respect
to the uncontrolled arrival u.
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Proof. The proof is presented in the Appendix. 
Next, let us define the space B given by:
B =
{









, a[i] ≥ â, ∀i ∈ [−T,−1], g(â) = C
}
By showing that the space B ⊂ Â, we derive an upper bound of ITF (B), described in the
following lemma.










Proof. The proof is presented in the Appendix. 
Lemma 4.4.2 and Lemma 4.4.2 are used to derive the upper bound in Theorem 4.4.2. Fi-
nally, we describe a lemma, which will be used to derive the lower bound in Theorem 4.4.2.












a[i] ≥ B + CT, a[i] ≥ C
}
, (4.17)
and f is increasing and concave. Then, the vector ~z?[−T, 0) = (B + C,C, . . . ,C) is an optimizer.
Proof. The proof is presented in the Appendix. 



















Since I(x) is increasing and convex, for x ≥ â, and from the definition of B (which is a
convex set), we have the optimum when a[i] = g−1(B/T + C) for −T ≤ i < 0. Then, the result
immediately follows.















































where C is defined as (4.17). Then, from Lemma 4.4.4 and the definition of h, the result
follows. 
4.4.3 Stability-Elasticity Trade-off
Using the lower and upper bounds on the rate function (i.e., IF(B)) derived in the previous
section with the instant adaptation source controller, we study the effect of elasticity of
marking functions on the stability (for controlled flows) and QoS (for uncontrolled flows),
and their trade-off.
Consider a fixed nominal marking function p(z), and the corresponding family of
marking functions {pβ(z), β ∈ (0,∞)}Recall that with respect to a nominal marking function,
β > 1 corresponds to a more elastic marking function, and β < 1 corresponds to a less elastic
marking function.
We adopt the following procedure to study the effect of the marking elasticity on the
system stability of the closed-loop controlled sources and on the QoS of the open-loop
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uncontrolled real-time sources:
(i) For a fixed β,we compute the best QoS that can be achieved for the uncontrolled real-
time sources by assuming that the controlled source adapts and backs-off instantly in
response to congestion, i.e., the instant adaptation controller is used for QoS analysis.
Note that with the instant adaptation scheme, the upper bound on the rate function
from Theorem 4.4.2 provides a lower bound on the queue overflow probability. In
other words, for a fixed value of β and the corresponding marking function pβ(z), we
can get no better QoS than that given by Theorem 4.4.2.
(ii) Using known local stability results for a weighed proportional fair controller from [7],
for a fixed β,we compute the maximum delay that can be tolerated before the controlled
sources go into local (and hence, global) instability.
While (i) and (ii) use different controllers (instant adaptation and proportional fair
controller, respectively), our objective here is to illustrate the effect of the marking elasticity
(not specific controller mechanisms) on the QoS for the uncontrolled real-time source. Thus,
(i) corresponds to the “best-case” scenario for the QoS of the uncontrolled real-time sources
(due to the fact that the controlled flows in (i) back-off instantly). With any other controller,
there will be a lag associated with the back-off of controlled flows, thus resulting in poorer
QoS for uncontrolled real-time flows than that with the instant adaptation controller 8.
To discuss the stability analysis in (ii), we use the local stability condition for a weighted
proportional fair controller discussed in (4.2). For each marking function pβ(z), we deter-
mine the maximum round-trip propagation delay d that the system can tolerate before going








Further, by definition of pβ(x), we have
p′β(z
?) = f ′β(z
?)p′(z?) = βp′(z?).
8See Section 4.5 for the corresponding result when the weighted proportional fair is used for both (i) (QoS
analysis) and (ii) (stability analysis)
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Thus, for each value of β, the stability condition (4.18) reduces to






The trade-off between the QoS for the real-time sources and the stability for the con-
trolled sources is parameterized by β, the elasticity of the marking function. The more
elastic the marking function is, the worse is the stability behavior (as β becomes larger
in (4.19)). On the other hand, increasing β improves the QoS behavior for the real-time
uncontrolled flows. This can be explained by applying the β-elastic marking function pβ(·)
to the lower and upper bound of the rate function in Theorem 4.4.2, and by observing that
pβ(B + C), pβ(C), and pβ(C + B/T) are increasing with respect to β. For this reason, we refer to
this study as stability-elasticity trade-off. See Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.9 for numerical exam-
ples of the stability-elasticity trade-off with both the instant adaptation and the weighted
proportional fair controller, respectively, under various marking functions and network
environments.
4.4.4 Scheduling-Elasticity Trade-off
In this section, we derive bounds on the link capacities needed with priority and FIFO
scheduling to support a QoS requirement for the real-time uncontrolled flows, which
stipulates that the queue overflow probability should not exceed some ε.
It is clear that the link capacity required for supporting a fixed queue overflow proba-
bility with priority scheduling is the smallest (over all scheduling policies), since absolute
priority is given to these real-time flows, i.e., the controlled flows do not affect the queue
dynamics for the uncontrolled flows (see Figure 4.1). Thus, the required capacity with pri-
ority scheduling does not depends on the marking elasticity. On the other hand, with FIFO
scheduling, the behavior of uncontrolled flows and controlled flows are coupled together,
and thus, the required link capacity for supporting the given QoS is a function of marking
elasticity, and it will be larger than that with priority scheduling.
With this observation, our objective is to quantitatively study the “scheduling-gain”
(see Definition 4.4.2) of priority scheduling over FIFO scheduling, as a function of marking
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elasticity, and we show that this gain could be significantly reduced by increasing marking
elasticity.
To do so, we adopt the following approach:
(i) For a fixed marking elasticity, we first determine the per-flow link capacities needed
with priority and FIFO scheduling (denoted by CP and CF(β), respectively) for sup-
porting a fixed queue overflow probability ε.
(ii) Using the analysis in (i) we define the following “normalized scheduling-gain” of
priority scheduling over FIFO scheduling:





Intuitively, ∆C(β) quantifies the trade-off between the penalty of choosing “sub-
optimal” scheduling algorithm (i.e., FIFO scheduling) in terms of QoS-guarantee
and the elasticity of the marking function (i.e., β). We will investigate the behavior of
∆C(β) as the marking elasticity parameter, β, changes.
To discuss the analysis with priority scheduling in (i) (i.e., computation of the bound on
CP), we use well-known large deviation results [66]. In the large number of flows regime,
defining δ , − 1n log ε, the system would allow the queue overflow probability less than ε if










Observe that this also leads to an effective bandwidth characterization for a single server
queue accessed by only uncontrolled flows [65,66], where a sufficient condition for IP(B) ≥ δ




where Λ(θ) is the log-moment generating function of a random uncontrolled arrival at a
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particular time-slot, i.e., Λ(θ) = log E[eθY1[−1]].
Next, for the analysis with FIFO scheduling (i.e., computation of CF(β)) in (i), we have
the following proposition:
Proposition 4.4.1. With FIFO scheduling and with a fixed marking elasticity β, a sufficient
condition for IF(B) ≥ δ (i.e., to support the queue overflow probability ε) is:
Λ(δ/B)
δ/B
≤ CF(β) − wpβ(CF(β)) . (4.22)
Proof. The proof is presented in the Appendix. 
We now apply (4.21) and Proposition 4.4.1 to study the effect of marking elasticity on the
scheduling gain of priority scheduling (discussed in (ii)). Defining g(β) , CF(β)− wpβ(CF(β)) , we
observe that g(β) is increasing in β, since pβ(z) is increasing in β for z ≥ z?, and CF(β) ≥ z?.
This implies that we need progressively smaller CF(β) (to support a given QoS for the
uncontrolled real-time flows and queue stability) with increasing values of β.
Further, from the definition of warped marking function discussed in Section 4.3.3, for












Note that Λ(δ/B)δ/B is the minimum required per-flow link capacity with priority schedul-
ing for supporting the given queue overflow probability ε (which follows from (4.21)).
Then, the results in (4.23) imply that by increasing the marking elasticity, the scheduling
gain can be significantly reduced. We illustrate this by means of an example.
Consider a single bottleneck network accessed by 100 uncontrolled and controlled
flows (i.e., n = 100). Also, let the equilibrium rate for a controlled flow and the mean rate of
an uncontrolled flow to be 640 kbps and 120 kbps, respectively. Assuming that each packet
is of a fixed size with 1000 bytes, the equilibrium rate of a controlled flow is x? = 80 pkts/sec,
and the mean rate of uncontrolled flow is y? = 15 pkts/sec. We model each uncontrolled
arrival process by a ON-OFF process with ‘ON’ probability of 0.1, and ‘ON’ rate of 150
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pkts/sec. The queue buffer size is 800 kbytes, which corresponds to 100 pkts (i.e., B = 1).
We set the equilibrium marking probability to be 0.03 (i.e., p(z?) = p(95) = 0.03). The QoS
parameter (queue overflow probability) for uncontrolled flows is set to be ε = 10−6 (i.e.,
δ = − 1100 log 10−6 = 0.1382).
Then, the required per-flow link capacity with priority scheduling is Λ(0.1382/1)0.1382/1 = 133.3
pkts/sec. From the equilibrium analysis of the congestion controller, we have w = x? ×
p(z?) = 80 × 0.03 = 2.4. Then, with FIFO scheduling, to support the same queue overflow
probability ε, we need the per-flow link capacity 133.3 + 2.40.03 = 213.3 pkts/sec for β = 0. On
the other hand, for β→∞, we need only 133.3 + 2.4 = 135.7 pkts/sec.
In terms of queue management and implementation, FIFO scheduling is much simpler
than priority scheduling. On the other hand, it is clear that priority scheduling provides
better QoS to the uncontrolled real-time flows. However, the results in this section imply
that the scheduling gain due to priority scheduling may not become significant in the large
scale networks by adjusting the marking elasticity. In other words, the difference in the
required capacities with FIFO and priority scheduling for a fixed QoS (queue overflow
probability) can be significantly reduced by increasing the marking elasticity. For this rea-
son, we refer to this as scheduling-elasticity trade-off. This trade-off is graphically illustrated
in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 in Section 4.6, where we numerically present the trade-off.
4.5 Weighted Proportional Fair Controller
Thus far, we have considered the effect of elasticity of marking functions on the QoS
guarantee and the stability using instant adaptation. In this section, we consider the
weighted proportional fair controller described in (4.2). As in Section 4.4, we again assume
that the uncontrolled arrivals are independent over time. However, the analysis with
the weighted proportional fair controller is more complicated than that with the instant
adaptation due to temporal coupling of the arrival process introduced by the dynamics of
each congestion controller, i.e., the total arrivals to the router are not independent over time,
even if the uncontrolled arrivals are. We begin this section with the proof of continuity of
queue length (at time 0) function (i.e., Q̂(·)) with respect to the uncontrolled arrival process
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in the system with controlled flows governed by weighted proportional fair controller,
and using this, derive an upper-bound on the rate function to study the stability-elasticity
trade-off.
4.5.1 Continuity of Queue Length and Queue Overflow Probability
We have the following theorem to show that the queue length at time 0 is continuous with
weighted proportional fair controller and round-trip propagation delay d.
Theorem 4.5.1. The queue length function (at time 0) Q̂ : RTI 7→ R is continuous with respect to





























has been defined in Theorem 4.4.1.
Proof. The proof is presented in the Appendix. 
4.5.2 Stability-Elasticity Trade-off
In the previous section, we have shown that the continuity of queue length with respect to
the uncontrolled arrival process. This enables us to apply the contraction principle as in
Section 4.4.2. In this section, we briefly study the stability-elasticity trade-off by deriving an
upper bound on the rate function in the system with a “one-step” delay. Controllers with
delay and the scheduling-elasticity trade-off will be studied in Section 4.6 using simulations.
In our analysis, we assume that the controller gain, κ, is small enough to prevent the
transmission rate of a controlled flow from becoming negative (note that with a one-step
delay, if κ is large, the controller will be unstable irrespective of the marking elasticity).
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where p̂(T) = p(C + B/T).







Next, since for a fixed T, {~y[−T, 0) | x[i] + y[i] = C + B/T, i ∈ [−T,−0)} ⊂ {~y[−T, 0) |
Q̂(~y[−T, 0)) ≥ B}, we have




Then, from (4.6), the fact that y[i] + x[i] = C + B/T, ∀i ∈ [−T, 0) implies that ~x[−T, 0) is
deterministically fixed by the following form of difference equation:




, i ∈ [−T, 0), (4.27)
where the initial condition x[−T − 1] = x?. Then, by solving the difference equation (4.27),



















(1 − κp̂(T))i+T+1 − w
p̂(T)
.
The assumption that κp(C + B) < 1 ensures that 0 ≤ 1−κp̂(T) ≤ 1, which eliminates the case
when x[i] could be negative and has to be set to 0.




















To understand the stability-elasticity trade-off, let us apply the marking elasticity
parameter β to the upper bound on the rate function. Then, we observe that for a fixed T,








(1 − kp̂β(T))i+TI+1 − wp̂β(T)
is increasing with respect to β, since p̂β(T) is increasing with respect to β, for a fixed T. Thus,
from Theorem 4.5.2, we observe that as we have an increasingly elastic marking function at
the router, we get the larger rate function (and thus, a smaller queue overflow probability).
However, from (4.19), increasing β causes the maximum allowable delay for stability to
decrease. Thus, we have the stability-elasticity trade-off with the weighted proportional
fairness, in a qualitatively similar form to that observed in (4.19) with the instant adaptation
controller.
4.6 Numerical Results and Simulation
In this section, we present numerical examples under various environments to illustrate the




We first illustrate the stability-elasticity trade-off with the instant adaptation algorithm
in Figure 4.5. For each marking function in Table 4.1, we plot the trade-off between the
largest allowable round-trip delay for stability and (the lower bound on) queue overflow
probability (computed by the upper bound of the rate function in Theorem 4.4.2) as a
parametric plot of β.
In Figure 4.5, each uncontrolled arrival process (from each real-time source) injects data
at a mean rate (i.e., y?) of 50, the equilibrium rate (x?) from a controlled arrival process is







































































































































(c) n = 500, w = 5, C = 100, κ = 0.2 and
ON-OFF(500, 0.1)
Figure 4.5: Stability-elasticity trade-off
with ON-OFF (two state Markov) uncon-
trolled arrivals: ON-OFF(a, p) means that
the ON rate is a with probability p and the












































(a) n = 100, w = 1, C = 100, κ = 0.2 and z? = 70, y? =












































(b) n = 100, w = 1, C = 100, κ = 0.2 and z? = 80, y? =












































(c) n = 100, w = 1, C = 100, κ = 0.2 and z? = 90, y? =
40, x? = 50
Figure 4.6: Stability-elasticity trade-off
for different values of system equilib-
rium points (z?)
at the steady-state). We will present the results for different values of n, the number of
flows in the network (thus, the total link capacity is n × C). Under different values of w, κ,
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and the burstiness of uncontrolled flows, the plot clearly illustrates the trade-off between
QoS for real-time flows and stability for controlled flows. The results also indicate that
some marking functions may be “uniformly” better than others. In particular, among the
marking functions that we have compared, our bounds indicate that a rate based version
of REM (Type R) [10, 72] seems to provide the largest local-stability region for any given
QoS requirement. An intuitive explanation for this is the following: From Theorem 4.4.2,
it is clear that the QoS for the uncontrolled real-time flows with FIFO scheduling depends
on the marking function behavior for arrival rates exceeding the per-flow link capacity C.
In particular, the value of the rate function is proportional to the marking function value
for arrival rates exceeding C (i.e., IF(·) ∝ p(z), z > C). From Figure 4.4, we observe that
among the example marking functions considered in Table 4.1 (which are normalized to
have the same fixed point properties), the rate-based REM marking function seems to have
the maximum slope for z > z?,which in turn implies a larger marking function value (as all
the example marking functions have the same p(z?)). To analytically construct uniformly
optimal marking functions is an interesting problem for future research.
In addition, we see different sensitivities to marking elasticity for different marking
functions. The reason we have vertical lines in the rate based version of REM (Type R) and
M/M/1 (Type M) marking function (in the dotted elliptical region in Figure 4.5-(d)) is that
their original (non-warped) marking value p(z) is 1, when x > C (see Table 4.1). Thus, the
queue overflow probability in this case decreases only until some threshold β and stays
constant after this threshold.
Scheduling-Elasticity Trade-off
To illustrate the scheduling-elasticity trade-off, Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show the required
per-flow link capacity with FIFO and priority scheduling to support a given QoS, for two
values of the elasticity parameter β of type V marking function. The equilibrium rate from
a controlled arrival process is set to be 48, and each uncontrolled arrival process (from each
real-time source) injects data at a mean rate of 50. We use w = 5, and the number of flows
(i.e., n) is 100.
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FIFO (β = 0.1)
FIFO (β = 10)
(c) ON-OFF(140, 5/14)
Figure 4.7: Scheduling-Elasticity Trade-
off: Effect of Burstiness of Uncontrolled
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FIFO (β = 0.1)
FIFO (β = 10)
























FIFO (β = 0.1)
FIFO (β = 10)
(c) B = 10
Figure 4.8: Scheduling-Elasticity Trade-
off: Effect of Buffer Size, ON-
OFF(100, 0.5) uncontrolled arrival. w =
5, n = 100, x? = 48, and y? = 50.
satisfy queue stability condition, i.e., the link capacities should be large enough such that
the queue length is always finite. The sufficient condition for queue stability with both
scheduling disciplines is to have the capacities should be larger than the equilibrium rate
at the router queue, i.e., CP ≥ x? + y? and CF ≥ x? + y?. Thus, Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8
plots the maximum over the capacities governed by the queue overflow probability and
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queue stability condition.
We observe that for a small value β, the difference between the capacities with FIFO
and priority queueing is large for all values of the queue overflow probability. This is due
to the fact that the controlled flows back-off sluggishly. On the other hand, for more elastic
marking functions, the required capacities with both scheduling algorithms are very close.
For a less bursty uncontrolled arrivals (Figure 4.7-(a)), in priority scheduling, the
queue stability condition (i.e., CP < z? = 98) dominates the QoS condition (4.22), while
for a more bursty arrivals (Figure 4.7-(c)), the QoS condition is stronger than the queue
stability condition. In both cases, we observe that the required capacity with FIFO can be
significantly decreased (to a value that is almost the same as that with priority scheduling)
by increasing the marking elasticity.
4.6.2 Weighted Proportional Fair Controller
Now, we study the trade-offs with the weighted proportional fair controller. First, as
numerical examples, Figure 4.9 illustrates the stability-elasticity trade-off with the weighted
proportional fair controller (with the same configuration parameters used as in Figure 4.5
with instant adaptation). We observe that analogous to the instant adaptation case, as the
QoS parameter becomes more strict, the stability region is reduced. Also, importantly,
we still observe that the type R marking function appears “uniformly better” than other
marking functions, we have considered.
To study the trade-offs with the weighted proportional fair controller in a more practical
scenario, we use the ns-2 [33] packet simulator to validate our analysis. The network
topology used in the simulation is same as that discussed in the analysis (see Figure 4.3).
The number of uncontrolled and controlled flows (i.e., n) are set to be 100 throughout all
the simulation results. The per-flow link capacity of the bottle-neck link is 100 pkts/sec
(i.e., total capacity is 100 × 100 pkts/sec). The buffer size of the bottle-neck link is 100 pkts.
We use the fixed size of packets (1000 bytes). Uncontrolled flows are modeled by discrete
ON-OFF processes, where the burst-time and the idle-time are set to be 100 msec and 900
msec. The transmission rate in ON period is appropriately set such that the specified mean



































































































































(c) n = 500, w = 5, C = 100, κ = 0.2 and ON(500, 0.1)
Figure 4.9: Stability-elasticity trade-off













































(a) n = 100, w = 1, C = 100, κ = 0.2 and z? = 70, y? =












































(b) n = 100, w = 1, C = 100, κ = 0.2 and z? = 80, y? =












































(c) n = 100, w = 1, C = 100, κ = 0.2 and z? = 90, y? =
40, x? = 50
Figure 4.10: Stability-elasticity trade-off
for different values of system equilib-
rium points (z?)
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)  β  = 0.1
 β  = 1
(a) Stability-elasticity trade-off (b) Trajectory of average transmission rates
Figure 4.11: Stability-elasticity trade-off: The trajectories in (b) show that for two values of
β, the average remains the same. However, there is a trade-off between QoS and delay as
observed in (a).
Table 4.3: Scheduling-Elasticity Trade-off: Required Per-flow Link Capacity for 10−5 queue
overflow probability
Priority FIFO
Marking Functions→ · Type E Type L Type V
β = 0.001 95 119.2 119.5 118.7
β = 1 95 118.4 117.2 116.8
β = 20 95 110 110 108.5
Stability-Elasticity Trade-off
First, Figure 4.11 shows the stability-elasticity trade-off for the Type V marking function.
The equilibrium rate (x?) of a controlled arrival process, the mean rate (y?) of an uncon-
trolled arrival process are set to be 70 pkts/sec and 20 pkts/sec, respectively. Figure 4.11-(b)
shows the trajectories of average transmission rates with two different marking elasticities,
from which we clearly observe that as we have larger β (more elastic marking function),
the trajectory becomes more fluctuating, thus resulting in less stable behavior. For the plots
in Figure 4.11-(a), we denote a flow to be stable if the transmission rate variance is less
than 10 pkts/sec. In Figure 4.11-(a), we observe that the stability region becomes smaller, as
we increase marking elasticity. However, increasing marking elasticity implies better QoS
performance (lower queue overflow probability) with larger marking elasticity.
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Scheduling-Elasticity Trade-off
Next, Table 4.3 shows the scheduling-elasticity trade-off with the weighted proportional
fair controller. In this simulation, (x?, y?) are set to be (70, 25) pkts/sec, respectively.
To see the scheduling-elasticity effect, for a fixed queue overflow probability (10−5), we
experimentally determine the required per-flow link capacity to satisfy the given queue
overflow probability. With priority scheduling, it is observed that the queue stability
condition is dominant; thus, the required capacities for different β values are all equal to 95
pkts/sec. With FIFO scheduling, we observe that the difference in the required link capacity
between β = 0.001 and β = 20 is about 10 pkts/sec with all three types of marking functions.
Further, the extra capacity that we need with FIFO scheduling to support the given QoS
is shown to be about 15 pkts/sec. This validates the analytical result that the required link
capacity decreases with increasing values of β.
Appendix
Proof of Lemma 4.4.1
Proof. First, we prove h(z) is strictly increasing (thus, invertible) by showing that h(z + δ)−
h(z) ≥ δ,∀z ≥ z,∀δ > 0. Since p(z) is non-zero increasing when z > z > m, we have







In addition, h(z) is the sum of two concave functions since −w/p(z) is concave from As-
sumption 4.3.2. Thus, h(z) is a concave function.







Applying this to (4.5), we have
(g(y[i]) − y[i])p(g(y[i])) = w
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The convexity of g follows immediately from the concavity of h. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4.1
Proof. We note that the authors in [71, 73] have proved that Q(~z[−TI, 0)) is continuous
with respect to ~z[−TI, 0) ∈ RTI in the topology endowed with uniform norm. Note that
~z[−TI, 0) (= ~y[−TI, 0) +~x[−TI, 0)) is the function (denoted by H) of ~y[−TI, 0), since ~x[−TI, 0) is
determined by ~y[−TI, 0) in the FIFO scheduling. Thus, from the definition of Q̃, it suffices to
show that the function H : RTI 7→ RTI is continuous (in the topology endowed with uniform
norm) to prove that Q̃ is continuous with respect to the uncontrolled arrival ~y[−TI, 0). We
will prove that for any given ε > 0, and for two uncontrolled arrival processes, ~y[−TI, 0)
and ~yε[−TI, 0), such that ||~y[−TI, 0) − ~yε[−TI, 0)||u < ε, there exists a function f such that
||~z[−TI, 0) − ~zε[−TI, 0)||u < f (ε), where f (ε) ε→0→ 0.
First, note that at each time i, z[i](= x[i] + y[i]) depends on only y[i]. Then, for a given









Then, the finiteness of TI, there exists a finite non-negative constant K′ (which is a function
of TI), such that |y[i] − yε[i]| < K′ε, for all i ∈ [−TI, · · · ,−1].
Now, observe that




















Since g(y) is continuous with respect to y from Lemma 4.4.1, (4.28) is arbitrarily small
for an arbitrary small ε. This completes the proof. Then, the resulting rate function IF(B)
immediately follows from [71, Theorem 9]. 
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Proof of Lemma 4.4.2
Proof. Let us choose ~y?[−T?, 0) ∈ A. Suppose that g(y?[k]) < C, for a k ∈ [−T?, 0). It suffices
to show that we can find a new trajectory ~̂y[−T̂, 0) of no larger cost (rate function) than
~y?[−T?, 0) such that g(ŷ[i]) ≥ C, ∀i, −T̂ ≤ i < 0.
Define a new trajectory ~̂y[−T̂, 0), T̂ = T? − 1 as follows.
ŷ[i] =

y?[i] if i ∈ [k + 1, 0)
y?[i − 1] if i ∈ [−T? + 1, k]






and QF(~̂y[−T̂, 0)) ≥ B. In addition, if g(y?[k]) < C, for k1, k2, . . . ∈ [−T?, 0),we can inductively
remove k1, k2, . . ., and finally construct a new trajectory ~̂y[−T̂, 0) ∈ Â,with no larger cost. 
Proof of Lemma 4.4.3

































from Jensen’s inequality. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Lemma 4.4.4
Proof. First, it is clear that we get the optimum when
∑−1
i=−T z[i] = B+CT, since f is increasing.
Second, we claim that C ≤ z[i] ≤ B + C, i ∈ J, where J = {−T,−T + 1, . . . ,−1}. Suppose that
z[ j] > B + C for some j ∈ J. Then, We should have z[k] < C for some k ∈ J,which contradicts
the given condition.
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Now, let z?[−T] = B + C, z?[−T + 1] = z?[−T + 2] = . . . = z?[−1] = C. Since C ≤ z[i] ≤
B + C, i ∈ J, we can represent z[i] by the following linear combination of z?[i].
z[−i] = (1 − αi)C + αi(B + C), ∀i = 1, . . . ,T, (4.29)
where
∑−1


























This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 4.5.1
Proof. Similar to Theorem 4.4.1, ~z[−TI, 0) is a function of ~y[−TI, 0) (denoted by Ĥ), and it
suffices to show that the function Ĥ : RTI 7→ RTI is continuous in the topology endowed
with uniform norm. To do so, we prove that for any two uncontrolled arrival processes,
~y[−TI, 0) and ~yε[−TI, 0), such that ||~y[−TI, 0) − ~yε[−TI, 0)||u < ε, there exists a function f such
that ||~z[−TI, 0) − ~zε[−TI, 0)||u < f (ε), where f (ε) ε→0→ 0.
First, similar to the proof of Theorem 4.4.1, the assumption that ||~y[−∞, 0) − ~yε[−∞, 0)||u <
ε implies that there exists a K′ > 0 such that
|y[i] − yε[i]| < K′ε, ∀i ∈ [−TI, 0). (4.30)
We now embed the discrete time trajectory of ~y[−TI, 0) and ~x[−TI, 0) in “continuous
time,” i.e., for t ∈ Z, we let x(t) = x[t], y(t) = y[t] and use a straight-line approximation to
interpolate between the times t = i, i ∈ Z. Thus, we have the following differential equation
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to represent the controlled flows dynamics in the continuous time:
ẋ(t) = κ
(
w − x(bt − dc)p
(




w − xε(bt − dc)p
(
xε(bt − dc) + yε(bt − dc)
))
, (4.31)
where sup−TI≤t<0 δ(t) < K
′ε.
Then, from [9, Lemma 3.2] and (4.31), we have
sup
−TI≤i<0
|x[i] − xε[i]| ≤ sup
−TI≤t<0
|x(t) − xε(t)|
≤ 2LTIeLTI K′ε. (4.32)
Then, from (4.30) and (4.32), we have



















< 2LTIeLTI K′ε + K′ε
Recall that L is the Lipschitz parameter of the marking function. By letting f (ε) =
2LTIeLTI K′ε + K′ε, the result follows, since ε is arbitrary. 
Proof of Proposition 4.4.1
Proof. From Theorem 4.4.2, and the increasing property of pβ(z) with respect to z, we have































Suppose that (4.22) is true, i.e., Λ(δ̃)
δ̃
≤ C̃(β). Then, we have






Thus, we have IF(B) ≥ δ from (4.33) and (4.34). 
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Chapter 5
A Hop-by-hop Congestion Control
over a Wireless Multi-hop Network
5.1 Overview
This chapter focuses on congestion control over multi-hop, wireless networks. In a wireless
network, an important constraint that arises is that due to the MAC (Media Access Control)
layer. Many wireless MACs use a time-division strategy for channel access, where, at any
point in space, the physical channel can be accessed by a single user at each instant of time.
In this chapter, we develop a fair hop-by-hop congestion control algorithm with the
MAC constraint being imposed in the form of a channel access time constraint, using an
optimization based framework. In the absence of delay, we show that this algorithm are
globally stable using a Lyapunov function based approach. Next, in the presence of delay,
we show that the hop-by-hop control algorithm has the property of spatial spreading. In
other words, focused loads at a particular spatial location in the network get “smoothed”
over space. We derive bounds on the “peak load” at a node, both with hop-by-hop control,
as well as with end-to-end control, show that significant gains are to be had with the
hop-by-hop scheme, and validate the analytical results with simulation.
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5.2 Introduction
We consider the problem of congestion control over wireless, multi-hop networks. Nodes
in such networks are radio-equipped, and communicate by broadcasting over wireless
links. Communication paths between nodes which are not in radio range of each other are
established by intermediate nodes acting as relays to forward data toward the destination.
The diverse applications of such networks range from community based roof-top networks
to large-scale ad-hoc networks.
Over the past few years, the problem of congestion control has received wide-spread
attention in the Internet context, where most of this research has focused on modeling, anal-
ysis, algorithm development of end-to-end control schemes (such as TCP), and adaptation
of such schemes to ad-hoc networks [74]. Recent work on congestion control problem
provides an optimization based framework for Internet congestion control and derives a
differential equation based distributed solution in presence or absence of feedback delay
with both primal [1–6,6–8] and dual [10,11] approach. Given routing path and bandwidth
constraints, algorithms have been developed which converge and have a stable operation.
In a wireless context, however, an important additional resource constraint that arises
is that due to the MAC (Media Access Control). To address this, we consider a wireless sys-
tem, where multiple frequencies/codes are available for transmission, and enables parallel
communication in a neighborhood using such orthogonal channels. The wireless MAC in
such a system use a time-division strategy for channel access [75,76], where, at any point in
space, the physical channel can be accessed by a single user at each instant of time (see Section 5.3.1
for details).
This chapter formulates an optimization framework for congestion control algorithm
in wireless multi-hop networks with the constraint imposed by the MAC. We develop a dis-
tributed, hop-by-hop congestion control scheme, which is shown to be stable in the absence
of propagation delays, and allocates bandwidth to various users in a proportionally-fair
manner. In the presence of delay, we show that it has the property of spatial spreading. In
other words, focused loads at a particular spatial location in the network get “smoothed”





Figure 5.1: Spatial Spreading with hop-by-hop controllers
of flows. While an end-to-end control scheme could result in large transient overloads
(due to delayed feedback) at a single node, a hop-by-hop scheme will “push-back” and
cause congestion to occur over space, resulting in smaller peak overloads. Thus, even if the
bottleneck node is very close to the receiver (the “worst-case” for a hop-by-hop scheme),
there are potential gains to be had due to spatial spreading. Hence, even if the total buffer
requirement over the network is the same, the hop-by-hop scheme ensures that the buffers required
are spatially spread.
Hop-by-hop congestion control algorithms have been studied in the wire-line con-
text [77–80]. Such schemes provide feedback about the congestion state at a node to the
hop preceding it. The preceding node then adapts its transmission rate based on this feed-
back. Feedback is typically provided based on the queue length at the congested node.
If the queue length exceeds a threshold, congestion is indicated and the preceding node
is notified in order to decrease its transmission rate. It is well known that such schemes,
by reacting to congestion faster than end-to-end schemes (the bottleneck node would send
feedback backward, thus decreasing the delay in the control loop), result in better perfor-
mance than a corresponding end-to-end scheme. However, Internet congestion control
has been dominated by end-to-end schemes (in particular, TCP), and congestion control
research in the recent past has focused on the end-to-end schemes, primarily due to scala-
bility and deployability. Hop-by-hop schemes require to have per-flow state management
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in intermediate nodes, which generates scalability problems.
However, in a wireless network, the number of flows per node is of a much smaller
order than in the Internet. Further, wireless networks usually have per-flow queueing for
reasons of packet scheduling [75, 81, 82], and the fact that different users are at different
locations, thus requiring different physical layer strategies (such as the channel coding
and modulation scheme of the power level). In fact, recent studies indicate that per-flow
handling may be feasible even in the Internet. In the Internet context, the authors in [83]
have measurements to suggest that even in the Internet, per-flow queuing is possible, as
the number of active flows is in the tens or few hundreds, which can be supported. Thus,
the hop-by-hop schemes seem feasible over a wireless multi-hop network.
Related work includes [84], where the authors consider max-min fair scheduling in
the context of a wireless network using a similar model as that considered here for media
access control (MAC). The authors develop a token based local scheduling policy at each
node to ensure max-min fairness. The work on congestion (or rate) control algorithm in
wireless ad-hoc networks also has been considered in the context of cross-layer design,
where medium access control was jointly studied [85, 86]. In [85], the authors focus on
proposing a unified framework for joint rate control and medium access scheduling using
a dual approach, and proving stability the proposed algorithm in absence of delay. Recent
work in [86] generalizes the resource constraint discussed in this chapter (by considering
secondary contention as well as primary contention) imposed on MAC layer using flow
contention graph, and proposes joint congestion control and media scheduling algorithm
based on optimization framework in the context of only end-to-end controllers.
This chapter differs from the above-mentioned work in that under MAC constraints
in (multi-channel) wireless ad-hoc networks, we develop rate based hop-by-hop as well as
end-to-end congestion control algorithm with the objective of (weighted) proportionally-
fair resource allocation among users. In particular, we prove that the proposed hop-by-hop
algorithm is also stable in spite of coupling of transmission rates at each hop in absence of
delay. Further, we derive bounds on peak queue lengths in the presence of propagation
delay, both with an end-to-end and hop-by-hop scheme, and quantitatively demonstrate
spatial spreading in the hop-by-hop control.
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5.2.1 Main Contributions and Organization
The main contributions in this chapter are:
(i) We develop (weighted) proportionally-fair congestion control algorithms (both hop-
by-hop as well as end-to-end) with the MAC constraint being imposed in the form
of a channel access time constraint, using an optimization based framework. In the
absence of delay, we show that these algorithms are globally stable using a Lyapunov
function based approach. In particular, with the hop-by-hop algorithm, we have a
collection of coupled controllers due to the fact that each node along a session’s path
implements a separate congestion controller. We show that this system of coupled
controllers converges to a unique fixed point, which satisfies the proportional fairness
condition.
(ii) We consider the evolution of these algorithms in the presence of propagation delay.
We analytically show the effect of spatial spreading, by explicitly deriving the reduc-
tion in peak buffer overload under the hop-by-hop scheme for a general feed-forward
network. We show that at a bottleneck node, the difference in the peak queue length
between an end-to-end scheme and a hop-by-hop scheme is at least of order LαN,
where L is the number of hops, N is the number of sessions, and for all 0 < α < 1.
We begin with a description of the system model in section 5.3, and discuss an utility
function based network optimization framework. In section 5.4 and 5.5, we develop
a distributed end-to-end and hop-by-hop congestion control algorithm, and prove the
stability of both algorithms in absence of delay. Next, in section 5.6, we also develop a
distributed end-to-end and hop-by-hop algorithm with delay, based on which, in section 5.7
we illustrate spatial spreading in a hop-by-hop algorithm by means of deriving bounds on
the peak queue lengths in the presence of feedback delay. We provide simulation results
in section 5.8 to validate the analysis.
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5.3 System Model
5.3.1 Access Structure and Network Model
Consider a network with a set L of links, a setV of vertices (nodes), and let cl be the finite
capacity of link l, for l ∈ L. Each vertex corresponds to a node in the network. Each data
flow r in the network corresponds to an ordered sequence of links l ∈ L, and we denote R
as the set of possible sessions1. Thus, we model a wireless link between any two nodes in
the network to have a finite positive capacity. We further assume that there is no data loss
due to channel errors, and we ignore the effect of control data on the usage of channels,
and implicitly assume no power control at the node.
In reality, wireless channels are time-varying [87], where each link has some average
capacity which will depend on the physical layer scheme. However, in this chapter, we
model the link to have a fixed capacity. Such a modeling is reasonable when the congestion
controller changes slowly compared to a MAC packet transmission time, and MAC packet
transmission spans multiple channel states, thus resulting in the channel capacity appearing
constant (see also [84, 86] for a similar constant capacity model).
We next describe the access structure considered in this chapter. We consider a
wireless system, where multiple frequencies/codes are available for transmission (using
FDMA/CDMA), where frequency/code (resource) is allowed to be reused in the network,
as long as the nodes using the same resource are sufficiently apart and are not involved in
the same “contention,” enabling parallel communications in a neighborhood using such
orthogonal FDMA/CDMA channels (see [84, 88, 89] for additional discussion).
In this wireless system, a single transmission is intended for only one receiver, and each
node has only a single transceiver, and hence only half-duplex communication is allowed.
Further, a node can successfully receive from at most one other node at the same time.
Thus, at any instant of time, data flows that do not share nodes can transmit/receive simultaneously,
but data flows that share a node cannot do so. In other words, simultaneous transmissions can
take place over links (i.e., between a pair nodes) as long as the links do not share a common
node. We next describe the constraints on the data flows that follows from this wireless











Figure 5.2: Example network for time and link constraint
system model.
5.3.2 Time Constraint
There are two types of constraints that are imposed, namely, (i) the link constraint and (ii)
the time constraint. The link constraint (usually considered in wired networks) corresponds
to the fact that the sum of date rates of all sessions that traverses through link l ∈ L is
not greater than cl, the capacity of link l. The time constraint means that at any instant of
time, there can be only one instance of communication at a given node. To illustrate a fluid
model for this constraint, we consider an example shown in Figure 5.2.
The network consists of three sessions S1,S2 and S3, as shown in Figure 5.2. Let
xi, i = 1, 2, 3 be the data rate of the sessions respectively. We observe that the time constraint
is imposed on each node in the network. Let us consider node ‘C’ in the figure, and define





if Si traverses the link j,
0 otherwise.
Observe that y11 can be interpreted as the fraction of time node ‘C’ expends to receive data
of session 1 from node ‘A’ over an unit interval of time. Similarly, y13 is interpreted as the
fraction of time expended by node ‘C’ to transmit data of session 1 to node ‘D’ over an
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unit interval of time. Similar interpretations hold for all yi j. Thus, as total fraction of time
expended at node ‘C’ cannot exceed 1, the time constraint at node ‘C’ is
∑
i∈{1,2,3}, j∈{1,2,3,4}
yi j ≤ 1
Similar time constraints apply for all other nodes in the network.
In general, however, the time constraints presented above are not sufficient to ensure
that a feasible MAC protocol exists [84, 89]. A feasible MAC always exists if the time
constraints are relaxed by replacing the RHS of the expressions (i.e., the term ‘1’) by a
parameter ρ ≤ 2/3 [89]. In this paper, we consider a fluid model for the MAC, and do not
focus on the actual implementation (i.e., MAC protocol) of the resource sharing mechanism
at each node. At the fluid time-scale, the details of these different MAC protocols manifest
only as an efficiency factor that is captured by the parameter ε j, j ∈ V, which governs the
fraction of time that the time resource at each node can be used for successful data transfer.
For example, the time constraint at node ‘C’ is represented by:
∑
i∈{1,2,3}, j∈{1,2,3,4}
yi j ≤ 1 − ε3
The efficiency factor is chosen such that some MAC protocol is feasible for the given
network topology and session configuration. From our earlier discussion, ε j ≥ 1/3, j ∈ V
ensures that a time-division MAC is always feasible independent of the network topology.
Further, an inefficient MAC scheme would be associated with a larger value of ε j, j ∈ V.
For example, an ideal MAC algorithm would allow the maximum possible (subject to MAC
feasibility) time-resources at each node to be used for successful data transfer. However,
an ALOHA based MAC would have inefficiencies associated with it, which would allow
only a fraction of the time resources at a node to be used for successful data transfer.
Table 5.1 presents the link and time constraints for the network in Figure 5.2. As we
can observe from the table, the link constraints are subsumed by the time constraints. Any
link constraint is trivially a time constraint, if it is the only flow and terminates at the node.
In all other cases, the time constraint is strictly stronger than a link constraint. Thus, we
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Table 5.1: Link and time constraints for the example network in Figure 5.2
Link Link Constraint Node Time Constraint
1 x1+x2c1 ≤ 1 1
x1+x2
c1
≤ 1 − ε1
2 x2+x3c2 ≤ 1 2
x2+x3
c2
≤ 1 − ε2






≤ 1 − ε3
4 x1c4 ≤ 1 4
x1+x3
c3
+ x1c4 ≤ 1 − ε4
5 x1c4 ≤ 1 − ε5
do not need to consider link constraints, and will henceforth restrict ourselves to only time
constraints.
5.3.3 An Optimization Problem
Let us denote N(L), N(V), and N(R) as the number of links, nodes, and sessions, respec-
tively. For any link l and session r, let Alr = 1cl if link l is in the path of flow r, and 0
other-wise. Thus, we define the matrix A ∈ RN(L)×N(R) by
A =

Alr = 1/cl if link l in session r,
0 otherwise
(5.1)
Similarly, define Gvl = 1 if link l is incident on node v, and 0 other-wise. Thus, define the
matrix G ∈ {0, 1}N(V)×N(L) is defined by
G =

Gvl = 1 if link l incident on node v,
0 otherwise
(5.2)
Using G and A, time constraint for a given network can be expressed as:
GAx ≤ 1 − ε, (5.3)
where ε = (ε j ∈ [0, 1]), j ∈ V, and x corresponds to the vector of user data rates.
For each user (session) r, let xr be the data transmission rate. Associated with each
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user (session) is a utility function Ur(·), which is the “reward” or utility that user r gets by
transmitting at the rate of xr (see [1] for further discussion). Assume that the utility Ur(xr)
is an increasing, strictly concave, and continuously differentiable function of xr over the
range xr ≥ 0. In this chapter, we restrict ourselves to weighted proportionally fair utility
functions of the form Ur(·) = wr log(·). From a resource allocation point of view, the resource
allocation achieved under any concave and increasing utility functions can be achieved by
a weighted proportionally-fair allocation2 [90] through appropriate choice of weights {wr}.
The objective is to maximize total utility in the network subject to the link and time
constraints. In this chapter, we develop congestion control mechanisms to share the time
resources in the network in a (weighted) proportionally fair manner. Thus, with session





GAx ≤ 1 − ε,
x ≥ 0
As the cost function is strictly concave and the constraint set is convex, there is a
unique solution to P. In following sections, we develop a decentralized congestion control
algorithms (both hop-by-hop and end-to-end) to address P.
5.4 Distributed end-to-end Algorithm
5.4.1 Algorithm Description
In this section, we develop an distributed end-to-end congestion control algorithm to solve
P. In this chapter, we do not consider the optimal global MAC scheduling problem. Thus,
“distributed” in this paper means that the congestion controller itself is distributed, since
each source needs only local information on resource usage and feedback from the network
2However, the transient dynamics of a decentralized controller may be different.
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to adjust its transmission rate. Similar discussion holds for the hop-by-hop congestion
control presented in Section 5.5.
As the optimization problem has a strictly concave cost function, and convex con-




wr log(xr) − λT
(
GAx − (1 − ε)
)
. (5.4)
We denote the input and output link of a session r on the node v when a session r goes
through v as li(v, r) and lo(v, r), respectively (for instance, in Figure 5.2, are li(3, 1) = 1 and
lo(3, 1) = 3). For completeness, for the source and destination nodes, we define cli(s(r),r) = ∞
and clo(d(r),r) = ∞ respectively, where the source and the destination node of session r are
denoted by s(r) and d(r). Let us denote A j(r) as the set of all downstream nodes from node
j in the path of session r. Thus, As(r)(r) is the collection of all nodes in the path of session r.





























We now present rate adaptation mechanisms for session sources. At each time t, we




























p j(y) is a marking function at node j, and determines the fraction of flow to be marked. Here,
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D( j) corresponds to the set of sessions incident on node j, and β > 0 is a fixed constant.
This function is an indicator of (time) congestion at a node, and sources adapt based
on the congestion indication [1, 2]. As in the Internet context, this function is assumed to
be a continuous, increasing function with range [0, 1].
Observe that (5.7) is analogous to the differential equation developed in [1]. However,
(5.7) differs from the algorithm of [1] in that (5.7) handles relative transmission or reception
times instead of actual rates. In practice, the incoming/outgoing rates could be known to
the nodes by measuring the amount of data over a small interval of time.
To understand the intuition for (5.7), observe that λ j is interpreted as the price for
using node j per unit time. In addition, xr(t)( 1cli( j,r)
+ 1clo( j,r)
) is the fraction of time the
MAC at node j expends in receiving and re-transmitting (to the next hop) the data from
session r. As time is the resource in our formulation, the total cost of using node j equals
xr(t)( 1cli( j,r)
+ 1clo( j,r)











Corresponding to each node j in the network is a marking function p j(·). In this chapter,
we consider a marking function of the form (at node j)
p j(y) =




This marking function has the interpretation of the fraction of time lost when the time
usage at node j exceeds a certain level t̃ j, called the “virtual time” (This is similar to the
concept of “virtual capacity” in [2]). As seen in (5.8), the parameter y of p j(y) is the sum of
MAC time utilization by all flows, both incoming and outgoing, at node j.
Thus, as discussed earlier, β( 1cli( j,r)
+ 1clo( j,r)
)p j(y) marks the fraction of flow which exceeds
a time threshold t̃ j.Observe that the total time utilization at the MAC cannot exceed 1. Thus,
t̃ j < 1 is a parameter that controls the desired time utilization at the node. For instance, for an
inefficient MAC (say, random access), one would set t̃ j  1. If the MAC is more inefficient
at node j, the (equilibrium) utilization at that node is smaller. This means that the node
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has to mark more packets. Thus, an inefficient MAC has low value of t̃ j.
We will discuss the choice of this parameter in Section 5.4.3.
5.4.3 Stability Analysis
In this section, we show that the system of controllers defined in (5.7) is globally stable.












p j(y) dy (5.10)
We can show that W(·) is a strictly concave function, with a unique equilibrium x∗.
Then, with a slight extension to [91], we can find virtual times {t̃ j} at each node j ∈ V,
and β, such that the unique maximum of the optimization problem given by (5.10) also
solves P. Thus, the equilibrium rate x∗ can be suitably chosen by choosing appropriate
values for the time thresholds {t̃ j}, and the constant β. In particular, {t̃ j} is chosen such that
the equilibrium x∗ solves the optimization problem P discussed in Section 5.3.3. Due to
space limitation, we skip the proof. Adaptively choosing these parameters in a manner
similar to that in [27, 91] is a topic for future research. We now show that the congestion
controllers described by (5.7) and (5.8) converge to this equilibrium point. Now, we have
the following proposition on the stability of the end-to-end congestion controller.
Proposition 5.4.1. W(x) is a strictly concave, Lyapunov function for the system of differential
equations (5.7). The unique value of x maximizing W(x), denoted by x∗ is a stable point of the
system, to which all trajectories converge.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that in [1], where we use the Lyapunov function defined
in (5.10). We skip the details. 
5.5 Distributed hop-by-hop Algorithm
In this section, we develop a distributed hop-by-hop algorithm for congestion control. First,
we observe that the congestion controller at the source of each session reacts based on the
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sum of the congestion prices at each node. Instead of passing this feedback downstream
as in the end-to-end algorithm, one could envisage a scheme where each node passes
the (partial sum) price upstream. In other words, each node adds its current congestion
cost to that it received from a downstream node, and passes this information toward the
upstream node. The source will ultimately receive the sum of all price information from
the corresponding downstream nodes and use the information for controlling rates. We
refer to Figure 5.3 for the illustration of the hop-by-hop algorithm.
A B C : Destination
++
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Figure 5.3: hop-by-hop Congestion Control Algorithm
The basic idea of a hop-by-hop algorithm is that every node in the path of the session
operates a congestion control algorithm. In Figure 5.3, the congestion price at node C is
passed to the upstream node B. Node B computes its local congestion price and adds it
to the congestion price from node C. Node B adapts its transmission rate to node C based
on this sum of congestion prices. In addition, node B passes this sum of two prices to
the upstream node A. Using this “price passing” method, the source of session 1 receives
aggregate congestion price from its downstream nodes and controls its transmission rate
based on it.
Let us denote air(t) as the actual transmission rate at the i-th hop of session r in the
hop-by-hop control algorithm. Corresponding to each node i along the path of session r, is
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where k is the node corresponding to the i-th hop of session r. {λ j(t)} are defined similar
to that in (5.8), but with the actual transmission rates instead of the source transmission
rates. Along the path of each flow r, and for each hop i, the initial conditions for the virtual
transmission rates are assumed to satisfy cir(0) ≥ ci−1r (0) (in particular, all of them could be
equal).
Thus, in the above algorithm, we sum over all prices downstream along session r.
Thus, each node operates a (per-flow) controller based on the perceived congestion due
to downstream nodes, and determines the maximum rate it can transmit at (the virtual
transmission rate). The actual rate it chooses transmits at the rate of the minimum of the
incoming data rate3 from i − 1-th hop node in the session’s path (the previous hop node),
i.e, ai−1r (t), and the maximum possible rate cir(t).
We comment that at each intermediate node, the controller has knowledge of the local
link rates, as well as the “ramp-up” constant wr for each of the sessions that is incident on
the node. It can be shown that the stability analysis and later analysis are valid even if
the node uses an upper bound on the ramp-up constant. Thus, from an implementation
perspective, one could assume that {wr} are globally bounded by some value w, and use
this value at each intermediate node. Heuristically, the convergence proofs are valid even
when a bound is used because the data transmission rate into the network is ultimately
governed by the source, which will use the correct value of wr. However, to keep the
exposition simple, we will use the exact value of wr at each node in this chapter.
Proposition 5.5.1. The transmission rates for the hop-by-hop controller described in (5.11) and
(5.12) converge to the equilibrium value x∗ = (x∗1, . . . , x
∗
N(R))
T given in Proposition 5.4.1. In
particular, for each route r, and for each hop i, air(t)→ x∗r as t→∞.
3For the source node for each flow, (5.12) is not considered, as there is no upstream node. Instead we let the
actual and virtual transmission rates to be the same.
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Proof. At any fixed time t, note that air(t) decreases along a flow path. This follows from
(5.12), where the min implies that air(t) ≤ ai−1r (t). Further, from (5.11), it follows that the
the sum of the Lagrange multipliers decreases along a flow path (as smaller number of




cir(t) − ci−1r (t)
)
≥ 0,
from (5.11). This observation, along with the ordering of the initial conditions of {cir(0)}
implies that cir(t) increases along a flow path (i.e., for increasing values of i). In other words,
for each i, r, t, we have
cir(t) ≥ ci−1r (t) (5.13)
Next, for each i, r, from (5.12), we have that
air(t) ≤ cir(t) (5.14)
Thus, from (5.13) and (5.14), we have cir(t) ≥ ci−1r (t) ≥ ai−1r (t). Hence, it follows that
air(t) = min{cir(t), ai−1r (t)} = ai−1r (t).
This implies that, for each flow r, the actual transmission rates {air(t), i = 1, 2, . . .} are the
same over all hops. This in-turn implies that the source dynamics for flow r is the same
as source dynamics of the end-to-end controller. Hence, from Proposition 5.4.1, the result
follows. 
We finally remark that in practice, cir(t) will be bounded by a finite constant (typically,
the output link capacity). This is to ensure that in the absence of congestion, the virtual
capacity does not become unbounded (this can happen for instance, if the congestion occurs
only upstream to a particular node, and thus, all downstream controllers are redundant).
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5.6 Congestion Control with Delay
In the previous section where we proved stability, we assumed that the time resource was
large enough so that queueing did not occur (or equivalently, the time threshold t̃ are
suitably chosen). In this section, we do not make such an assumption. We will study the
dynamics with queueing in the presence of feedback delay.
For the end-to-end algorithm, we denote the output transmission rate of session r
traversing the link l by xr,l(t). Thus, xr,li( j,r)(t) and xr,lo( j,r)(t) are the incoming input and
outgoing transmission rate of session r at node j in the end-to-end algorithm, respectively.
Similarly, for the hop-by-hop algorithm, we denote the actual and maximum (virtual)
sending rate of session r traversing the link l by ar,l(t) and cr,l(t), respectively. Thus, ar,li( j,r)(t)
and ar,lo( j,r)(t) are the actual incoming input and actual outgoing transmission rates of session
r at node j respectively.
Finally, each node has a per-flow buffer to temporarily store data before forwarding.
We denote the queue length of session r at node j by qrj(t).
5.6.1 The End-to-End Controller with Delay
Unlike in the delay-free case considered in Section 5.4, queueing can occur at intermediate
nodes due to feedback delay. In this section, we describe the detailed dynamics of rates for
a session at each node.






Thus, E jI(t) is the fraction of the time resource at the MAC of node j consumed by incoming
flows, and D( j) corresponds to the set of sessions incident on node j. We will assume that
the MAC protocol at the nodes ensure that E jI(t) < 1. Thus, if a timing overload occurs
at a node, data loss will occur, causing unsuccessful transmissions to be queued at the
preceding hop (where the data was transmitted from). We assume a suitable error and
collision detection mechanism exists such that data is queued in case of timing overload.
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Thus, from a fluid model perspective, we can assume that the successful data transmission
into a node j satisfies E jI(t) < 1. In addition, a poor MAC protocol may not be able to support
a time utilization of ‘1’ (for instance an ALOHA based MAC would have a maximum time
utilization less than 0.36). However, in the following discussions, we will assume that the
MAC can support a time utilization of ‘1’ for notational ease. The results that are presented






The interpretation of E jO(t) is the following: If there is no congestion at the node j, the
output transmission rates would simply be equal to the incoming rate. E jO(t) is the time
utilization at the MAC in such a case.
We now consider the following two cases.
(i) E jI(t) + E
j
O(t) > 1
As the time utilization at the node will exceed ‘1’ if the output flow rates equal the
input flow rates, we decrease the transmitted output rates such that the time constraint
is met. In other words, we choose α(t) ∈ (0, 1] such that E jI(t) + α(t)E
j
O(t) = 1, and
set the output transmission rate by xr,lo( j,r)(t) = α(t)xr,li( j,r)(t). The remaining flow (of
fraction 1 − α(t)) is queued at node j.
(ii) EI(t) + EO(t) ≤ 1
In this case, the output flow rate for each session can be set to at least the input rate
of the corresponding session. If some of the sessions have strictly positive queue
lengths, i.e., users with backlogged queues (corresponding to congestion in the past),
these users are allocated output rates that are greater than their input rates. The rates
will be allocated in some fair manner (for example, a proportional rate increase to all
backlogged users), subject to the timing constrain being met. Let us denote Q+j (t) be
the set of backlogged sessions at node j at time t. We choose α(t) > 1 such that the
time utilization at the node is less than or equal to one, and for all sessions r ∈ Q+j (t),
xr,lo( j,r)(t) = α(t)xr,li( j,r)(t).
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5.6.2 The Hop-by-Hop Controller with Delay
We now develop the dynamics of the hop-by-hop controller with delay. As in the Sec-
tion 5.6.1, we define the total time utilization due to incoming flows at node j, by















min[cr,lo( j,r)(t), ar,li( j,r)(t)]
clo( j,r)
where cr,lo( j,r)(t) is the maximum possible rate for flow r at node k, and is described by (5.11).
We now consider two cases:
(i) H jI(t) + H
j
O(t) ≤ 1
In this case, there is no scarce time resource at this node. If the user queues are zero,
the output rate is simply equal to the input rate. In general, the output rate for session
r is given by
ar,lo( j,r)(t) =

min[cr,lo( j,r)(t), ar,li( j,r)(t)] if qrj(t) = 0,
cr,lo( j,r)(t) if qrj(t) > 0
(ii) H jI(t) + H
j
O(t) > 1
In this case, the time resource at node j is potentially not sufficient to handle the
output rate. Similar to Case (i) for the end-to-end controller in Section 5.6.1, we
choose α(t) ∈ [0, 1) such that H jI (t) + α(t)H
j

















Figure 5.4: Networks with Spatial Spreading: one hop rtt: dH, and end-to-end rtt of each
source: dR
5.7 Spatial Spreading
In this section, we derive the peak occupied buffer size with the end-to-end controller as
well as with the hop-by-hop controller described in Section 5.6. We consider the evolution
of these algorithms in the presence of propagation delay. We analytically show the effect
of spatial spreading by explicitly deriving the reduction in peak buffer overload under the
hop-by-hop scheme.
Consider a feed-forward network (Figure 5.4-(a)) with N sessions, where the links are
symmetric, and have the same propagation delay. Let us denote the link (one-hop) round
trip delay by dH (i.e., a link propagation delay = dH/2). Further, we assume that all the
sessions has the same end-to-end round trip delay (denoted by dR). Thus, all sessions have
L = dR/dH number of hops in their end-to-end path. We assume that a single bottle-neck
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in the network (see Figure 5.4), and that the delays from the N sources to the bottleneck
are all equivalent. We also assume that the capacities of other links than those of input or
output links of the bottle-neck node are well provisioned, such that congestion occurs only
at the common point for all the flows (the bottleneck node in Figure 5.4-(a)). We will first
consider the end-to-end scheme and compute maximum queue length at the bottleneck
node.
Since we consider a system with N flows, we scale the capacities of the bottleneck node
with the input and output capacities of the bottleneck node being NcI and NcO respectively.
This scaling ensures that the steady-state rate allocated to each user is invariant with the number
of sessions. Physically, this would correspond to a bandwidth scaling at the bottleneck. To
mathematically reflect such a scaling, we scale the congestion price appropriately such that
the equilibrium rate for each user is invariant with N. In other words, the fraction of flow
marked at the bottleneck, ( 1NcI +
1
NcO
)λ(N)(·), is invariant with N, where λ(N)(z) = β(N)p(N)(z)
is the congestion price at the bottleneck in the N-th system, see (5.8) (this is analogous to
scaling the marking function in [8, 26]). Hence, the dynamics of each flow x j(t) at the N-th
system is given by
ẋ j(t) = κ
[


















Then, the steady-state rate of flow j, denoted by x∗j is given by
x∗j =
w jx∗
β(x∗(1/cI + 1/cO) − t̃)
,
where x∗ is the average steady-state rate over all flows, and is invariant with N.Note that t̃
is the virtual time constant of the marking function (5.9), and p(·) is the marking function
of the bottleneck node.





+ 1NcO ) < 1− εb,
where εb is the MAC efficiency at the bottle-neck node). This ensures that the queue-lengths
are zero at the bottleneck link when the system is at equilibrium (however, queues will
build up during transients due to network propagation delay).
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We finally comment that we have assumed that the feedback (marks) do not experience
congestion, and that the delay in the feedback is solely due to propagation delays. As
we have per-flow queueing, a packet implementation to approximate this could be the
following. When congestion occurs at a node, instead of marking the incoming packet
(implemented via setting the ECN (Explicit Congestion Notification) bit [21]), one could
mark the head-of-line (outgoing) packet in the queue of the corresponding user. This
would ensure that the queueing delays are minimized for the feedback, and that the source
gets the appropriate feedback. Such a scheme seems feasible in a wireless context, as
per-flow queueing is expected to be implemented for scheduling as well as physical layer
reasons [75, 81, 82]. Further, the number of flows in this network is expected to be of a
smaller scale than that in the wired network.
Let x(t) = 1N
∑N



















= κ̃[w̃ − (x(t − dR) − c̃)+], (5.16)












Next, for each time t, under the end-to-end control scheme, let us denote the average
(over flows) queue length (across sessions) at the bottleneck node by qe(t), and the average






> 1, where cbI = cI/(1 − εb) and cbO = cO/(1 − εb). Since the constant scaling of cI
and cO does not affect the analysis result (Lemma 5.7.1 and Proposition 5.7.1), we assume
that εb = 1 for notational simplicity.
Further, observe that xI(t) ≤ cI. We now describe the dynamics of the queue length
process. We consider several cases:
(i) cIcOcI+cO < xI(t) ≤ cI
















(ii) xI(t) ≤ cIcOcI+cO and qe(t) > 0
The dynamics of q̇e(t) are identical to that in Case (i).
(iii) xI(t) ≤ cIcOcI+cO and qe(t) = 0
In this case, as the buffer at the bottleneck node is empty, and there is no congestion,









xI(t) − c if q̃e(t) > 0,
(xI(t) − c)+ if q̃e(t) = 0,
(5.19)
where c = cIcOcI+cO .
We next derive the “worst-case” peak initial queue length at the bottleneck node under
the end-to-end controller as well as a hop-by-hop controller, and with the system starting
from rest (i.e., the value of the first local-maximum of the queue length at the bottleneck,
when all initial conditions are zero). Let us define Qmaxe(H, η) to be the (unscaled) initial
maximum queue length at the bottleneck node in the end-to-end control with the one-hop
round-trip delay and the number of hops (links) for each session being η and H, respectively
(thus, the end-to-end round-trip delay is ηH). Also let qmaxe(H, η) = Qmaxe(H, η)/N be the
peak (initial) queue length for the scaled system defined by (5.16) and (5.19).
As discussed earlier, we assume that the equilibrium rate is stable. Thus, we henceforth

















+ c(1 − γ). (5.20)
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With these definitions, we have
Lemma 5.7.1. Fix any d > 0. Then, we have qemax(1, d) ≤ q̄emax(1, d), and for any α ∈ (0, 1), ∃Mo
with Mo ≥ 1, such that ∀M ≥Mo, Mαq̄emax(1, d) ≤ qmaxe(M, d).
The proof consists of two parts. We first derive an upper bound on the queue length
for a 1-hop network (with delay d) by (i) observing that the source controller increase rate
cannot increase faster than w (i.e., ẋ(t)) ≤ w), and (ii) by providing a lower-bound on the
rate of decrease of the arrival rate, once the controller rate has peaked. More precisely,
for time t ≥ t5 + d, where t5 is the time at which the controller rate peaks (see Figure 5.6),
we show ẋ(t) ≤ −ε for some explicitly constructed ε > 0. This upper bound is denoted
by q̄emax(1, d), and formally given by (5.20). We next derive a lower bound on qmaxe(M, d),
by appropriately bounding the end-controller transmission rates. Using this lower-bound,
and the upper bound for the 1-hop system, the lemma is proved. The details of the proof
is presented in the Appendix.
Using this result, we prove the main result of this section. Similar to Qmaxe(H, η) and
qmaxe(H, η), let us define Qmaxh(H, η) to be the unscaled maximum queue length (due to
initial transients) with the hop-by-hop control, and qmaxh(H, η) to be the corresponding scaled
queue-length. We then have
Proposition 5.7.1. Fix any d > 0. Then, for any α ∈ (0, 1), ∃Mo with Mo ≥ 1, such that ∀M ≥Mo,
qmaxh(M, d) ≤ qmaxe(M, d)/Mα.
Proof. The proof proceeds analogously as that in Lemma 5.7.1. As the control loop for
the hop-by-hop controller has round trip delay d, the upper-bound derived for the 1-hop
end-to-end controller with round-trip delay of d can be shown to also hold here, i.e.,
qmaxh(M, d) ≤ q̄emax(1, d). Now, from Lemma 5.7.1, the desired result follows. 
Remark 5.7.1. The tree network in Figure 5.4-(b) is a special case of the feed-forward network, such
that each session has a separate path. The tree architecture could be used in a community roof-top
wireless network, where a single wired based station could be used to provide community Internet
access. Tree architectures are also popular in Bluetooth based ad hoc networks [92,93], as well as in
broadcasting applications [94]. In Section 5.8, we will see that we achieve significant gains for the
tree network even with only five flows.
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(a) Instantaneous sum rates (One hop delay=10 msec) (b) Occupied queue lengths (One hop delay=10 msec)




















































(c) Instantaneous sum rates (One hop delay=200 msec) (d) Occupied queue lengths (One hop delay=200 msec)
















































s) End to End
Hop by Hop
(e) Instantaneous sum rates (One hop delay=200 msec,
with 10% background ON-OFF flows)
(f) Occupied queue lengths (One hop delay=200 msec,
with 10% background ON-OFF flows)
Figure 5.5: Instantaneous sum rates and occupied queue lengths (at the bottleneck node)
for both end-to-end and hop-by-hop controllers
5.8 Simulation Results
In this section, we present simulation results that compare the hop-by-hop algorithm with
the end-to-end algorithm, and show that there is a significant decrease in the peak load
with the hop-by-hop algorithm. We consider packet level simulations using the ns-2 [33]
simulator. We have made suitable modifications in ns-2 to support hop-by-hop as well as
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end-to-end controllers with a MAC.
5.8.1 Simulation Setup
The network topology used in the simulation is a tree network shown in Figure 5.4-(b),
with five sessions and five hops from the sources and the destinations. Each of the input
and output links at the bottleneck node has a bandwidth of 5 Mbps. Since we use a fixed
size packet of 1000 bytes, this corresponds to 625 pkts/sec. Thus, the equilibrium rate over
one session at the bottleneck is 62.5 pkts/sec.
In our ns-2 implementation, we have assumed a separate side channel for communi-
cating prices (with a bit rate of 1 bit per data packet) that enables a simple implementation.
In practice, this price information can be embedded in ACK packets. We used a fixed data
packet size of 1000 bytes. For every one data packet, the associated ACK packet contains
one “ECN” bit, which represents marked/unmarked status. To compute the price infor-
mation at every node, each node measures outgoing/incoming data rate over all incident
links on the corresponding node in the following manner. For outgoing rates, the node
knows the transmission rates (from the congestion controller at the node); and for incoming
rates, the node measures rates by computing inter-packet times (using a sliding window
mechanism).
The following parameters have been chosen for the congestion controllers, and mark-
ing functions at the intermediate routers, such that the node utilization ratio is about 95%:















Thus, we have the 95% node utilization.
In our implementation, we approximate the fluid model for a MAC with a time-
division MAC. The MAC protocol implemented in the simulation is a simple centralized
TDMA MAC protocol (a centralized scheduler that distributes the requested number of
time-slots to each link). A time slot interval is chosen to be the transmission time of a single
packet. If the incoming/outgoing traffic imposed on a node violates the timing constraint,
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as discussed in Section V in the paper, we give higher priority to the incoming traffic to the
nodes (in this case queueing occurs on the output link buffer).
5.8.2 Simulation Results
Figures 5.5(a) and (c) plot the instantaneous sum rate of five sessions for 10 msec and 200
msec of one-hop delay, respectively. The 10 msec case corresponds to an efficient MAC,
where the hop-delay primarily occurs due to the propagation delay and physical layer air
interface. On the other-hand, the case where the hop delay is 200 msec corresponds to a
network with large per-hop delays (possibly due to the MAC implementation). In both of
these cases (Figures 5.5(a) and (c)), we see that the transmission rates (with the end-to-end
and hop-by-hop controllers) oscillate about the corresponding fixed point. As expected, we
observe that for the large delay case, the end-to-end algorithm leads to larger oscillations
than the hop-by-hop algorithm.
In Figures 5.5(b) and (d), we plot the evolution of the bottleneck queue length (mea-
sured every 20 msec). The spatial spreading effect is clearly illustrated by these plots, where
we see that the peak buffer size with the hop-by-hop controller is much smaller than that
of the end-to-end controller. These fluid and packet simulations indicate that significant
gains are to be had with the hop-by-hop scheme, and validate our analytical results.
We also provide a plot with short background flows (modeled by ON-OFF processes)
in Figures 5.5(e) and (f). The only difference from the previous setup is that we have
background ON-OFF flows, whose mean rate is set to be 10% of the equilibrium rates of
controlled flows, and their burst and idle times are set to be 50 msec each. Given a w, we
suitably chosen β and t̃ such that the node utilization is about 95%. The values are chosen
in a similar manner to (5.21). Figures 5.5(e) and (f) show that again, the hop-by-hop scheme
outperforms an end-to-end scheme.
Appendix: Proof of Lemma 5.7.1
Proof. In this proof, we will show the following: For any fixed d > 0,































































(a) Upper bound on peak queue length qmaxe(1, d) (b) Lower bound on peak queue length qmaxe(M, d)
Figure 5.6: Upper bound and lower bound on peak queue length
(ii) ∃Mo such that ∀M ≥Mo, qmaxe(M, d) ≥ KMd, where K is a positive finite constant.
Suppose that (i) and (ii) are true. Then, from the definition of q̄emax(1, d) (see (5.20)), for any
0 < α < 1, and sufficiently large M, we have
Mαqmaxe(1, d) ≤ Mαq̄emax(1, d)
≤ KMd ≤ qmaxe(M, d).
Thus, it suffices to show (i) and (ii) to complete the proof.
Proof of (i): Consider a network of a single link with the end-to-end round-trip delay
of each session being d. As discussed earlier, we have the equilibrium rate x? = γc, where
γ is the node utilization with 0 < γ < 1. Thus, at the steady state we have
w̃ = γcp(γc) = γc − c̃. (5.22)
Recall that p(·) is the marking function of the bottleneck node (see (5.15)).
Let us define the following time epochs (see Figure 5.6).
t1 = inf{t > 0 : x(t) > c̃}, t2 = inf{t > t1 : x(t) > γc},
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t3 = inf{t > t2 : x(t) > c}, t4 = t1 + d, t5 = t2 + d,
t6 = t4 + d, t7 = inf{t > t5 : x(t) < c} (5.23)
We first consider an end-to-end system with an input rate constraint cI (which could
be arbitrarily large), as shown in Figure 5.6-(a). Due to the input constraint cI, the actual
rate arriving at the bottle-neck node, which we denote by xcI (t), could be different from
x(t), depending on cI and RA (see Figure 5.6-(a)). We will upper-bound x(t) (and xcI (t)) by a
trajectory x̄(t), and use this bound to compute an upper bound on the peak queue length.
We consider the following two cases: (a) cI ≥ RA and (b) cI < RA.
Case (a): cI ≥ RA
In this case, x(t) is the actual input arrival rate at the bottle-neck node. Now, observe that




(x(t) − c) dt
We assume that the initial condition satisfies x(s) ≤ c̃, ∀s ≤ 0.
We can see that x(t) achieves the maximum (i.e., RA) at t5, since ẋ(t5) = 0. This follows
from the fact that
ẋ(t5) = κ̃(w̃ − x(t2)p(x(t2))) = κ̃(w̃ − γcp(γc)) = 0,
and from (5.22). For t ∈ [t1, t4], let x̄(t) = x(t). Then, by the assumption on the initial
condition
ẋ(t) = ˙̄x(t) = κ̃w̃, t ∈ [t1, t4] (5.24)
Next, let ˙̄x(t) = κ̃w̃, t ∈ (t4, t5] with x̄(t4) = RB (i.e., straight-line extension of x̄(t), t ∈ [t1, t4]
until t5). Then, we have
x(t) < x̄(t), t ∈ (t4, t5], (5.25)
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since for t ∈ (t4, t5]
ẋ(t) = κ̃(w̃ − x(t − d)p(x(t − d))
< κ̃w̃ = ˙̄x(t)
Let td5 = t5 + d. Further, for t ∈ (t5, td5] let x̄(t) = x̄(t5). Then, we have
x(t) ≤ RA < x̄(t5) = x̄(t), t ∈ (t5, td5], (5.26)
Note that we have the following two cases: (i) td5 ≤ t7 and (ii) td5 > t7. First, consider
the case of td5 ≤ t7 (Figure 5.6-(a)). For t ∈ (td5, t7], let us define x̄(t) with ˙̄x(t) = κ̃(w̃ − (c − c̃)).
Then, using the fact that x(t−d) > c, t ∈ (td5, t7],we have ˙̄x(t) > ẋ(t) = κ̃(w̃− (x(t−d)− c̃)),
leading to the fact that
x(t) < x̄(t), t ∈ (td5, t7]. (5.27)
Second, if td5 > t7, this case corresponds to (5.26).
Case (b): cI < RA
In this case, xcI (t) is the actual input arrival rate at the bottle-neck node. Let t
cI
7 = inf{t > t5 :
xcI (t) < c}. Note, however, that ∀t ∈ [t3, tcI7 ], we have xcI (t) ≥ c. Thus, the bound (i.e., x̄(t))
constructed in Case (i) based on x(t) also holds for xcI (t), i.e.,
xcI (t) ≤ x̄(t), t ∈ [t3, tcI7 ] (5.28)
From (5.25), (5.26), (5.27), and (5.28), x̄(t) is an upper bound on x(t) or xcI (t) irrespective
of the position of cI.
By the straight line extension of x̄(t) until it crosses c,we define t8 , inf{t > td5 : x̄(t) < c}.
Note that we have
t5 − t3 = d − (t3 − t2) = d −
c(1 − γ)
κ̃w̃
RC − c = κ̃w̃(t5 − t3)
t8 − td5 =
RC − c
κ̃(c − c̃ − w̃) =
RC − c
c(1 − γ) .
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+ c(1 − γ)
= q̄emax(1, d). (5.29)
This completes the proof of (i).
Proof of (ii): Next, we show (ii), which describes qmaxe(M, d) for sufficiently large M. In
this setup, we consider an end-to-end controlled system with its round-trip delay being Md.
Thus, the time epochs described in (5.23) hold for the round-trip delay Md. Figure 5.6-(b)
explains this setup.
Recall that RB = x(t4). As RB − c̃ = (t4 − t1)κ̃w̃, we have
RB = Mdκ̃w̃ + c̃ (5.30)
Note that we derive qmaxe(M, d) for sufficiently large M. Then, it is clear that for a sufficiently
large M and any finite cI, we have cI ≤ RB. Thus, xcI (t) is the actual arrival rate to the
bottle-neck node with its input constraint of cI. Instead of computing the exact peak queue
length, we lower-bound it by computing the area of the shaded region (denoted by Sl) in
Figure 5.6-(b).
Let tcI be the first time after t3 such that x̄(t) hits cI. By definition of time epochs,
t5 − t3 = Md (see (5.23)), and we have
























Thus, we can find a positive constant K, such that ∀M ≥Mo
qmaxe(M, d) ≥ KMd. (5.32)






Aggregate traffic loads and topology in multi-hop wireless networks may vary slowly,
permitting MAC protocols to ‘learn’ how to spatially coordinate and adapt contention
patterns. Such an approach could reduce contention, leading to better throughput and
energy consumption. To that end we propose a new family of distributed TDMA MAC
scheduling algorithms combining synchronous two-level priority RTS/CTS handshaking
with randomized time slot selection. We prove that for any fixed admissible load such al-
gorithms converge to a feasible schedule exponentially fast, and so are throughput-optimal.
Furthermore, by adaptively biasing time-slot selection probabilities based on past history,
one can develop variations that are also provably throughput-optimal and exhibit bet-
ter convergence rates. Additionally under moderate loads local changes in load would
lead to only local changes in contention patterns leading once again to fast convergence.
This makes the case for adopting such protocols in wireless multi-hop networks, where
aggregate loads and network topology are slowly varying.
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6.2 Introduction
The design of MAC protocols for wireless multi-hop networks has received much attention
over the last decade. These protocols can be broadly classified into contention-based
schemes and scheduling-based schemes (see [95] for a survey).
Contention-based schemes (e.g., IEEE 802.11 [76]) are based on random channel access,
and enable nodes to transmit data asynchronously, with retransmission (after suitable time-
out) if the transmission is unsuccessful. The major limitation of contention-based schemes
is that the throughput significantly degrades with increasing load due to collisions. On the
other hand, scheduling-based schemes allocate channel resources (using either centralized
or distributed strategies) in order to minimize resource contention. While scheduling-based
schemes have the advantage that there is no loss in throughput due to collisions, contention-
based schemes have been popular due to the simplicity of implementation. In particular,
scheduling-based schemes seem to be inflexible and not scalable to load/topology changes,
mainly because such load/topology changes force the existing scheduling decision to be
disseminated to the entire network (see the related work later).
In this chapter, we study a MAC scheduling algorithm, which leverages the advantages
of both schemes. We restrict our discussion to the case where shared resources are time-
slots (i.e., a TDMA system). However, it is well-known in literature that resource allocation
algorithms for a TDMA system immediately extend to FDMA or CDMA systems as long
as the resource satisfies an orthogonality property (i.e., “non-overlapping” resources such
as different time-slots, or orthogonal codes).
To that end, we propose a synchronous contention-based MAC scheduling algorithm,
which self-adapts to changes in traffic load and network topology, converging, if possible, to
a conflict-free schedule by exchanging synchronous control messages, as data transmissions
occur simultaneously (see Figure 6.1). Thus, our algorithm has reasonably high throughput
even during transients, and automatically adapts to load changes without any explicit
notification, by ‘learning’ local contention patterns. Further, our algorithm is a distributed
one, where only one-hop control message exchange is required.
Our research is motivated by the following factors:
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Figure 6.1: Load/Topology-Adaptive TDMA MAC Scheduling
(i) Slowly varying loads/topologies: Our premise in this chapter is that although
individual traffic loads may change quickly, the aggregates on congested nodes may, in
many relevant applications, change more slowly. Similarly, node mobility leads to changes
in topology (and thus changes in load), but again these changes might be slow enough
to permit a MAC protocol to learn and exploit the offered traffic characteristics so as to
quickly realize conflict-free schedules.
(ii) Learning contention patterns: A TDMA MAC protocol is known to achieve
a high throughput after it finds a conflict-free schedule. However, whenever load or
network topology changes, it has to re-initiate a “scheduling-decision” phase to find a
conflict-free schedule. On the other hand, a contention-based protocol (e.g., IEEE 802.11)
asynchronously transmits data, enabling easier implementation and better robustness to
load or network topology changes. However, its throughput significantly degrades with
increasing loads. Our goal in this chapter is to leverage the advantages of both protocols, to
realize high throughput and robust adaptability to load and/or network topology changes.
By using synchronous contention, we expect to learn contention patterns, such that
time-slot allocation (chosen locally by nodes) can become close to an “efficient” schedule
by progressively learning the past contention patterns. Synchronous contention [96–98]
is known to be a good strategy for efficient channel utilization, since it protects data
transmissions as well as acknowledgments, leading to eliminating the need for maintaining
protocol states (e.g., NAVs in IEEE 802.11 [76]), as compared to asynchronous schedules.
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Further, it provides a better framework to support priority access and better QoS [99]. In
part, synchronous contention is crucial for throughput-optimality and enables us to break
“deadlock” using a multi-level priority control messages (see Section 6.4). The trade-off
is the additional effort to synchronize nodes with equal time. However, this condition of
tight synchronization can be relaxed with minor performance decrease [99].
(iii) Guaranteeing high throughput and fast convergence: If an adaptive MAC is
to be useful, then high throughput and fast convergence (to a conflict-free schedule) should
be guaranteed. Otherwise, most of the time will be devoted to searching for a conflict-free
schedule with possibly low throughput. In particular, fast convergence is indispensable
for tracking the time-varying loads and topologies. However, such algorithms to date
[100–103] do not provably guarantee high throughput and fast convergence, or assume
limited network topology (e.g., tree) as well as the restricted collision model. Thus, the
challenge remains to devise an algorithm, which provably and quickly converges a conflict-
free schedule for any feasible load, irrespective of network topology (i.e., throughput-
optimal1).
In a typical TDMA system, time is divided into transmissions slots (time-slots), which
are grouped into frames. We consider a TDMA system, where each link is subject to an
offered traffic load, which is typically represented by the number of time-slots over a frame.
Depending on the service supported by the network, information on the offered load could
either be explicitly given to the nodes or be measured by the nodes. If we have a guaranteed-
service network based on a resource reservation signaling (e.g., RSVP [104]), the amount of
load could be known a priori by nodes in the path of a reserved flow. However, in a typical
best-effort service network, the amount of load is not explicitly provided to the nodes, but
the nodes could know the offered load by measuring/estimating it over a suitable time-
period. Because the loads might exhibit some variation, or measurement might be noisy, a
node might use an upper estimate for it (i.e., overbook) such as ρ̂l + δ̂l, where ρ̂l and δ̂l are
the estimated mean and standard deviation for the offered load on link l.
The problem of finding a conflict-free schedule in a TDMA based wireless multi-
1A link scheduling scheme is said to be throughput-optimal if it can find a conflict-free schedule for any
feasible offered load. An offered load is feasible if there exists a conflict-free schedule (see Section 6.3.2 for
formal definitions).
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hop network, has been an active research topic. Prior work can be classified into two
categories: (i) link scheduling [89,105–109] and (ii) node scheduling [110–116]. These have
been studied mainly based on considering the associated edge or node coloring problems.
The underlying assumption for these studies is that every link has the same traffic demand
(i.e., uniform traffic load or infinitely backlogged data). For a non-uniform load, the link
scheduling problem can be formulated by two-hop edge coloring in a multi-graph2, where
centralized sub-optimal solutions (in terms of time-complexity) are available [117, 118].
Even though two-hop edge-coloring based approach has been popularly used for TDMA
network, it is known to be an inappropriate problem transformation for link scheduling
algorithm, since two simultaneous transmissions in the two-hop distance away do not
always conflict with each other (i.e., exposed node problem [119]) (see [106] for details). In
this chapter, we consider a link scheduling algorithm for a non-uniform load in the network.
We note that all the above-mentioned strategies are for static scenarios, where the
scheduling-decision phase and data transmission phase are separated. Thus, any network
topology or load changes lead to a new scheduling-decision phase. Further, even when
these are implemented as distributed algorithms, every node should be notified of the
event of a change by a broadcasting of control messages. Most of research on this area
assumes that such control messages are successfully transferred to nodes contention-free,
which seems to be unrealistic in the resource-constrained wireless multi-hop networks.
Our work differs from the above-mentioned work in that our algorithm adapts to load or
topology changes without explicit notification of such changes.
An alternate approach is to devise a dynamic scheduling algorithm, where data trans-
mission and scheduling-decision (time-slot allocation) occur simultaneously. Several dy-
namic algorithms have been proposed [100–103]. However, they require either two-hop
connectivity information [100], or are not provably throughput-optimal [100–102]. The
work in [103] is limited to networks with only “node-exclusive conflict model” (i.e., pri-
mary conflict), and is only shown to provably converge for a tree network topology. Our
work also differs from these in that for any arbitrary network and feasible load, our algo-
rithm converges to a conflict-free scheduling allocation (throughput-optimal), as proved in




In particular, our work is closest to FPRP (Five-Phase Reservation Protocol) [100],
which jointly and simultaneously performs the tasks of channel access and scheduling.
However, our work differs from FPRP in that (i) FPRP considers only node scheduling and
uses two-hop control messages to find a good schedule, (ii) more importantly, FPRP is not
throughput-optimal, i.e., even if there is an appropriate schedule satisfying the offered load
in the network, FPRP sometimes get dead-locked in a bad schedule.
Another interesting approach is topology-independent scheduling [120, 121], where
the basic idea is to generate a schedule, such that each node has at least one transmission
slot conflict-free (for any topology change) by overbooking time-slots in a larger frame than
optimally required, leading to a decrease of channel utilization.
6.2.1 Main Contributions and Organization
The main contributions of this chapter are as follows:
(i) We propose a synchronous contention-based load/topology-adaptive TDMA link
scheduling algorithm (DCAMA: Dynamic Contention-Aware Multiple Access). In
the DCAMA algorithm, two-level RTS/CTS synchronous control message are used to-
gether with randomized time-slot selection at each links. We prove that the DCAMA
always converges to a conflict-free schedule (if there exists one), and its rate of conver-
gence is exponentially fast, for any feasible load and any arbitrary network topology,
and so is throughput-optimal.
(ii) The importance of DCAMA algorithm is that it could act as a base-line algorithm,
whose variations are also provably throughput-optimal and their rate of convergence
is also exponential. Thus, we propose an adaptive variation to the DCAMA algorithm
(ADCAMA: Adaptive DCAMA), which adaptively biases slot selection probabilities
based on contention histories of the previous m frames. We prove that the ADCAMA
algorithm also converges to a conflict-free schedule exponentially fast, and by simu-
lation we show that only a three-frame history is necessary to significantly improve



















Figure 6.3: (a) Primary Conflict and (b)
Secondary Conflict.
to load/topology changes.
The paper is organized as follows. We begin with a description of the system model in
Section 6.3. Next, in Section 6.4, we describe the DCAMA algorithm and its properties. In
Section 6.5, we prove that the DCAMA converges to a conflict-free schedule for any feasible
load, irrespective of network topology. We then propose an adaptive heuristic (adaptive
DCAMA) to improve the convergence rate (Section 6.6). Finally, in Section 6.7, we validate
the results using simulations.
6.3 System Model and Problem Formulation
6.3.1 System Model
We model the wireless multi-hop network by a graph G(L,V), where L = {1, · · · , |L|}
denotes a set of directional links, andV = {1, · · · , |V|} denotes a set of nodes. We assume
that for any link between two nodes there is a counter-part in the opposite direction. The
wireless system has a single frequency/code, which is available for both data and control
message transmission, and there is no separate physical channel for control messages (i.e.,
in-band signaling). Each node in the system is equipped with an omni-directional antenna,
and is synchronized. We assume that each transmission is intended for only one receiver
(unicasting constraint), and each node has only a single transceiver (half-duplex radio) (see
Figure 6.2).
In our network model, if node i ∈ V is within the transmission range of j ∈ V, then the
link from i to j is established (denoted by i→ j). Thus, we have two transmission conflict
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scenarios: (i) primary conflicts, where either multiple nodes transmit simultaneously to
the same receiver (Figure 6.3(a)), and (ii) secondary conflict, where a node receiving trans-
mission is also within the transmission range of other transmissions not intended for it
(Figure 6.3(b)). Further, due to a single transceiver, packet reception and transmission are
not allowed to happen simultaneously (Figure 6.2(b)). Finally, the transmission is intended
only for one receiver (Figure 6.2(a)). The access problem arises due to the above-mentioned
four resource constraints between links3.
In a TDMA based wireless ad-hoc network, time is divided into transmission slots
(time-slots), which are grouped into frames. A time-slot duration is suitably chosen to
accommodate the transmission of one fixed-size packet and includes a guard time corre-
sponding to the maximum differential propagation delay between pairs of nodes in the
network. We assume that the frame size in the network is fixed throughout system oper-
ation, where the frame size is chosen (heuristically) depending on the number of nodes,
network load, and quality-of-service constraints.
We further assume that a node can distinguish between the absence of any transmission
and packet collisions (e.g., carrier sensing). For example, in Figure 6.3(a), when B and C
are transmitting messages to A simultaneously in a same time-slot, A is unable to decode
the message due to collision, but A is able to know that there was transmissions sent to
itself.
We do not consider routing and transport-layer end-to-end flows in this study. We
focus on “next neighbor transmissions” since multiple access problems depends solely on
the next neighbor transmission requirements.
6.3.2 Problem Formulation
With this setup, we denote the offered-load on the network by ~ρ = (ρl : l = 1, · · · , |L|), where
ρl is the number of the requested time-slots over the link l in a frame, i.e., ~ρ ∈ Z|L|+ , where
Z+ is the set of non-negative integers.
The scheduling decision at each frame is represented by a contention matrix (CM),
3In a typical distributed link scheduling algorithm, a node is responsible for determining slot-schedules for
its outgoing links. Thus, the unicasting constraint in Figure 6.2(a) is automatically resolved.
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C(F, ~ρ) = (cls : l = 1, · · · , |L|, s = 1, · · · ,F) for a frame-size F and an offered load ~ρ, where
cls = 1 implies that a transmission is scheduled to contend over the link l on time slot s. For
all l ∈ L, ρl =
∑F
s=1 cls, i.e., the number of contending time-slots is equal to the load offered
on that link.
Further, we use ~cl· = (cls : s = 1, · · · , F) and ~c·s = (cls : l = 1, · · · , |L|) to refer to the l-th
row and s-th column vector of C, respectively. We call ~cl· and ~c·s a slot schedule over l and
a link schedule on time-slot s, respectively. The link l is said to be satisfied by ~cl·, if all its
scheduled transmissions by ~cl· are successful.
Definition 6.3.1. A contention matrix C(F, ~ρ) is said to be feasible if all its links are satisfied. An
offered load ~ρ is said to be feasible over a frame size F if there exists a feasible C(~ρ,F).
Our primal goal is to devise a distributed algorithm, which converges to a feasible
schedule (i.e., after it reaches a feasible schedule, it stays at that schedule over successive
frames, before any change in traffic loads or network topology) for any feasible offered
load and any network topology (i.e., provably throughput-optimal) under the following
constraints: (i) only one-hop control message is permitted between the transmitter and the
receiver at a link, and there does not exist a separate contention-free control channel (ii)
data transmission and the process to find a feasible schedule are not separated, and (iii) it




The frame and time-slot structure of the DCAMA algorithm are shown in Figure 6.4. A
time-slot is divided into two parts: time to exchange control messages and time to transmit
data to the receiver. We describe the DCAMA algorithm by dividing its behavior into two
different time-scales: (i) per-frame operation (Section 6.4.2), where at start of each frame,
a node determines the slot-schedules for the transmissions over its adjacent outgoing
links, following the offered loads, and (ii) per-slot operation (Section 6.4.2), where a node
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Figure 6.4: Frame and Slot Structure
initiates control message signaling to resolve contentions and transmit data if this time-slot
is scheduled by slot-schedules over one of its outgoing link.
To resolve contention, we use a synchronous RTS/CTS based mechanism. However,
unlike conventional contention based algorithms our contention resolution mechanism
has two-level priority: high and low, i.e., every scheduled transmission on a slot is assigned
one of low or high priority4. In other words, control message exchange is decomposed
into two stages, where the first and the second stages are used for high and low priority
transmissions, respectively. In particular, the transmitters and the receivers of low priority
transmissions monitor control message signaling at the first stage, and determines whether
it has to defer (i.e., release this time-slot) or contend on this time-slot (see Section 6.4.2 for
details). An issue with two-level RTS/CTS signaling is that of additional control messages
overhead (as compared to the conventional RTS/CTS signaling in the absence of priority).
However, as well shall see later in Section 6.7.2, our algorithm does not generate significant
additional overheads. Further, due to synchronous contention, we do not require informa-
tion fields for maintaining states needed by asynchronous protocols (e.g., NAV and DIFS in
IEEE 802.11 [76]). In Section 6.7.2, we will quantitatively compute the additional overheads
due to two-level RTS/CTS signaling, and show that the performance increase (about 25%)
4Throughout this chapter, for notational simplicity, we use RTS-H/CTS-H and RTS-L/CTS-L to refer to
control messages with high and low priority level, as needed.
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is much higher than the additional signaling overhead (about 3%).
The key mechanisms to achieve a goal to converge to a feasible schedule (for any
feasible load and for any network topology) are summarized as follows:
Two level RTS/CTS priority. With a contention mechanism without priority, even
for a feasible load, the algorithm could reach a deadlock, and thus it can be trapped in a
“bad” schedule, forever (see Figure 6.6 for an example). The two-level priority RTS/CTS
mechanism ensures that such a deadlock does not arise.
Synchronized contention. Synchronous contention enables receivers to infer the
presence of RTS/CTS transmissions merely by sensing signaling activity over the appropri-
ate time-intervals in a frame (corresponding to the RTS/CTS transmission “slots” within
a frame). Note that this does not imply that these messages are successfully decoded by
the receiver. Synchronization is useful in conjunction with the two-level priority signaling
scheme, as it enables low priority transmissions to release a slot even if a signaling message
collision occurs.
Randomized slot selection. The algorithm is randomized in determining slot-
schedules (at the next frame) for unsuccessful transmissions. Incorporation of prioritized
RTS/CTS mechanism with randomized slot selection strategy enables the system to reach
any schedule, and thus to ultimately converge to a feasible schedule.
We additionally introduce a control message priority matrix, R = (rls : l ∈ L, s ∈ F) to
represent the control message priority, where rls = 1 (rls = 0) if a transmission is scheduled
over link l on time-slot s (i.e., cls = 1) and its priority is high (low), and NULL if cls = 0.
6.4.2 Algorithm Description
Determining Slot-Schedules
When each frame starts, a node (say, v ∈ V) determines the slot-schedules and their
RTS/CTS priorities for the transmissions over its adjacent outgoing links (denoted by Ov).
To do that, the following simple rules are used:
Rule 6.4.1 (Slot and Priority Selection Rule).

















1/0  :   transmission success/failure
H/L :   high/low priority
Figure 6.5: Example of Determining Slot-Schedules
at the previous frame are sustained with low control message priority at the current frame.
(ii) Unsuccessful transmissions: If more time-slots are required (i.e., for transmissions that
were not successful at the previous frame), then they are selected at random among the remaining
time-slots, with high control message priority.
To illustrate, consider the example in Figure 6.5, where Ov = {l1, l2, l3} with ρl1 = 3,
ρl2 = 2, ρl3 = 1, and the frame size is 8. Since at frame t − 1, the transmission over l1
on time-slot ‘1’ was successful, this transmission is scheduled once again with low control
message priority at the same time-slot positions at frame t. The same principle is applied to
the transmission over l2 on time-slot ‘4.’ For the unsuccessful transmissions over l1 on time-
slots ‘2’ and ‘3’, we randomly choose two time-slots of the remaining time-slots, which was
not “reserved” by the successful transmissions (i.e., v does not consider time-slots ‘1’ and
‘4’ in this random selection). In the example, time-slot ‘2’ and ‘7’ are selected, and they are
scheduled with high control message priority from Rule 6.4.1(ii). The same rule is applied
to other unsuccessful transmissions. Note that a slot where an unsuccessful transmission
was realized at frame t− 1 could be again scheduled at frame t (e.g., the transmission over
l1 on time-slot ‘2’ at frame t).
Observe that Rule 6.4.1 satisfies the Property 6.4.1. It basically says that any transmis-
sion scheduled at some slot s could be re-scheduled with positive probability. In particular,
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for a successful transmission, probability that the same time-slot is chosen is ‘1.’ We will
use this property in the proof of convergence with the DCAMA algorithm in Section 6.5.
Property 6.4.1. For any time-slot s, and link l, there exists a positive probability that cls[t − 1] =
cls[t], irrespective of cl′s′[t − 1], l′ , l, s′ , s.
Resolving Contentions
Following the determined slot-schedules, at each time-slot, nodes use the following two-
stage RTS/CTS signaling mechanism to resolve contentions and transmit data. Only trans-
mitters having successful RTS/CTS signaling with their receivers are allowed to transmit
data.
Two-Stage RTS/CTS Signaling Mechanism
Stage 1: The transmitters and the receivers of high priority transmissions perform RTS-
H/CTS-H signaling.
Stage 2: Depending on monitoring status at stage 1, the transmitters and the receivers of
transmissions with low priority, which is not forced to release this time-slot by Rule 6.4.2,
perform their RTS-L/CTS-L signaling.
Why is signaling in absence of priority inappropriate? First, we explain that sig-
naling without priority could reach a dead-lock condition (i.e., it could stay at an infeasible
schedule forever, even if the offered load is feasible). Consider the example in Figure 6.6(a).
At frame ‘0’, the transmission over the link A→B on time-slot ‘1’ is unsuccessful due to
a collision of RTS messages from A and C at node B, whereas the transmission over link
C→E is successful. At frame ‘1’, as we discussed in Section 6.4.2, successful transmissions
will be sustained on the same time-slot. Note that any choice of either time-slot ‘1’ or ‘2’
over the link A→B results in unsuccessful transmission due to once again an RTS collision
at node B. Thus, even if the offered load is feasible (thus, there exists a feasible schedule),
an incorrect choice of initial schedule leads to a deadlock condition.
How does two priority level signaling help? However, if there are two priority
levels for control signaling, we can avoid such deadlocks. The reason why we have a

















































Figure 6.6: RTS/CTS Signaling with and without Priority
“winner-loser” relationship between links, such that if winners maintain their time-slots,
no time-slots are available for the transmission by losers. For example, in Figure 6.6,
the transmission over the link C→E always wins over link A→B, when both of them are
scheduled on the same time-slot, if we use RTS/CTS signaling without priority.
To avoid this deadlock situation, link scheduling algorithms must have a mechanism,
whereby there are no deterministic winner-loser relationships. In the DCAMA algorithm,
this is achieved by a two priority level of RTS/CTS mechanism, i.e., a scheduled transmission
with high priority at some link could “beat” a transmission with low priority at some other
link (if those two transmissions have contention relationship as shown in Figures 6.2 and
6.3). The two level priority scheme enables an unsuccessful transmission to preempt a
successful one by contending for the channel with high priority signaling. At the same
time previously successful transmissions must contend using low priority RTS-L/CTS-L
allowing, if need be, possible release of time-slots. This intuition is realized in Stage 2
of two-stage RTS/CTS signaling mechanism, where low priority transmission releases its
time-slot (i.e., defers its transmission) by monitoring high priority signaling messages at
Stage 1 and applying Time-Slot Release Rule, which will be explained next.
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Time-slot release rule. We use s(l) and d(l) to refer to the source and destination
of a link l, respectively. We say that a node senses a control message if it decodes a
control message or receives non-decodable packet collision. Recall that in Section 6.3.1, we
assumed that a node can distinguish between the absence of any transmission and packet
collisions. We say that a (low priority) transmission over link l releases a time-slot s if s(l)
or d(l) does not perform RTS/CTS signaling, but the transmission is scheduled on slot s.
A low priority transmission decides on its time-slot release (for conflicting high priority
transmissions) by conforming to the following simple rule:
Rule 6.4.2 (Time-slot release rule). A low priority transmission on a given slot s over link l
releases the slot s, if on slot s, (i) s(l) senses CTS-H, (ii) d(l) senses RTS-H, (iii) s(l) transmits
CTS-H, or (iv) d(l) transmits RTS-H.
By applying Rule 6.4.2 to low priority transmissions (which will be active at Stage 2),
we can easily show that if an high priority transmission has conflicts with a low priority
transmission, and both of them are scheduled on the time-slot s, then the high priority
transmission makes the low priority transmission release the slot s (see Figures 6.7(a)-(e)
for the simple examples). We use “senses” (not “decodes”) in Rules 6.4.2(i) and (ii), as there
are some cases when the low priority transmission has to release, even if the high priority
signaling message is not decodable (see Figure 6.7(g) for an example). Rules 6.4.2(iii) and
(iv) comes from half-duplex device constraint (see Figures 6.7(c) and (d)).
Note that the destination of a low priority transmission (d(l)) is oblivious to its identity
as a receiver before it receives and decodes the corresponding RTS-L message intended
for itself. Thus, Rule 6.4.2 (ii) seems to be non-sense. However, if the corresponding
RTS-L message is not correctly received (due to packet collisions among low priority
transmissions) at Stage 2, d(l) will not send CTS-L message, leading to automatic slot-
release.
Further, we reiterate that one of major advantage of synchronous contention in Rules 6.4.2(i)
and (ii) is that a node is able to identify the kind of control message, irrespective of its de-
codability, which helps low priority transmission decide on its time-slot release.
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(b) B decodes RTS-H from C
(c) B transmits CTS-H to A (d) B transmits RTS-H (e) A decodes CTS-H from B
(f)
Low priority transmission is deferred due to high priority transmission
Both of transmissions are successful









(a) C decodes CTS-H from B
Figure 6.7: Examples for Synchronous Two-Level Priority
6.5 Convergence Results
In this section, we prove that for any feasible offered load, the DCAMA algorithm converges
to a feasible schedule exponentially fast. Throughout this section, we implicitly assume
that the given offered load is feasible and is denoted by ~ρ, and the frame size is F.
First, we provide the Lemma 6.5.1, which is the key to the proof of convergence of the
DCAMA algorithm.
For a given feasible offered load and frame size, choose any feasible contention matrix
C?. Let C[t] denote the contention matrix at frame t. We further let L′s[t] be the set of links,
each of which has a scheduled transmission on time-slot s by C[t] but not by C? on this
time-slot s, i.e.,
L′s[t] = {l ∈ L | cls[t] = 1, c?ls = 0}.
Then we have the following result:
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Lemma 6.5.1. Suppose that we have the following conditions at frame t: (i) the transmissions over




and (ii) all the transmissions over L′s[t] at the slot s are successful.
Then, there is a positive probability that there exists a link l′ ∈ L′s[t], such that (i) C[t+1] = C[t],
and (ii) the transmission over the link l′ becomes unsuccessful at frame t + 1.
Heuristically, Lemma 6.5.1 states that if a “bad” transmission is successful over l′ on
slot s (i.e., the feasible schedule C? does not schedule it on slot s), and some other link l̄
“needs” this time-slot with “good” position (i.e., C? has scheduled l̄ on slot s), then there is
a positively probability that l′ will fail in the next frame, leading to the possible movement
to one of other time-slots than s at frame t + 2. This is useful because in the next frame,
l̄ can possibly claim the slot s from l′, and leads towards convergence to C?. This lemma
crucially depends on the prioritized two level RTS/CTS mechanism which enables l̄ to “beat”
l′ in the next frame for a good time-slot. The proof is presented in Appendix.
Next, prior to describing the main theorem, we first define a “distance” function
between two contention matrices, where distance represents how many different slot-
schedules they have between two contention matrices.
Definition 6.5.1. With a same network topology, a load, and a frame size, consider two contention










Intuitively, D(C,B) corresponds to the number of scheduled transmissions by C, each of which is
not scheduled by B.
It can be easily shown that if D(C,B) = 0, then two contention matrices B and C are
equivalent. Thus, for a feasible contention matrix C?, the fact that D(C,C?) = 0 implies that
C is also feasible.
Theorem 6.5.1 (Convergence). For an arbitrary graph G(L,V) with a feasible load ~ρ over the
frame-size F, the DCAMA algorithm converges to a feasible contention matrix (i.e., throughput-
optimal).
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We first represent the system status at the frame t via (C[t].R[t]). We say that a control
message priority matrix, R = (rls), is said to low if all the scheduled transmissions have low
control message priority, i.e., rls = 0 whenever rls , NULL,∀s ∈ {1, . . . ,F},∀l ∈ L. It can
be easily seen that {(C[t],R[t]), t ≥ 0} forms a Markov chain with at least one absorbing
state, where an absorbing state corresponds to (C′,R′) for some feasible C′, low R′. Note
that any state (C[t],R[t]), where C[t] is feasible and R[t] is not low, goes to an absorbing
state over one frame with probability ‘1’ (i.e., C[t + 1],R[t + 1] will become an absorbing
state with probability ‘1’) since C[t]’s feasibility ensures that all scheduled transmissions
will be successful at frame t + 1, and all their priorities will be low. Thus, to prove the main
theorem, it suffices to show that there is a positive probability that from any initial state,
we reach a feasible contention matrix within a finite time.
Our strategy to prove the theorem is that for any fixed feasible contention matrix
C?, we will show that over (at most) two frames there is a positive probability that we
get “closer” to C? (i.e., D(C[t + 2],C?) = D(C[t],C?) − 1), or C[t + 2] equals to some
other feasible contention matrix C??,C?? , C? (as the feasible contention matrix is not
necessarily unique). Since D(C,C?) is upper-bounded by
∑|L|
l=1 ρl, for any initial contention
matrix C, strict decrease over two frames suffices to prove the convergence. In the proof,
we will construct a converging path to a C?. The proof is presented in Appendix.
Now, we will show that the DCAMA algorithm converges to a feasible contention
matrix exponentially fast. We first define a random variable τ(C), corresponding to a con-
vergence time to a feasible contention matrix for a given initial contention matrix C. Then,
we have the following exponential rate of convergence.






for some constants 0 < K < ∞, and 0 < p < 1.
The proof is presented in Appendix.
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6.6 Adaptive DCAMA
6.6.1 Adaptive Time-slot Access Probability
In the previous section, we have proved that for any feasible load and any network topology,
the DCAMA algorithm converges exponentially fast to a feasible schedule.
Note that the DCAMA algorithm chooses a new time-slot (for an unsuccessful trans-
mission) with equal probability in the subsequent frame. In fact, one can potentially
increase the rate of convergence or adapt to load change more effectively by intelligently
guessing which time-slot is likely to be successful (using the past history), and biasing the
time-slot access probabilities. As shown in Proposition 6.6.1 below, such variations of the
DCAMA algorithm will also converge to a feasible schedule exponentially fast.
In this section, we propose a general family of variations of DCAMA algorithm, the
ADCAMA (Adaptive DCAMA) family, which adaptively assigns different time-slot access
probabilities, depending on the past contention history, i.e., more efficient learning of
local contention patterns. To that end, each link is assigned its own slot weight vector,
and the individual nodes maintain slot weight vectors for its adjacent outgoing links.
This slot weight vector is updated every frame by the associated node, depending on
the transmission results (success or failure) at the past frames, or overhearing signaling
messages around it. Let us denote the slot weight vector of link l at frame t by ~wl[t] =
(wls[t] : s = 1. · · · ,F, ).
To increase/decrease the slot weight vector based on the past contention histories, we
define the time-slot status, which corresponds to the result of past contentions (e.g., success
or failure) on the corresponding time-slots. Then, the slot access probability is set to be
inversely proportional to the current weight. Also, by setting the minimum and maximum
of weight, we can avoid pathological cases (e.g., the time-slot access probability could be
arbitrarily small or close to ‘1’), i.e., there exist w̄ and w, such that 1 ≤ w < w̄ < ∞ and
∀s ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,F},∀l ∈ L, and ∀t > 0, w ≤ wls[t] ≤ w̄.
Then, we define a m-frame history based ADCAMA algorithm, where each node
stores and uses the previous m-frame slot status history, based on which slot weight vector
is updated at every frame. Intuition behind the multi-frame history based algorithm is
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that we could potentially increase the rate of convergence or have the higher transient
throughput by considering longer slot usage history. As an example, a time-slot with
consecutive success is highly likely to be “safe”, so that it would be beneficial to sustain
the corresponding time-slot at the next frame5. In Section 6.7, we will show that even with
a simple weight maintenance algorithm based on three frame contention history, we could
have quite a performance increase, compared with the DCAMA algorithm.
6.6.2 Convergence Results
Now, we have the following proposition to Theorem 6.5.1:
Proposition 6.6.1 (Convergence of ADCAMA). For an arbitrary graph G(L,V) with a fea-
sible load ~ρ over the frame-size F, any m-frame history based ADCAMA algorithm converges
(exponentially fast) to a feasible contention matrix (i.e., throughput-optimal).
Proof. Let us define a state at frame t by
Xm[t] ,
(
(C[t −m + 1],R[t −m + 1]), · · · , (C[t],R[t])
)
,
where C[n] = R[n] = 0, for n < 0. Then, it is clear that {Xm[t], t ≥ 0} forms a Markov chain
with at least one absorbing state, where Xm[t?] for some frame t?, is an absorbing state if
∀i = 0, · · · ,m − 1, C[t? − i] is feasible, and R[t? − i] is low. We observe that if Xm[t0] is not
an absorbing state, but C[t0] is feasible for some frame t0, then Xm[t0] goes to an absorbing
state over at most m-steps (m-frames) with probability ‘1’. Thus, it suffices to show that
there is a positive probability that from any initial state, we reach a feasible contention
matrix within a finite time.
The only difference between the DCAMA and the ADCAMA is that they use different
time-slot access probabilities. However, the slot access probability with ADCAMA are still
guaranteed to be strictly positive. Thus, the proof is similar to that in Theorem 6.5.1. 
5Thus, DCAMA algorithm corresponds an algorithm belonging to the ADCAMA family. However, we use
the term ‘DCAMA’ to refer to an ADCAMA algorithm without frame history
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Table 6.1: Parameters Used for Weight Increase/Decrease
Sls[t − 3] Sls[t − 2] Sls[t − 1] inc/dec Weight
SUCC SUCC SUCC −D1
FAIL/IDLE SUCC SUCC −D2
FAIL FAIL FAIL +I1
SUCC/IDLE FAIL FAIL +I2
6.7 Simulation Results
In this section, we simulate wireless multi-hop networks with nodes which are randomly
distributed in a 500 × 500 or 100 × 100 meter-square area. The number of nodes, their
transmission range, and the frame size are parameterized, such that we can observe the
performance of the proposed algorithms under different connectivity densities, time vary-
ing environments and MAC layer rate granularities.
6.7.1 Weight Maintenance Algorithm
In Section 6.6, we have proposed a family of DCAMA variations (ADCAMA) adaptively
assigning different time-slot access probabilities. We now describe the details of a simple
weight maintenance strategy based on three-frame history. To summarize our strategy, we
increase/decrease slot weights (equivalently, the slot access probabilities, see Section 6.6.1)
based on observed success/failure of past time-slot requests. We show that even with a sim-
ple weight update mechanism, the performance of DCAMA can be improved significantly,
and enables it to be more adaptive to load/topology changes.
We denote a slot status over link l at time-slot s at frame t by Sls[t]. We have three
kinds of time-slot status: success (SUCC), failure (FAIL), and idle (IDLE). The IDLE status
corresponds to the case when a node which did not sense any control message.
Table 6.1 shows the parameters used in the simulation for a typical link l. The pa-
rameters Ii and Di are the (additive) weight increase/decrease constants used by nodes to
adapt their slot weights based on past observations. Table 6.1 summarizes the observed
state over the past three frames, and the corresponding weight change operation. These
parameters are chosen such that D1 > D2 > 0, and I2 > I1 > 0. We have used D1 = I1 = 3,
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D2 = I2 = 1, in all simulation results, where the maximum and minimum weights (i.e.,
w̄ and w) are set to 30 and 1, respectively (recall that the time-slot access probabilities are
inversely proportional to weights).
The intuition for these choices is that more back-to-back successes at a time slot indicate
that the offered loads around the corresponding node at that time-slot are relatively low
(i.e., less “congested”), and transmissions in that time-slot are likely to be successful in the
future. Similar intuition is applied for back-to-back failures. However, empirical evidence
based on simulations have indicated that responding to just a one-time success/failure by
decreasing/increasing the weight was not very helpful, because such a success/failure could
have happened due to transient movement of transmission schedules at other conflicting
links (i.e., it does not capture congestion very well).
With regard to the IDLE status, it seems intuitive to schedule an unsuccessful trans-
mission at the IDLE time-slot with higher probability (i.e., decrease the weights) in order
to to “spread” the offered load over all the time-slots of a frame. However, weight decrease
at the IDLE status could generate a synchronization effect, i.e., due to aggressive decrease
(by multiple nodes), multiple transmissions are highly likely to be scheduled at this slot,
leading to collision again. Based on empirical evidence using simulations, responding ag-
gressively to SUCC and FAIL is the determining factor in providing fast convergence and
good adaptability. We finally comment that using other numerical values for D j, I j based
on the heuristics above also results in significant performance improvements (compared
to DCAMA), thus indicating that these heuristics are quite robust to the actual numerical
values. We do not present simulations for varying D j, I j due to space constraints.
6.7.2 Simulation Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of DCAMA and ADCAMA algorithm by
comparing them to the RANDOM algorithm, described below. The RANDOM algorithm
determines slot-schedules (based on the requested loads) in a pure-random manner at each
frame, and uses a single-level RTS/CTS signaling to gain access to the channel. The reason
why we adopt the RANDOM algorithm as a base-line comparison is because (i) it is similar
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(a) Network size (100 × 100 m2), # of nodes (25), # of
links (84), transmission range (25 m)
(b) Example Throughput Traces: MLCT= 25 frames
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(c) Normalized throughput for different MLCTs (d) Normalized throughput for different values of Lch:
MLCT= 50 frames
Figure 6.8: With frame size of 10 and the network topology (a), (b) shows an example traces
of # of time-slots with successful transmissions, compared to the actual loads. (c) and (d)
show the normalized throughput w.r.t the actual loads over 50000 frames for different
values of MLCTs and Lch.
behaves like a slotted version of a CSMA-like contention-based scheme, and (ii) it is not
clear how we can compare with some of the other dynamic coloring based algorithms, since
their objective is to solve a variant of the coloring problem with different system models
(such as two-hop control message exchange and different transmission conflict scenarios,
see Section 6.2).
Prior to presenting simulation results, we comment on the control overhead of the
DCAMA/ADCAMA algorithm. Our approach has additional overheads as compared to a
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(a) Network size (200 × 200 m2), # of nodes (50), # of
links (170), transmission range (30 m)
(b) Example Throughput Traces: MLCT= 25 frames
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(c) Normalized throughput for different MLCTs (d) Normalized throughput for different values of Lch:
MLCT= 50 frames
Figure 6.9: The analogous simulation results to those in Figure 6.8 but for the different
network topology (a).
Suppose that a MAC packet has 1000 bytes of data (note that in the 802.11 MAC, the size
limit is 2312 bytes). The overhead of each RTS/CTS message pair with DCAMA is no more
than 30 bytes (6 bytes each for source/destination addresses, and 3 bytes for signaling such
as RTS priority level, stage, etc) will suffice for our protocol. Thus, the additional overhead
(recall that the “standard” protocol has only one stage of RTS/CTS messages) is about 30
bytes, which corresponds to approximately 3%.
On the other-hand, we have significant throughput gains when compared to a baseline
random access MAC, and our simulations indicate a 25-30% gain in various scenarios
(changing topology, load requirements. steady-state, etc). Thus, it seems worthwhile to
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pay the penalty of additional overheads in order to accrue this additional throughput gain.
Another overhead with a fixed slot-size based approach is due to partial-slot wastage, i.e., a
small packet in one time slot wastes part of a time-slot and thus reduces time resource usage.
However, this could be overcome by using “packet bursting” or “packet aggregation” [122],
where a time-slot usage is maximized by aggregating the packets intelligently.
There are additional issues in comparing the DCAMA/ADCAMA algorithm with con-
ventional “static” TDMA algorithms (please see Section 6.2 for the related work). In a
static TDMA algorithm, with every load/topology change, the scheduling decision has to
re-computed, for which control messages has to be exchanged, and most of the research
in literature assumes that the control messages are successfully transfered to neighboring
nodes contention-free. However, in a single channel wireless ad-hoc network, this as-
sumption seems to be unrealistic. Thus, it may take some time to disseminate and share
the newly generated scheduling decision. On the other hand, our approach does not
make any such assumptions, and indeed RTS/CTS collisions could occur, leading to control
message losses.
adaptability to load changes. First, we investigate the effect of load changes on the
performance of DCAMA and ADCAMA algorithm with frame size of 10 in the network
topology of Figure 6.8(a). We generate time-varying loads by a random walk model, where
we first determine a normalized offered load of 70% (by a randomly chosen maximally
feasible load6). Then, at the beginning of each frame we randomly choose Lch links and
increase their link loads by one slot with probability PIL, decrease their link loads with
probability PDL , or stay at the current load (i.e., no change) with probability 1−PIL −PDL . For
simplicity, in the simulation, we set PL , PIL = P
D
L . Thus, higher values of PL corresponds
to a faster load change with time. Then, the mean load change time (MLCT) over Lch links
is 1/(2 × PL) frames.
Figure 6.8(c) shows that the throughput (over 50000 frames) normalized by the actual
(time-varying) offered load for different values of MLCTs (Lch = 1) varying from 25 to 100
frames, where the error bars represent the maximum and minimum values of 10 simulations
with different random seed values (i.e., different load changing patterns). For a network
6A load is said to be maximally feasible if the resulting system load becomes infeasible with any load increase
anywhere in the network.
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with a link capacity of 10 Mbps, and a frame-size of 10 (which corresponds to a 10 msec
frame duration), this corresponds to a load change ranging from once every 250 msec to
once every 1 seconds.
We observe that with ADCAMA algorithm, the normalized throughput is above 90%,
whereas the RANDOM achieves about 50%. Figure 6.8(b) shows an example trace of
throughput (i.e., number of successful transmission slots) for MLCT= 25 frames, where
we observe that ADCAMA algorithm tracks the actual load very well, resulting in nice
adaptability to time-varying load changes.
Figure 6.8(d) shows the normalized throughput by actual offered loads in faster load
changing scenario, where with MLCT= 50 frames, Lch varies from 1 to 20. Note that the
actual mean load change time for Lch = 20 is 50/20 = 2.5 frames, which corresponds to 25
msec. As Lch becomes larger, the throughput difference between DCAMA and ADCAMA
becomes slightly smaller. This is because with faster changing loads, ADCAMA algorithm
does not have sufficient time to completely adapt to changes. However, even in this fast
changing regime, ADCAMA shows a 5% throughput improvement over DCAMA.
Figure 6.9 shows the analogous simulation results to those in Figure 6.8 for a different
network topology.
Adaptability to topology change. Second, we investigate the effect of topology
changes on the performance of DCAMA and ADCAMA algorithm. With time-varying
topology changes, new links and existing links are dynamically added and deleted in
the network, which possibly changes the offered loads in the links. To simulate practical
scenarios of such load/topology changes, we use end-to-end flows to generate offered loads
in the network. For a fixed frame size, we first randomly generate a network topology. To
initialize the end-to-end flows, we employ the following procedure: we randomly choose
two nodes (source and destination of an end-to-end connection), and increase the load in
the path of the chosen source-destination end-to-end connection. We assume that a shortest
path routing is used to determine the path. We carry out this random selection of end-to-
end connections 2 ∗ |V| times (note that |V| is the number of nodes in the network), and
skip the chosen end-to-end connection if the load increase of its path generates infeasible
offered load. Thus, the initially generated loads are very close to a maximally feasible load.
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(a) Normalized throughput for different MTCTs (b) Normalized throughput for different values of
Nch: MTCT= 50 frames
Figure 6.10: With 100×100 m2 network size, 30 nodes, 25m transmission range, and frame
size of 10, we first uniformly place nodes in the plane, and generate end-to-end connections
randomly. (a) and (b) show the normalized throughput w.r.t the actual loads for different
values of MTCTs and Nch.
For the evolving time-varying topology, we randomly choose Nch nodes and move
each of the nodes independently in one of four directions (north, south, east, or west) by






T . In the simulations, we set them to be all
equal, denoted by PT. Then, the mean topology change time (MTCT) is 1/(4 × PT) frames.
If the topology changes due to node movement, we establish the new end-to-end routes
based on the shortest path routing, for initially found end-to-end connections.
Figure 6.10(a) shows that the throughput (over 10000 frames) normalized by the actual
(time-varying) offered load (due to topology changes) for different values of MTCTs varying
from 12.5 frames to 250 frames. Again, for a network with a link capacity of 10 Mbps with
the frame size of 10, this corresponds to a change ranging from once every 125 msec to once
every 2.5 seconds, which corresponds to a mobile terminal moving with an average velocity
of 8 m/sec and 0.4 m/sec. This seems reasonable for a typical slowly varying environment.
Similar to the figures in load change simulations, we represent the maximum and the
minimum values of error bars in 10 simulations with different random seed values, leading
to different initial network topologies and end-to-end connections.
Further, Figure 6.10(b) shows the normalized throughput when with MTCT= 25
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(a) Frame 0 (b) Frame 5825
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Figure 6.11: This figure shows an instance of topology changes (due to the random-walk
model) at four time instances.
the normalized throughput is above 90%, whereas RANDOM achieves at most 60%. Thus,
ADCAMA algorithm exhibits good robustness to topology changes.
Effect of connectivity densities and frame sizes. Next, we investigate the effect of
different connectivity densities and frame sizes on the performance of DCAMA/ADCAMA
algorithm at the “steady” state (i.e., no load/topology change for some time). Figure 6.12
shows the performance of DCAMA and ADCAMA algorithms for a normalized load (by
a randomly chosen maximally feasible load), which varies from 10% to 100%. We measure
the aggregate normalized throughput for every varying load over 3000 frames. Each point
in the graph is the mean value of 50 simulation experiments with different random seed
values.
We observe that ADCAMA algorithm has better transient throughput than DCAMA,
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(a) Sparse Network: network size (500 × 500 m2), #
of nodes (50), # of links (124), transmission range
(70 m)
(d) Dense Network: network size (500 × 500 m2), # of
nodes (50), # of links (206), transmission range (90
m)
























































(b) Sparse Network: frame size=10 (e) Dense Network: frame size=10
























































(c) Sparse Network: frame size=15 (f) Dense Network: frame size=15
Figure 6.12: Throughput for Different Network Connectivities and Frame sizes
frame size of 10) and 80% load (for frame size of 15), convergence will occur very fast. Thus,
assigning slot access probabilities adaptively by remembering the past contention patterns
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is beneficial to achieving high transient throughput and fast convergence to a conflict-free
schedule.
We also observe that with increasing frame sizes and network connectivity densities,
the aggregate throughput decreases by approximately 5% at high loads. An intuitive
interpretation is that as the frame size increases, the number of slots to choose (randomly)
for unsuccessful transmission also increases, which causes the system to take longer time
to reach a feasible state. Similarly, as network densities increases (i.e., the number of
connected links increases), the chance for every transmission to be in conflict-free slots
becomes smaller. However, the frame size is usually less than 15 (e.g., in a GPRS network)
in order to support bounded worst case delay at the MAC layer. The bounded worst case
delay is important to real-time applications and a time-out based transport protocol such
as TCP. Thus, frame size seems to be bounded by a small number, in which case ADCAMA
algorithm has very good performance. Further, network connectivity density is typically
bounded due to the limited number of nodes and the transmission power adjustment for
energy-savings.
6.8 Extension to System with Power Control
In this section, we extend our analysis and DCAMA algorithm to a system with power
control, where a discrete level of powers is available for transmission. We also show that
such an extended algorithm also converges exponentially fast to a feasible for any feasible
offered load and any network topology.
6.8.1 System Model with Power Control
First, we describe the extended system model to that in Section 6.3, where there exist
discrete power levels being used to transmit both control message and data. We denote the
set of such power levels by P = {P0 = 0,P1,P2, . . . ,Pm}. The ‘0’ power corresponds to the
case when the transmission does not occur. We assume that in a transmission with some
power Pi from node v to node w, if w is inside the v’s transmission range, then v is also
inside the transmission range in a transmission from w to v with the same power Pi. If a
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transmission is said to be scheduled with the power Pi, both RTS/CTS messages and data
are transmitted with the power Pi.
We represent the power allocation status in the system by a power matrix (PM) P(F, ~ρ) =
(pls : l = 1, . . . , |L|, s = 1, . . . ,F) for a frame-size F and an offered load ~ρ, where pls = Pi
implies that the transmission over over link l on slot s is scheduled with the power Pi.
Then, the system status at a frame t is represented by (C[t],R[t],P[t] : t = 1, 2, . . .).
Now, similar to Section 6.3, we provide extended definitions on the feasibility of an
offered load and contention matrix. For a offered load ~ρ, and frame size F, a pair of
contention-power matrix, (C(F, ~ρ),P(F, ~ρ)) is said to be feasible if all its links are satisfied. An
offered load ~ρ is said to be feasible over a frame size F if there exists a feasible (C(F, ~ρ),P(F, ~ρ)).
A contention matrix C(F, ~ρ) is said to be potentially feasible if there exists a power matrix
P(F, ~ρ), such that (C(F, ~ρ),P(F, ~ρ)) is feasible.
6.8.2 Algorithm and Convergence
In this section, we describe an algorithm, which is throughput-optimal with exponential
rate of convergence. We focus on the per-frame operation (i.e., determining slot schedules,
control message priorities, power levels for scheduled transmissions), which is described in
Rule 6.8.1. The per-slot operation is equivalent to that in Section 6.4.2, except that different
power levels are used for control message and data transmissions.
Rule 6.8.1 (Slot, Priority, and Power Selection Rule).
(i) Successful transmissions: Both the time-slots and the power levels at which successful
transmissions were realized at the previous frame are sustained with low control message priority
at the current frame.
(ii) Unsuccessful transmissions: If more time-slots are required (i.e., for transmissions that
were not successful on the previous frame), then time-slots and power levels are selected at random
among the remaining time-slots and P \ {0}, respectively, and their control message priorities are
set to be high.
Next, we discuss the proof of convergence and its rate of convergence. Due to space
limitation, we skip the complete proofs. However, as we can see in Rule 6.8.1, the algorithm
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is similar to the original DCAMA algorithm except for using randomly chosen power level,
leading to analogous proofs in the algorithm with power control.
First, we present the following Lemma 6.8.1:
Lemma 6.8.1. Consider a contention and power matrix (C[t],P[t]) at frame t, where C[t] is
potentially feasible. Then, there exists a positive probability that (C[t + t1],P[t + t1]) is feasible for
some 0 ≤ t1 < ∞, such that C[t + t1] = C[t].
Lemma 6.8.1 can be proved by the following heuristic argument: From Property 6.4.1,
there is a positive probability that C[t+s] = C[t], for all s < ∞. Further, a successful transmis-
sion with “badly large” power allocation, which makes other transmission unsuccessful,
can be beaten by the unsuccessful transmission (with enough power being randomly cho-
sen to beat the successful transmission) due to prioritized RTS/CTS signaling. Then, from
Lemma 6.8.1, it suffices to show that the system will reach a (C?,P), for a potentially feasible
contention matrix C?.
Theorem 6.8.1 (Convergence). For an arbitrary graph G(L,V) with a feasible load ~ρ over the
frame-size F, the DCAMA algorithm converges to a feasible (C?,P?) (i.e., throughput-optimal).
Further, its rate of convergence is exponential.
The proof of Theorem 6.8.1 is also quite similar to that of Theorem 6.5.1. The key
observation is that there does not exist a deterministic winner-loser relationship between
any two simultaneously scheduled transmissions on a same time-slot, i.e., a unsuccessful
high priority transmission can preempt a successful conflicting transmission with low
priority by using high priority RTS/CTS mechanism and appropriately chosen power at
random.
Similar to ADCAMA algorithms, we can develop an adaptive algorithm, which uses
the past power usage histories to have adaptive power-level access probabilities. Po-
tentially, this scheme can be incorporated with adaptive time-slot access probability by
maintaining power weight vector for link l at frame t, denoted by ~θl = (θli : i = 1, 2, . . . ,m).
Recall that m is the number of discrete power levels.
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6.9 Discussion of Relation with Fluid Models
In Chapter 5, we had modeled the MAC-layer by means of a fluid model, and studied con-
gestion control algorithms using this model. The study on the MAC protocol in this chapter
has dealt with the complementary discrete problem of determining dynamic schedulers,
such that over a long time-scale, the user rates with the MAC can be approximated using a
fluid model. As shown in the simulation results of this chapter, the (A)DCAMA algorithm
converges to a throughput-optimal schedule under a moderate load quite quickly (i.e.,
within about 100 frames). This leads to a natural time-scale separation between congestion
control and MAC scheduling (and thus, fluid models of the MAC) as long as the congestion
controller adapts slowly.
We finally comment that the system model of the wireless network in Chapter 5 differs
from that in this chapter. In Chapter 5, we had considered a node-exclusive interference
model, i.e., there exist multiple available channel resources, such that resource is allowed
to be reused in the network, as long as transmissions does not share a common node.
However, in this chapter, we have assumed a single channel wireless system, where two-
hop distant transmissions could have a collision depending on their directions (i.e., hidden-
node terminal). The congestion control algorithms in Chapter 5 can be readily extended to
a single-channel wireless system, and examples of related work includes [86].
Appendix
Proof of Lemma 6.5.1
Proof. We first let L̃s be the set of links, having a scheduled transmission on time-slot s,
and it is also scheduled by C? on time-slot s i.e.,
L̃s[t] = {l ∈ L | cls[t] = 1, c?ls = 1}.
Note that the set of all links having scheduled transmissions at time-slot s at frame t is
L′s[t] ∪ L̃s[t]. Next, let L̄s[t] denote be the subset of L̃s[t], such that if l ∈ L̄s[t], then the
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transmission over l was unsuccessful, at frame t, i.e.,
L̄s[t] = {l ∈ L | cls[t] = 1, c?ls = 1,
the transmission over l at slot s are unsuccessful}.
For notational simplicity, we henceforth omit the frame time parameter, [t], in L′s[t], L̃s[t],
and L̄s[t], unless explicitly needed.
With this setup, it is clear that L̄s ⊂ L̃s, L̃s ∩ L′s = ∅, and l̄ ∈ L̄s, since in the lemma
statement, we assumed that the transmission over l̄ was unsuccessful.
Now, we introduce the useful concept, contention group, to understand contention
relationship from graph-theoretic perspective. We define a link contention graph, whose
vertices correspond to the links in the original graphG(L,V). In the link contention graph,
two vertices i, j ∈ L are connected, if at most one transmission is successful when both of
them are scheduled on the same time-slot, i.e., two nodes (links in the original graph) in
the link contention graph has one of the relationships in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3.
Then, we define a contention group as a maximal clique7 of a link contention graph.
Thus, for a conflict-free schedule, at most one of links in the same contention group has to
be scheduled at the same time-slot. Note that the network might have multiple contention
groups.
Then, all the links in L̃s (thus, also L̄s) are in the different contention groups, since C?
is feasible and at most one of links in the same contention group has to be scheduled at
the same time-slot (in this case, s) in a feasible contention matrix. Further, since there is
no collision between the links inside L̃s (due to feasibility of C?), the assumption that the
transmission over l̄ at slot s is unsuccessful implies that there exists a link l′ ∈ L′s, such that
l̄ and l′ shares the same contention group (i.e., there must be a colliding transmission in L′s
which makes the transmission over l̄ unsuccessful). For the l′ ∈ L′s, let
L̄l′s = {l ∈ L′s ∪ L̃s | l shares a contention group with l′},
7A maximal clique is a complete subgraph such that if one further node were included anywhere the
completeness condition would be violated.
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i.e., L̄l′s is the set of links which have a scheduled transmission on slot s and shares a
contention group with l′. With this definition, we must have that L̄l′s ⊂ L̄s, because (i) all
the links in L′s have successful transmissions from assumption, and (ii) all the links in L̄l
′
s
have unsuccessful transmissions, and at most one transmission can be successful within a
contention group.
We also note that all the links in L̄l′s are from different contention groups, since all the links




From Property 6.4.1, there is a positive probability that we have C[t + 1] = C[t], i.e., all
the transmissions at frame t + 1 are again scheduled at the same time-slot positions as at
frame t. Then, from Principle 6.4.1, we must have
rls[t + 1] =

1 if l ∈ L̄s, i.e., high priority
0 if l ∈ L′s ∪ (L̃s \ L̄s), i.e., low priority
since all transmissions over L̄s were not successful, and all the other links scheduled at
time-slot s (e.g., L′s ∪ (L̃s \ L̄s)) were successful. In particular, rl′s[t + 1] = 0, since l′ ∈ L′s.
Note that since C? is feasible, the transmissions (with high priority) over L̄s will have
successful RTS-H/CTS-H signaling at Stage 1. In particular, high priority RTS/CTS signaling
over L̄s \ L̄l′s does not affect the transmission over link l′, since none of the links in L̄s \ L̄l
′
s
shares a contention group with l′. Thus, it is enough to see the transmission over L̄l′s to
investigate success or failure of transmission over l′ at frame t + 1. Then, from the time-slot
release rule (Rule 6.4.2) in Section 6.4.2, the transmission over l′ will be unsuccessful, and
thus will be deferred. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 6.5.1
Proof. Consider an infeasible initial contention matrix, C[0] (otherwise, the result immedi-
ately follows). Since C[0] is infeasible and the offered load is feasible, we can find a feasible
contention matrix, C?. We shall construct a finite sequence of times 0 = t1 < t2 < · · · < tn <
∞, such that with positive probability C[tn] is feasible.
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Then, it suffices to show the following: suppose C[ti] is not feasible. Then, we will
find a time ti+1, ti < ti+1 < ∞, such that with positive probability, either D(C[ti+1],C?) =
D(C[ti],C?)−1, or C[ti+1] is feasible (i.e., C[ti+1] = C?? , C? for a feasible contention matrix
C??). Note that since D(C[t1],C?) is finite and positive, this implies that after a finite time,
the process eventually reach an absorbing state with positive probability.
Let Lu[ti] denote the set of such unsatisfied links. Further, let
Lg[ti] = {l ∈ L | ~cl·[ti] = ~c?l· },
i.e., the set of links whose slot schedules (i.e., row vector of a contention matrix) are equal
to those in C?. For notational simplicity, we henceforth omit the frame index, [ti], in the use
of Lg[ti] and Lu[ti], unless explicitly needed.
Since C[ti] is not feasible, there must be at least an unsatisfied link, lu ∈ Lu. We choose
lu ∈ Lu \Lg ifLu \Lg , ∅, and choose lu ∈ Lg otherwise. Further, as lu is not satisfied, there
must exist a time-slot su such that a transmission over link lu on slot su was not successful.
Case 1: lu ∈ Lu \ Lg. In this case, we again consider two sub-cases based on whether c?lusu
= 0 or 1 (i.e., we consider whether the unsuccessful transmission over lu on time-slot su is
scheduled or not by C?).
(i) If c?lusu = 0, then since lu < Lg, there is a slot sm , su, such that c
?
lusm
= 1 and clusm[ti] = 0.
Note that the slot schedules over lu, ~c?lu· and ~clu·[ti] must have the same number of 1’s.
Now from Property 6.4.1, there is a positive probability that at frame ti + 1 we have
C[ti + 1], such that
cls[ti + 1] =

0 if l = lu, s = su ,
1 if l = lu, s = sm ,
cls[ti] otherwise,
i.e., the transmission originally scheduled over link lu on slot su is moved to slot sm at
frame ti + 1. Now, letting ti+1 = ti + 1, we have D(C[ti+1],C?) = D(C[ti],C?) − 1.
(ii) c?lusu = 1. We first let L
′
su denote the set of links, each of which has scheduled trans-
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mission on time-slot su by C[ti], but not by C?, i.e.,
L′su = {l ∈ L | clsu = 1, c?lsu = 0}.
Then, again there are two cases in (ii): (a) there exists a link in L′su , which has the
unsuccessful transmission on time-slot su, or (b) all the links in L′su have successful
transmissions at time-slot su.
(a): If there exists a link lF ∈ L′su , over which the scheduled transmission on time-slot
su was unsuccessful, then we can apply the similar argument to that in (i) (i.e., we
move the unsuccessful transmission over lF on su to other time-slot (, su), where a
transmission is scheduled by C?) to have that D(C[ti+1 = ti + 1],C?) = D(C[ti],C?)−1,
since L′su ∩ Lg = ∅.
(b): If all the links in L′su have successful transmissions on time-slot su, then from
Lemma 6.5.1, (by letting l̄ ≡ lu, and L′s ≡ L′su), there is a positive probability that
there exists a link l′ ∈ L′su , such that at the next frame ti + 1, C[ti + 1] = C[ti] (i.e.,
D(C[ti + 1],C?) = D(C[ti],C?)) and the transmission over l′ is unsuccessful. Then, at
the frame ti + 1, l′ < Lg[ti + 1], c?l′su[ti + 1] = 0 and l
′ is unsatisfied, which corresponds
to Case 1(i). Thus, by letting ti+1 = ti + 2, we have D(C[ti+1],C?) = D(C[ti],C?) − 1.
Case 2: lu ∈ Lg ⊂ Lu. Note that the fact we are in this case implies that all the links
in Lu \ Lg are satisfied, since we always choose first an unsatisfied link in Lu \ Lg by
construction.
Then, using the same definition of L′su as that in Case 1(ii), this case corresponds to
Case 1(ii)(b), i.e., when all the links in L′su have successful transmissions on time-slot su.
Thus, again based on Lemma 6.5.1, with a positive probability we have D(C[ti+1],C?) =
D(C[ti],C?) − 1, by letting ti+1 = ti + 2. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 6.5.2
Proof. Let C be any initial contention matrix, and C? be a feasible contention matrix. As in
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l=1 ρl be the total number of loads.
Recall that the proof of Theorem 6.5.1 implies that for the current frame i, we have
Pr
{
D(C[i + 2],C?) = D(C[i],C?) − 1
}
≥ (1/F)2nρ ,
i.e., over an interval of two frames, with at least probability q = (1/F)2nρ , D(C[i],C?)
decreases by 1, since in the worst cast, each transmission was unsuccessful, and a time-slot
is randomly chosen for each transmission with probability 1/F, and we nave nρ number of
scheduled transmissions, and this happens over two frames.
This also implies that with at least probability of qD(C[0],C
?), the system will converge
to C? within 2 × D(C[0],C?) frames. Note that convergence to a feasible schedule (pos-
sibly different from C?) could occur much earlier, since there could be multiple feasible
contention matrices.
Further, note that for any contention matrix C, we have
D(C,C?) ≥ nρ.
Thus, we have for any contention matrix C, we have ∀C ∈ C,∀C? ∈ C?, (where C and C?









≥ qD(C,C?) ≥ qnρ .
Now, let us study the evolution of the contention matrix at frames {0, 2nρ, 4nρ, · · · }.
Observe that at any frame 2t · nρ it will converge to a feasible contention matrix within up
to frame 2(t+1)·2nρ with probability at least qn
2
ρ .This immediately provides a exponentially
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fast upper bound on the convergence rate, i.e., ∀C ∈ C,
Pr
{
τ(C) > 2t × nρ
}
≤ (1 − qn2ρ)t.




Fluid models have been widely used, and shown to be efficient and accurate in the mod-
eling, analysis, and design of the Internet. In literature, much of this work has focused on
the design of end-host controllers and control algorithms at routers (marking functions) for
the stable end-to-end operation over the Internet. However, there is a significant fraction
of uncontrolled flows such as real-time video and audio flows in the Internet, and the effect
of those uncontrolled flows on the design and simulation of the Internet cannot be ignored
in the use of fluid models.
In Chapter 2, we have shown that the randomness due to short and unresponsive
flows in the Internet is sufficient to decouple the dynamics of the router queues from those
of the end controllers. This implies that a time-scale decomposition naturally occurs such
that the dynamics of the router manifest only through their statistical steady-state behavior.
This time-scale decomposition implies that a queue-length based marking function such as
Random Early Detection (RED) or Random Exponential Marking (REM) have an equivalent
form which depend only on the data arrival rate from the end-systems and do not depend
on the queue dynamics.
Using the new rate-based fluid model in Chapter 2, in Chapter 3, we have presented a
new approach to the design of hybrid packet/fluid simulation. Under a fast queue regime,
our approach enables us to simulate large-scale systems, where the simulation step-size is
governed only by the time-scale of the end-systems, and not that of the queueing dynamics
at the intermediate routers. This gives us a significant reduction of both simulation time
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complexity and implementation complexity for real-time emulation, compared with a
queue tracking based hybrid simulation.
However, it is possible that we can be in a regime where fast queue regimes do not
occur (e.g., by having large RED queue threshold parameters), where FluNet does not
seem to perform well. In a real network, depending on the number of traversing flows
and capacity at intermediate routers, fast and slow queue regimes can occur at different
times and routers. In this case, queue tracking based fluid simulation and rate model based
simulation should be chosen appropriately. A simple approach to differentiate between
both regimes is to measure the number of regenerative cycles in a chosen step-size, and
apply one of both fluid simulation models to mark/drop the packet at the intermediate
routers.
Further, queueing delays could be significant with such a large queue operating size,
which are ignored in the current implementation of FluNet (note, however, that FluNet can
incorporate mean queueing delays, simply by adding an extra parameter to the round-trip
propagation delay). In this case, a more accurate approach is to implement fluid queues to
track the queue variation, and determine marking/dropping decisions based on the queue
length (at the cost of having state in the simulator to keep track of the queue lengths). Thus,
we believe that a good approach to hybrid simulation is to use both queue based method
(such as in QFM [16]) as well as rate based method (such as FluNet), depending on the
type of the system under study.
In Chapter 4, we have first quantified the trade-off between stability for controlled
flows and QoS-guarantee for uncontrolled real-time flows as a function of marking elas-
ticity. The results indicate that some marking functions may be “uniformly” better than
others. In particular, among the marking functions that we have compared, our bounds
indicate that a rate based version of REM seems to provide the largest local-stability re-
gion for any given QoS requirement. Next, we have compared the capacity required at a
router with only FIFO scheduling versus a router with priority scheduling (priority given
to the real-time flows) for supporting a given QoS requirement. We have quantified the
“scheduling-gain” of priority scheduling over FIFO scheduling, as a function of marking
elasticity. We have shown that this scheduling gain decreases with more elastic marking
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functions.
While much of the research based on fluid models has focused on wire-line networks,
a growing area of research is that of wireless multi-hop networks.
In Chapter 5, we have first investigated fluid models for MAC and appropriate conges-
tion control models for multi-hop wireless networks. Based on an optimization framework
with constraints that arise from the multi-hop wireless network, we have proposed a hop-
by-hop congestion control algorithm, and have studied its properties on the stability and
peak buffer requirement. In the absence of delay, we have shown that this algorithm
are globally stable using a Lyapunov function based approach. Next, in the presence of
delay, we have shown that the hop-by-hop control algorithm has the property of spatial
spreading. In other words, focused loads at a particular spatial location in the network
get “smoothed” over space. We derive bounds on the “peak load” at a node, both with
hop-by-hop control, as well as with end-to-end control, and have shown that significant
gains are to be had with the hop-by-hop scheme
In Chapter 5, we had assumed that a fluid model at the MAC layer, and studied
the properties of the congestion control algorithm. In Chapter 6, we have considered the
complementary discrete problem of determining dynamic schedulers, such that over a long
time-scale it results in a fluid model. In this context, we have addressed the problem of
dynamic scheduling for multi-rate TDMA wireless networks with arbitrary topologies. We
have developed a synchronous contention-based MAC algorithm (DCAMA) that provably
converges to a conflict-free schedule for any feasible load and for arbitrary topologies.
The key mechanisms that enables us to achieve this are a synchronous two-level priority
RTS/CTS based contention scheme and randomized selection of time-slots. Based on
this algorithm, we have proposed heuristics (ADCAMA, which also provably converges)
that improve the convergence time by biasing time-slot access probabilities based on past
contention history.
An issue that we do not directly address in this thesis is the behavior of these algorithms
when the load is not feasible. To handle such cases, we will need to combine admission
control strategies (long time-scale control) along with the MAC algorithms (short time-scale
resource allocation) to ensure that a feasible solution exists. It would be of interest in the
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future to study admission control policies in conjunction with the (A)DCAMA algorithm.
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